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ABSTRACT

DIASPORA MUSICIANS AND CREATIVE COLLABORATION IN A
MULTICULTURAL COMMUNITY: A CASE STUDY IN ETHNODOXOLOGY
Joy Hyunsook Kim
Master of Arts
with major in
World Arts
The Graduate Institute of Applied Linguistics, August 2018
Supervising Professor: Dr. Neil R. Coulter
This study takes a close look at a multicultural, multilingual, urban context—a common
context in which most diaspora communities are found—and how diasporic experiences
marked by liminality, marginality, hybridity, and power relations affect people’s cultural
identity and artistic expressions. I present a case study focusing on diaspora musicians
living in a radically multicultural context and applying an ethnodoxological model of
creative collaboration—Create Local Arts Together—to reach a community goal of unity
in diversity in the context of worship. I explore key terms of ethnodoxology, such as
heart music and local arts, and what they mean in a diaspora context. The interviews and
collaborative activities with diaspora musicians reveal the interrelationships of four key
concepts: marginality, identity, creativity, and hybridity, and how unique musical
expressions of diaspora musicians can be an effective communication medium that fuels
e po l o e
missions.

l oll o

o —a model that has been proposed for diaspora
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CHAPTER 1: DIASPORA MISSIOLOGY
I’m Sy

Ch s

, spe k g A

, f om D m s s,

espo ded F d whe he w s

asked to introduce himself. Fadi and his family came to Atlanta, Georgia, in 2011 and
had been living in the United States for almost five years at the time I met him for an
interview. Back in Syria, Fadi worked in a church for 16 years as a secretary of the head
office and taught music to children. His daughters dreamed of coming to the States and
told him about a way to apply for a lottery to emigrate. Fadi won the lottery. After two
years of processing, including a lot of paperwork and an interview at an American
embassy, Fadi and his family arrived in Atlanta, where his uncle lived. Two months later,
war broke out in Syria. He believes that God rescued his family from the Syrian war. Fadi
started working for his uncle on house maintenance jobs, and soon his mother and brother
followed him and came to live in Atlanta. Two other Syrian families also came with
refugee status. Fadi now works at a restaurant in the mornings and teaches private music
lesso s

he f e oo s. Re ll g h s l fe

a church choir,

d h d de e

jo , ho se,

k

Sy

, F d s ys, I led m s

,

d eve y h g

k

Sy

d,

. H s w sh

is to work full-time for a church or to teach music full-time. He says he likes living in
Ame

d does ’ l ke he o

h s d gh e s’ ed

p o

Sy

. He w ll o

o . He wo ld l ke o v s h s o

y,

e os y

he U.S. for

’s o s fe. A o d g

to Fadi, 20 million people lived in Syria, but 5 million have left because of the war.
Fifteen percent of the population was Christian, but now, because so many Christians
have left the country, only 2–3% of the population living in Syria is Christian.
1

2
The world is changing, and people are on the move. Millions of people are living
outside of their places of origin, whether by their choice or not, and the number of such
people is increasing. Fadi is just one of those millions of diasporic people, and the current
Syrian refugee crisis just one example of the displacement of people today. This
phenomenon has been gaining attention from missiologists over the past two decades,
initiating a major paradigm shift in the way Christian workers engage the world with the
gospel. Discussions about contextualization of the gospel and how it can bring
transformation to a community predate the current topic of diaspora. More recently, a
new response from missions, mostly from the majority world, suggests a new missions
paradigm for this changing world we live in: diaspora missiology.
This global phenomenon affects every sphere of culture, including artistic
expressions. Many artists live in diaspora communities, and their artistic expressions are
affected by their diasporic experiences. Who are these diaspora artists, and how do their
experiences affect their artistic expressions? What is the significance of their artistic
expressions for missions today, and what is the relationship between arts and missions?
Aim of This Thesis
In this study I focus on diaspora artists—musicians, specifically—living in a
multicultural context. I propose that in the multicultural, multilingual, urban contexts of
most diaspora communities, hybridity in artistic expression is not only the natural product
of diaspora artists but also the most effective pathway to unity in diversity, thus building
up the local community. Diaspora artists are often untapped resources for building
bridges between the distinct cultures they identify with, potentially becoming active

3
agents of holistic mission in the local community. The marginality they experience
enables them to see things from different perspectives, inspiring creativity in their artistic
expressions. These unique artistic expressions could be an effective means of reaching
ou o people o
he hos omm

he move, help g mem e s of d spo
es, f

he God’s k gdom

he

omm
omm

es, oge he w h
es.

I present a series of research questions leading to a case study of the application
of an ethnodoxological model to a radically multicultural diaspora community. This study
reveals how creativity is related to marginality and cultural identity of the diaspora artists,
d how

s s’ d spo

e pe e es p od e hy

d

s

e p ess o s. The hy

d

expressions flow from their emergent identities in a new cultural context that draws on
elements of their home culture and the culture of the host society, thus creating a kind of
h d

l

e

1

different from the other two cultures. My questions relate to the self-

perception of diaspora artists and how their marginal and liminal (that is, in-between)
experiences influence their artistic expressions. Through interviews with diaspora artists
and other activities in my research project, I investigate the interrelationships of four key
concepts: marginality, identity, creativity, and hybridity. The unique artistic expressions
of diaspora artists in their local communities are an effective communication medium that
f els

e po l o e

l oll o

o —a model that has been proposed for diaspora

missions—between diaspora communities and the host communities, and among diaspora
communities. This is related to a model that ethnodoxologists have proposed for arts in
mission: creative collaboration with local
1

ss

See Pollock & Van Reken 2009; Useem 1993; Vidal 2000.

he omm

y, o

o- e o . I
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this thesis, I explore the relationship between these two models and the significance of
that relationship in the context of mission.
Diaspora Missiology
I first discuss the recent paradigm shift initiated by diaspora missiologists,
highlighting ways in which the contemporary diaspora phenomenon has changed the
world, as well as conceptualizations and activities in missions contexts. After integrating
diaspora missiology and ethnodoxology (which I discuss in the next chapter), I draw
connections between the implications of diaspora missiology and a proposed model of
ethnodoxology, applying this to a specific project with diaspora musicians in a
multicultural, multilingual, urban context—a not-uncommon situation in the
contemporary world.
The Diaspora Phenomenon and Demographic Movement
The contemporary diaspora phenomenon is a massive dispersion of peoples that
has changed the world's demographics. People are on the move, and most urban centers
host large-scale diaspora communities, including immigrants and refugees. Dispersion of
peoples s o

ew phe ome o ,

people’s mo l y h s

e sed

p dly

he

post-colonial era (after 1960), along with current trends in globalization and urbanization.
Enoch Wan defines diaspora as people who take up residence away from their places of
o g

(2011: 3). Michael A. Ry k ew h’s def

o of d spo

s

Diaspora involves the dispersal of a people from a homeland to a host
country or countries, the formation of a community within the host
country that identifies with the homeland, and the maintenance of links
between the diasporic community and the homeland and/or the
maintenance of links among the diasporic communities themselves.
(2012: 282–283; italics in original)
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The estimated diaspora population of 175 million in the year 2000 had grown to
192 million by 2005: approximately 3% of the total global population (Wan 2011: 12).
More recently, it was reported that the number of international migrants increased to 214
million in 2010, and 232 million in 2013 (Tira & Yamamori 2016: 1, and Remigio, Jr.
2016: 23–24). In 2011 the BBC News stated that
Over the past 15 years, the number of people crossing borders in search of a better
life has been rising steadily. At the start of the 21st century, one in every 35 people
is an international migrant. If they all lived in the same place, it would be the
wo ld’s f f h-largest country. (qtd. in Wan 2011: 12)
Globalization and urbanization have contributed significantly to he p sh
p ll f

o s of d spo

d

he 21st century. In Scattered and Gathered: A

moveme

Global Compendium of Diaspora Missiology (2016), Jackson and Remigio discuss how
he d spo

demog ph moveme

h s ee

m jo ‘d v g’ factor in accelerating

globalization, urbanization and the emergence of megacities as well as a pluralistic polity,
e o omy, so e y,
p shed o

d

l

e (2016: 8). Members of diasporic communities were

of he pl e of

el g o s opp ess o ,

h y

d e o om d ff

l d s s e s, v ole e, w , political or
l es,

d we e p lled o ew pl es y he

pursuit of a better life in wealthier countries, and especially in major cities. Remigio
ff ms h s whe he efe s o urban areas in affluent countries as a ‘pull’ factor
because cities are viewed as the centers of economic opportunity that can provide an
improved quality of life (2016: 22; italics in original). Most diaspora movement is
‘from south to north, and from east to west’ ow ds seve of he wo ld’s we l h es

6
o

es wh h h ve less h

wo ld’s m g

pop l

o

s fo

16% of he o l wo ld pop l
d he e (W

o ; ye 33% of he

2011: 12).

The Development of Diaspora Missiology
Diaspora studies developed as a discipline in the 1990s (Wan 2011: 97).
Interdisciplinary by nature, it encompasses academic disciplines such as economics,
demographics, political science, education, history, and law. Steven Ybarrola, professor
of cultural anthropology at Asbury Theological Sem

y, d s sses how he

longstanding interest within the discipline of anthropology in the study of migration has
evolved s

e he 1990s

o he s dy of d spo s

d

s

o l sm (Y

ol

2012: 79). He suggests that anthropological concepts such as liminality, cultural identity,
and power relations (which I discuss later) could be used to study and understand the
various issues associated with diaspora missiology.
Literature on diaspora in relation to Christian mission has appeared primarily in
the past 15 years. The first publication was Missiology's compilation of papers on the
heme of M g

o Ch lle ge

d Ave

e fo Ch s

M ss o

(J

y 2003).

Notable networks that have produced papers on diaspora and mission include the Filipino
International Network (FIN), the Lausanne Movement, and the Global Diaspora Network
(GDN). FIN published a compilation called Scattered: The Global Filipino Presence in
2004. As a result of a series of consultations, the Lausanne Movement produced
significant documents, such as the 2004 Lausanne Occasional Paper (LOP) 55, Diasporas
and International Students: The New People Next Door.
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The publication of LOP 55 officially placed diaspora missiology on the global
agenda for the church. Articles on diaspora communities, migration, and diaspora
missiology have appeared in missiological journals such as Global Missiology,
Transformation, Mission Studies, Missiology, International Review of Mission, and
Evangelical Missions Quarterly (Im & Casiño 2014: 12). Wa ’s 2011 ook Diaspora
Missiology: Theory, Methodology, and Practice was a significant introduction to the
concept of diaspora missiology. The Global Diaspora Network formed through the
Lausanne Movement, and Edinburgh 2010 published Global Diasporas and Mission in
2014, recognizing diaspora as one of nine key themes for missions in the 21st century.
And most recently, the Global Diaspora Network published a comprehensive volume of
diaspora missiology in 2016. Scattered and Gathered: A Global Compendium of
Diaspora Missiology was edited by leading diaspora missiologists Sadiri Joy Tira and
Tetsunao Yamamori. More than 50 writers from all over the world contributed to the
volume, addressing various aspects and issues of diaspora missiology. There have also
been ethnic diaspora–specific articles, and books focusing on specific regions or
ethnicities (Wan & Pocock 2009; Kim & Ma 2011; Im & Yong 2014; Pocock & Wan
2015; Tira & Yamamori 2016).
Definitions and Implications of Diaspora Missiology
The Lausanne Diaspora Educators Consultation's Seoul Declaration defines
d spo

m ss ology

s

God’s edemp ve m ss o

m ss olog

l f mewo k fo

dp

p

g

mo g peoples l v g o s de he pl es of o g

(T

&

Yamamori 2016: 2). Im and Casiño def e

de s

d g

s he s dy of he geog ph o
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demographic mobility of people in various parts of the globe viewed through the lens of
God’s edemp ve pl

fo ‘all nations’ (panta ta ethne) ;

of how the body of Ch s
They s

e h ,

p

p e

o d g o W , d spo

also refers to the exploration

h s edemp ve p pose

d wo k (2014: 3).

m ss ology s f

lly ‘glo l’

d me

[explained below] in nature because it is borderless and transnational, multicultural rather
than homogenous, and both multiethnic and multi-d e o l (Im & Casiño 2014: 3).
In response to the shifting demographic reality and the increasing significance of
glo l d spo

e ds, d spo

paradigm o s ppleme

he

of ‘diaspora missions’ s
def es d spo

d o l m ss olog
le

m ss ology s

the glo l demog ph
ompl sh H s m ss o

m ss ology h s eme ged s

ve m ss o s
d ffe e

ve m ss olog

egy (W

2011: 3, 313). Wan

l z g Ch s

m ss o of

of God’s sove e g des g

o

(2011: 313). Wan proposes four dimensions of a continuum to

compare traditional missiology to diaspora missiology: focus, conceptualization,
perspective, and orientation. D spo
o e

lz

o ,

eg

sm l

m ss ology fo ses o

g ev gel sm

Diaspora missiology de- e
Diaspora missio

o

l zes he

d so

d glo lly,

l o e

hol s

s yo

m ss o s

d

(Wan 2011: 98–99).

d o l o ep s of he e

s glo l, wh h me s m

eo sly lo lly

l

l f mewo k, p opos g he p

w y of o ep

e d of ‘d spo ’ s p

le

d he e.

e h being carried out

d m l d e o l, in contrast to the ‘lineal’

concept of traditional missions —that is, a movement going in one direction, where
‘sending’ is more important than ‘receiving,’ ‘assimilation’ more important than
‘amalgamation’ (Wan 2011: 98). The pe spe ve of d spo

m ss ology s

o

e
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geographically divided or confined to home/foreign, regional/global, urban/rural, but
rather is borderless,

transnational, and global (Wan 2011: 100). Diaspora missions,

as a paradigm, view and follow God’s w y of p ov de
o

and spiritually,

s o he ‘se d g

lly mov g people sp

d e e v g’

lly

d o l m ss o s (Wan

2011: 99–100).
D spo

m ss olog s s sse

d p o he ‘m ss o s

o

d’ (T

h

Ch s

m ss o s s eq

ed o espo d

d

& Y m mo 2016: 1), with mission fields being

redefined due to the massive demographic movement of the past century. They believe
that God s he m s e

o d

o of he glo l d spo s

d has devised and

orchestrated the scattering and gathering of individuals and people groups since the
e o of he p oge

o of he h m

f m ly h o gh wh h God h s

ompl shed

and will accomplish his redemptive purposes (Im & Casiño 2014: 1).
Diaspora missiologists have discussed implications and proposed strategies that
urge the Christian church to engage in missions to the diaspora, missions through the
diaspora, and missions by and beyond the diaspora.2 Im and Casiño summarize these
three aspects of diaspora mission in Global Diasporas and Mission:
In the midst of all these paradigm shifts, people on the move can be potential
beneficiaries of grace as objects of missions. Likewise, people in dispersion can
serve as channels of grace as they come to realize their roles as partners of
missions. Moreover, people in diasporic environments can act as active agents of
missions, striving to reach their host nations and cities beyond their own
ethnolinguistic perimeters. (2014: 16; italics in original)
2

Some diaspora missiologists use mission to, mission with, and mission from the diaspora instead. As
Church, we need to be open to recognizing the importance of mission to, mission with, and mission from
the Diaspora, and to work to bring them from the margins of Church and society to be mainstream
p
p os
he o wo k g of God’s p poses. Th s s o h o espo s l y d o oppo
y
(McGrath, Sibley-Bentley, Butcher & Wieland 2016: 177).
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As a Korean diasporic person living in the U.S., I engage in all three aspects of
diaspora missions. I was a member of a Korean immigrant church and ministered to the
Korean diaspora for more than 20 years while living in Dallas, Texas and continue to
engage with Korean immigrant churches (missions to the diaspora). My husband and I
network with members of the Korean diaspora in other parts of the world to engage them
God’s m ss on (missions through the diaspora). And recently, we have been focusing
more on reaching out to other ethnic groups, locally and globally (missions by and
beyond he d spo ). We’ve wo ked w h Ko e

d spo

m s

s lo

ed

d ffe e

parts of the world, providing mentoring, training, and resources to engage the artists in
m ss o s. My h s

d

d I h ve ee

volved

m s m

s y fo

s lo g s we’ve

been Christians, and we have been connected to various diverse diaspora musicians in the
context of worship. More recently, we moved to a city in the state of Georgia where
diverse immigrant and refugee communities reside together and have been involved in a
local ministry of music and arts in this multicultural context.
Stan Downes points out that much of the focus of diaspora missiology is the first
category—missions to the diaspora—which opens up opportunities to reach diaspora
groups and often leads to the second category—missions through diaspora—that reaches
people who are naturally connected through the wide diaspora network around the world.
He discusses challenges that diaspora groups face that hinder them from reaching the
po e

l of m ss o s by and beyond d spo , wh h

volves

e h g o o ly he

populations among whom they live but also reaching other immigrant people groups in
he s me lo l y,

d s gges s h mo e e mples of h s

ego y

eed o e fo

d
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and publicized as an encouragement to the thousands of diaspora churches around the
wo ld (Dow es 2015: 78, 88). This aspect of diaspora missions requires partnership with
people from other cultures, including dominant cultures of local populations, which is
quite challenging for diaspora groups. The reasons for the challenges are explained by
Minho Song:
In most diaspora Korean churches, the apostolic dimension of the church is either
weak or missing. Finding themselves aliens and sojourners in a new setting,
diaspora Christians have the natural tendency to stay amongst themselves because
they find comfort and a sense of belonging to their own kind. This homogeneous
pull brings and binds them together, but ultimately bans them from meaningfully
participating in the lives of those who are outside of the group. (2011: 125–126;
italics in original)
Downes bel eves h
m jo fo e
p

l

d spo

el eve s

d d spo

h

hes

d sho ld e

wo ld m ss o s (2015: 78) and quotes a bold statement from a Lausanne

o : Ch s

el eve s

d spo

…

e o e of he mos s

eg ‘m ss o

y’

forces in the history of missions … evangelizing members of the host society and other
eh

g o ps

he

o e

(qtd. in Downes 2015: 78–79). For these missions to

happen from diaspora communities, an effective partnership model is necessary between
diaspora groups and the host community, and among the diasporic subcommunities, to
foster this bridge-building potential of missions by and beyond diaspora.
Diaspora Mission Partnership Model: Reciprocal Contextual Collaboration
Diaspora missiologists point to Re p o l Co e

l Coll o

o ,

m ss o s

approach proposed by Samuel Cueva, when considering partnership in missions in
general and in the context of diaspora missions. Sung Hun Kim presented the mission of
reciprocal contextual collaboration (RCC) as the main theme at the 3rd D spo

Le de s’

12
Roundtable in 2013,3

d he o ep w s d s ssed mo e ho o ghly

C ev ’s ook,

Mission Partnership in Creative Tension (2015). In connection with diaspora missions,
C ev

el eves h

e wee m ss o s

e p o l mission theology will provide a positive interaction
egy

(2016: 1). He sse s h
point for any kind of diaspo

d he heolog

l f mewo k of

e p o l m ss o
m ss o

y d spo

m ss o model

heology sho ld e p vo l heolog

l

(2016: 1). Reciprocal mission theology is rooted

in the belief in a trinitarian God as the owner of the mission, who has invited his chosen
people to fulfill his mission with the joy that he gives through reciprocal co-participation
in the missio Dei.
C ev e pl

s wh e h wo d of RCC mpl es: Re p o l s he ody of

Christ sharing its diverse ministries, gifts and resources to help one another reciprocally;
Co e

l

e o om

k owledges he e l y of he so

o e s w h he

k owledgme
m ss o s
imagin

o

o l

l, pol

de;

l, el g o s,

d Coll o

o

l ral, and
s he

of God’s l m e ow e sh p of missio Dei, that those who are involved

e j s oll o

os

God’s k gdom

(2015: 68). He des

es h s p ophe

f eedom of p ophe
m g

o

s he

ov

ve

ways to develop the mission task for the fulfillment of the missio Dei (2015: 378).
C ev

ses h s o ep o p omo e ew models fo m ss o wh h

systemic think g o p omo e de s

d le

ves o

el es o

ompl sh he m ss o m d e

(2015: 378). It is prophetic, he explains, because a contextualized understanding and the

3

Skype interview with Sung Hun Kim, November 11, 2015.
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role of participants are included in mission (2015: 378). Cueva further discusses this
collaboration in creative tension, saying,
The dimensional perichoresis of the Trinity (eternal communion that is a
Trinitarian unity), the political tension of the church (ecclesiology), the dynamic
tension of the kingdom, and the relational tension of collaborators (through
models of mission), which together bring imaginative and creative tensions to
reciprocal contextual collaboration, emphasize the fact that collaboration in
mission is mainly a reciprocal relationship in freedom of sharing, reciprocal trust,
truth in the gospel, unity in diversity, respect for dignity, and common goals for
God’s glo y. (2015: 310–311)

Reciprocity is reflected in the trinity: three persons having distinct and complementary
functions but working as one in perfect harmony with truthful interdependent
communication among them. Applying this to missions, Cueva believes that this kind of
oll o

o

w ll help s to find new appropriate models of mission through autonomy

(of individuals without individualism), freedom (to be shared, not imposed),
interdependence (in harmony, without domination) of mission co-p

p

s (2015:

311). It promotes two-way conversations based on relationships, unity in diversity,
sharing resources, sharing of authority for decision-making about priorities, and sharing
spiritual gifts among mission co-participants. Reciprocal contextual collaboration means
g people s
d

g

oll o

q l y o q

o s of diaspora mission who work in a complementary way
y o

o fo m ss o

(C ev 2016: 8). Cueva

proposes an inclusive, integrated mission that involves four innovative models related to
reciprocal contextual collaboration: synergy, spontaneous, integrated, and contextual
mission models:
The synergy model recognizes the importance of effectiveness, and it is missionmandate centered, while the spontaneous model puts much emphasis on the
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Spirit-intention, diversity and less formal structure without denying the need for
appropriate structures. The most radical of the four models is the contextual
model, which emphasizes freedom, cultural identity and the context. In the
integrated model, collaboration between two or more autonomous bodies rests on
interdependence. Thus, each body works by sharing resources or personnel for the
same purpose, target or plan. (2015: 348)
C ev s gges s h

hese fo

models of

e p o l m l pol

o e

l e g geme

are in creative tension; each model has its own strengths and weaknesses. As I've come to
de s
lo l

d hese models, I see

o el

o w h

s oge he , wh h emph s zes ese

e h odo olog

h g lo l

s

l model of

de o

e

g

g g o-creation

with local artists. Later in this thesis, I explain this correlation further through a case
study.
Diasporic Experiences: Liminality, Marginality, Cultural Identity, and Hybridity
Liminality and Cultural Identity
Immigrants and refugees make up the largest diaspora groups in urban centers.
Immigrants and refugees living in a multicultural, multilingual urban context are the
focus of my study. Diaspora and identity issues have been discussed in various fields,
including diaspora studies, anthropology, missiology, and ethnomusicology. In Soul, Self,
and Society (2011), Michael Rynkiewich raises a series of missiological questions for
missions today. He says that the effects of globalization and urbanization have made most
societies today multicultural rather than monocultural. In such contexts, people may have
multifaceted identities, employing one social identity, language, and culture in one
setting, and then in another setting presenting a different social identity, language, and
culture—even on the same day. The questions Rynkiewich raises are: What does it mean
to be in mission with people on the move who present themselves in such multiple
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identities, languages, and cultures? I

he f e of w desp e d,

p d moveme

of

peoples and their increasingly fluid and multifaceted identities, will the missionary settle
down somewhere or be itinerant along with the people (Ry k ew h 2011: [cover])?
In missions, challenges to the categorization of people groups by ethnicity,
culture, and language are discussed in Ry k ew h’s
D

le

he 2013 issue of ISFM,

g w h D spo . Ry k ew h ses he e m e h os pe, o g

lly p oposed

by Arjun Appadurai in his book, Modernity at Large: Cultural Dimensions of
Globalization (1996). According to Appadurai, in representing the new realities of
globalization, ethnoscape is defined as
the landscape of persons who constitute the shifting world in which we live:
tourists, immigrants, refugees, exiles, guest workers, and other moving groups
and individuals constitute an essential feature of the world and appear to affect the
politics of (and between) nations to a hitherto unprecedented degree. This is not to
say that there are no relatively stable communities and networks of kinship,
friendship, work, and leisure, as well as of birth, residence, and other filial forms.
But it is to say that the warp of these stabilities is everywhere shot through with
the woof of human motion, as more persons and groups deal with the realities of
having to move or the fantasies of wanting to move. (qtd. in Rynkiewich 2013:
107)
Ry k ew h efe s o h s e m s
he p

l s w h wh

hey

mo e e
lly see

l pp o h h fo es o se ve s o f ll
he p ese

me (2013: 107). He discusses

the implication of ethnoscape for missions:
This means that missionaries are forced to look closely in order to discover
exactly who the people are that they have chosen to settle among. These people
are all different, all particular to space and time. Many are ephemeral, on the
move, and will not last long as a discernable group before they reassemble in
o he o f g
o . The m ss o y’s jo s o o s op he people f om mov g
and changing, but rather to offer them Christ along the way. (2013: 107–108)
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Ybarrola, in h s

le A h opology, D spo s

d M ss o

(2012), considers how

anthropology can contribute to the study of diaspora missiology, connecting
anthropological concepts such as liminality, cultural identity, and power relations,
suggested by Miriam Adeney in Missiology (2011), to the understanding of diasporas. He
explains the liminality immigrants experience:
Liminality has to do with the sense of being in-between, of living in a
hyphe ed sp e (see Thom sse 2009, v Ge ep 1960, Turner 1967).
While liminality may at times be psychologically stressful and limiting (a person
e g e he / o ),
lso e sed o m ke o e o s oss o de s
(both/and). In an increasingly globalized world, having intercultural competency
can be a great advantage for the furtherance of the Kingdom, and those
experiencing liminality as immigrants in a new land may have a greater
opportunity to develop this competency than those in the host society that have
not experienced such in-betweenness (Adeney 2011; see also Levitt 2009).
(Ybarrola 2012: 84)
Ybarrola believes that liminal experiences of being in-between can be a great benefit to
immigrants, developing intercultural competency to make border-crossing possible
within diaspora groups and with host communities. He further explains how liminality
m ke mm g

s

d ef gees mo e e ep ve o he gospel,

‘ p oo ed’ f om he home

l

e

d so

ls

s hey h ve ee

e (2012: 85). He also discusses

how the transnational character of the newer diasporas affects cultural identity and states.
S

e m y d spo s

s ys, de

y s o s

em
ed

g s o ge
d ego

ed

es o he ‘home’ omm

sed o

es, he

he m l lo alities in which these

transnation ls l ve (2012: 86).4
4

Ybarrola quotes Vertovec, who states, However termed, the multi-local life-world presents a wider, even
more complex set of conditions that affect the construction, negotiation and reproduction of social
identities. These identities play out and position individuals in the course of their everyday lives within and
oss e h of he pl es of
hme o pe e ved elo g g (Vertovec 2001: 578).
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As a bicultural, bilingual immigrant living in a multicultural context, I agree with
Rynkiewich and Ybarrola that diasporic people go through a liminal phase of identity
crisis—or live with multifaceted identities—because of the dual or multi world they live
in (or the in-betweenness they experience): at least two languages, two identities, and two
distinct cultures. I present myself to co-workers in my workplace or colleagues in my
school differently from how I present myself to Korean friends having dinner at my
house—and all of this can happen on the same day. I feel at ease shifting my identities
back and forth during the day because over time it has become natural for me, my reality.
I no longer struggle as much as I once did, because I do identify with the cultures,
languages, and relationships of the communities I belong to. Many of my Korean friends
share the same kinds of experiences, whether or not they can explain or articulate their
shifting identities.
Ybarrola articulates this idea of hyphe

ed (o hy

d) de

es —Korean-

American—in relation to the liminal status of diaspora (2012: 86). He says,
The hyphenation reflects, once again, their liminal status, where they may in
various contexts be accepted as neither Korean nor American, both Korean and
American, not American but Korean, or not Korean but American. (2012: 86)
To say that diasporic people live with this tension of being in-between, and that they
daily struggle with their identities, is not an exaggeration. And their identities will evolve
and shift as they move on to other contexts and settings, which means that the concepts of
ethnic, cultural, or social identities are more fluid than was once thought in traditional
missiology.
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Marginality and Cultural Identity
Marginality5 is
the position of people on the edges, preventing their access to resources and
opportunities, freedom of choices, and the development of personal capabilities.
Being excluded, not only from growth but also from other dimensions of
developmental and societal progress, is an indication of the extremely poor being
at the margins of society and in many cases marginality is a root cause of poverty
(von Braun et al. 2009). (von Braun & Gatzweiler 2014: 3)
Though not all diaspora gro ps

e he m g

l zed poo

(von Braun & Gatzweiler

2014: 3), just as there are people marginalized but not poor, or poor but not
marginalized,6 many refugees and immigrant groups start their lives in the host country as
the marginalized poor. The marginalized poor are also socially and culturally in the
margins of two or more different cultures around them, thus eventually developing a
h d

l

e that is not either of the cultures that they are in the margins of (see figure

1). In other words, their marginal experiences affect their perspectives and their identities
significantly enough to become a separate culture, combining different elements from the
cultures around them. This cultural marginality they experience also affects their cultural
identity, just as their liminal state affects it.

5

He e s o he def
o f om he s me p ge of he ook: We def e m g l y s ‘
vol
y
position and condition of an individual or group at the margins of social, political, economic, ecological,
and biophysical systems, that prevent them from access to resources, assets, services, restraining freedom
of ho e, p eve
g he developme of p l es, d eve
lly
s g e eme pove y’
(Gatzweiler et al. 2011: 3; also see Gatzweiler and Baumüller Chap. 2 this volume) (von Braun &
Gatzweiler 2014: 3).

6

https://www.zef.de/fileadmin/webfiles/downloads/projects/margip/downloads/Poster-marginalitytropentag.pdf
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Figure 1. The third-culture model for diaspora.7

Ybarrola efe s o Ko e
m g

l y o e e

de s

mm g
d he l m

heolog
ls e

J

g Yo

dm g

g Lee’s heology of

l zed e pe iences of

diaspora. Lee offers insights on marginality in his book Marginality: The Key to
Multicultural Theology (1995). He po
d efe s o Ch s ’s lo dsh p s he
96). Lee e pl

s h f om Ch s ’s

ys Jes s Ch s s he m g
e ve o e of m g
h

d h o gho

of m g

l y

l zed people (Lee 1995:

h s l fe, Ch s l ved o

he

margin of the margins and identified with people on the margins. In contrast to the human
search for the center—wh h we seek e

se we h k

lo s of dom

y (Lee 1995: 97)—the new marginality

e,

d he pl e of se

Jesus cre ed h o gh h s de h
m g

d es

e o

s he so ce of existence, the

e me he

l zed people (Lee 1995: 96). I Lee’s wo ds, he

e ve o e of
e

ve o e s

where the Son, Spirit, and Father are present. In this core the Son meets Father
d Sp , j s s F he mee s So
d Sp … Th s o e s he
fy g fo e of
he d v e
y s well s he wo ld. To e
h s o e s o e w h God … Th s
creative core is, then, different from the center that people seek. The center they
7

This model is adapted to diaspora based on the third culture model in Pollock and Van Reken 2009, 14.
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seek s he e e of e
l y, f lse e e … the center of our creation. The
creative core, which is the new center, seeks the people, while the false center is
sought by hem … The efo e, God is not central to those who seek the center, but
God is center to those who seek marginality, because the real center is the
creative core, the margin of marginality. (1995: 97; italics in original)
Lee connects what he experienced as an immigrant in the U.S.—rejection, harassment,
and humiliation— o Jes s’s
(1995: 83). H m

m g

o

d h s s ffe

l y s ove ome y

g s dv em g

ew m g

l y, o he

lz

o

e ve o e,

which reconciles two different worlds. Lee further explains this creative core:
The creative core invites reconciliation. As Paul said, God was in Christ-Jesus to
reconcile the world to self (2 Cor 5:19). A new marginal person is a reconciler of
two different or, even, antagonistic worlds. Being between these two margins, an
individual reconciles each and lives in-beyond the two. He or she is at the creative
core. Wherever there is a new marginality, there is a creative core where ChristJesus is present. Until the whole world is reconciled, the process continues, and
Christ-Jesus will remain the margin of marginality. (1995: 98)
This theology of marginality not only gives an understanding of marginality but also
imparts significant meaning to marginal experiences of diaspora that are not commonly
considered positive experiences for most immigrants and refugees. It offers a new
perspective through which to view marginality and what God has intended through
marginal experiences.
Marginality and diaspora cultural identities are closely related. Applying this
theology to the diaspora context, we see that immigrants and refugees live with a constant
tension of either assimilating to the host culture (moving toward the center) or isolating
themselves in the margins or somewhere in-between. Chong H. Kim summarizes
different characteristics of diaspora by presenting an ethnic identity/assimilation grid in
hs

le, M ss o f om the D spo

(2013: 98). In the grid, Kim identifies four
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distinct groups who are at either the high or low ends of assimilation and ethnic identity:
Mainstream cultural (high assimilation, low ethnic identity), Bicultural (high
assimilation, high ethnic identity), Acultural (low assimilation, low ethnic identity), and
Asian cultural (low assimilation, high ethnic identity) (2013: 98–99). He asserts that selfawareness of diaspora identities is the key to mission from (or by and beyond) diaspora.
K m el eves h

eh

de

es, whe

o dol zed o

gifts from God to the body of Christ and to he los wo ld
h g g d spo

eh

de

es

e ll w h

he o

d

ke

o

e

eme,

k owledges h

d y of God’s des g

e

f sd pl

(2013: 100). The greater their awareness of where they are in the cultural grid, the better
their understanding of people in the other grids, which would be important for even
oss g

e

l

l o

d

es w h he s me e h

m ell

8

(Harutyunyan 2012:

7). Korean church leaders, for example, are concerned about the next generation, who
struggle between two seemingly opposing poles of Korean culture and American culture.
There are generational, linguistic, social, and cultural tensions among people in different
grids, because each group of a grid shares distinct subcultures within the Korean diaspora
group. And their identity can shift from one to another over time as they choose to
assimilate into the dominant culture or to maintain stronger ties to their ethnic heritage.

8

Diverse social processes of diaspora that shape diverse identities—even within a people group under one
eh
m ell —were discussed by Anna Harutyunyan in a recent paper (2012:7) that challenged
classical diaspora theory.
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Diaspora Arts (Music), Cultural Identity, and Hybridity
The Oxford Diasporas Programme at the University of Oxford supported an event
led Doh M
it as
e pe e

eve

Meh Up: D spo
o e plo e

g d spo

d Ide

y

2014. The we s e9 explained

A

d d spl y he ole of he

s

de s

d g, e p ess g

d

:

“Doh Mix Meh Up” is a one-day international art exhibition and performance
programme featuring artists and artworks selected from an open call entitled
Exploring Diaspora through the Arts. The event brings together artist works,
photography, film, spoken word poetry, theatre and a panel discussion as a way of
exploring the varied and multifaceted experiences of those around the world who
have moved from home to make a new life elsewhere. (bold and italics in
original)
In conjunction with the event, the Oxford Diasporas Programme published a
booklet with the same title, collecting images and texts to stimulate reflection about
diaspora and cultural identities (Garnett & Shah 2015). O

he eve ’s we s e, he hos

explained the significant connection between arts and diaspora:
The arts have served as a platform for the creation, expression, and negotiation of
diasporic experiences across generations and geographies. The term diaspora
emerges from the literary world, and many of the key thinkers in diaspora studies
have looked to the arts as a source of inspiration, insight and information. In fact,
artistic mediums of expression are often flexible enough to engage with and
articulate the complexity and fluidity of diasporic experiences.10 (italics mine)
Not only are scholars in diaspora studies interested in this correlation of diaspora
and arts, but ethnomusicologists have also explored this topic, leading to a special
volume of the Society for Ethnomusicology's Student News that focused on diaspora and

9

http://www.migration.ox.ac.uk/odp/through-the-arts.shtml.

10

http://www.migration.ox.ac.uk/odp/pdfs/ODP_Diaspora%20and%20Arts_Call%20for%20Artists.pdf
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music. In that volume, Susan Asai discusses diasporic identities and musical hybridity,
quoting Ramnarine,
Diasporic connections provide a cultural base for studying musical hybridity
resulting from the intercultural contact of immigrant populations within their host
country. Cultural heritage plays an important role in the aesthetic preferences
many musicians embed in their work as they engage in border crossings that both
ff m d h lle ge he se se of de y d d ffe e e (R m
e 2007,
7)11 (Asai 2015: 7).
In the book Ethnicity, Identity and Music (2004), edited by Martin Stokes,
ethnomusicologist Thomas Turino introduces one of the purposes of the book as to
o l e he w ys
m

e

e,

d

wh h he
sfo m o

s o

e o d spo

de

y fo m

o ,

d o dd ess he ss es s well s he ge e l

importance of art for the formation of subjectivity, subjectivity for the articulation of
identity, and identity for the very existence of social groups and political moveme s
(2004: 4). He explains the relation of diasporic identity and hybridity, saying that
All identities, whether conceptualized at the individual or group level, are
emergent over a lifetime through interaction with the environment through the
mediation of signs. That is, new aspects of life experiences subtly, but
continually, influence the mental models we have for ourselves and of others
against the iconic background of what we have experienced before through the
encounters of the indexical now (Lea 2001). All identity formation is emergent
d hy d f, y he l e e m, we me
l s ve of v e y of eleme s
from different experiences. Diasporic identities, however, are dramatically hybrid

11

The f ll p ss ge: Bo de s e wee g o ps
he m l
l
l so e y ome o fo s oge he w h he
emergent creative expressio s, of e des
ed
e ms of ‘hy d y,’ h m k oss gs ove hem.
The p do s h o de s ome o fo s p e sely e se ‘hy d y’ l s he le dem
o s,
shifting attention from the multicultural to national and transnational networks, bringing into tension the
political urges of ethnic transnationalism and regionalism, and foregrounding creative exchanges in
transnational arenas. The border is a metaphoric and literal marker that simultaneously affirms and
challenges people’s sense of identity and difference ( l s m e).
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e se of he m l ple ( home so e y, hos so e y, o he d spo s es )
iconic maps of reality and bases for cultural resources. (Turino 2004: 13)
His concluding remark about hybridity in relation to diasporic cultural identity in the
same chapter shows that in the collective research, diasporic cultural formations are
characterized by hybridity—with practices and ideas drawn from various diasporic
experiences mentioned above—wh h s

s

o he ve y h

e of d spo

l

l

formations because of the ways subjectivities emerge, the ways subjectivity intersects
with identity, and because of the dialectical relationships between identity and expressive
l

lp

es (Turino 2004: 6–7).

He further explains that children within diasporic communities feel a kind of
displacement—belonging o e he he

l

e of he old o

y

o he

l

e of he

ew home —and that the very nature and character of diasporic cultural formations and
experiences affect and shape new composite identities (2004: 14). The p o lem of
locating, recognizing, o eself, T

o s ys, s of e

e l zed h o gh he

e o of

artistic forms that, in their very makeup, serve as a model for the new composite
de

es y

l d g o s

d

d es of he v

o s d spo

s es (2004: 14). In

other words, complex and fluid diasporic experiences marked by hybridity influence the
shaping of cultural identities of diaspora, expressed through their hybrid artistic
expressions which reinforce their new composite identities. Regarding music particularly,
Turino states that because
music contains tremendous room for the creation of new coherent forms from preexisting icons and indices, … this is key for representing and articulating
diasporic identities that are composites of elements from disparate social groups,
locations, and types of experience. (2004: 17)
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As , J p ese Ame
homel d’s

l

, e pl

l mp

s h J p ese Ame

oss ge e

o s e

s e

se of d spo

he
d

s

o l

connections to Japan. In spite of the challenges diasporic groups face when arriving in
racially and culturally inhospitable host countries, they find their desire to belong and
p

p e

o l

l

e o e

ep ed

d f lf lled h o gh

e sed

l

l

plurality in music and the arts that populations can create alternative hospitable cultural
sites in nations where citizenship and social acceptance of many peoples remains out of
e h (As 2015: 7). Asai affirms hybridized music and art h

llows g o ps o e

an aesthetic thread to their homeland while combining it with influences arising from the
e

l

l o

hey h ve w h pop l

o s

he hos o

y (2015: 7).

Power Relations and Musical Hybridity
Power is an important concept for outsiders to understand diaspora contexts, and
fo d spo
e e

g (Y

people o

d he h s o

d so o l

l o e

hey

e

power dynamics are one of the keys

d illustrates his point with an example of immigrants in the

ed S es, whe e d spo

g o ps

s o he , wh h w ll mp
m

l

ol 2012: 87). Ybarrola ff ms h

to this understanding
U

de s

e def ed h o gh

he oppo

es

he o

l le ses
y oho

d o s de ed
he m

o

d

o levels (2012: 87).
Within a diaspora group, there exist inner power dynamics between the subgroups

h

e des

Powe Pl y

ed y K m’s e h
he Imm g

Ch

de

y/ ss m l

o g d. E

h, d s sses he ge e

o l

e Ho g,
d

l

he p pe ,
l

differences between first- and second-generation Korean American church leaders, and
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how he s

ggle fo powe

e es

ole

le e s o

he Ko e

Ame

h

h

(Hong 2015: 2).
As discussed earlier, even though some ethnomusicologists affirm the close
relationship between diaspora (hybrid) identities and musical hybridity, other
e h om s olog s s who

e g

s hy

d y-v lo z g d s o ses

music circles voice a concern about ele
he

y (F h 2000) o med

he hy

d y s he es l of h e

pe

e wee

e es

g hy

e No he
h

l

wo ld

d y s s mply he ew

Me opol

d e plo

d pe phe es, dom

pop l

Hegemo y,

ve el
ds

discussed in Stokes 2004b: 59–60). This so- lled hy

ss m g h

o sh ps h ( o

le

e o)

g o ps ( ll of h s s

d z g osmopol

sm ( f.

Turino 2000, referenced by Stokes 2004b: 61), which is related to the key
anthropological concept of power relations brought up by Adeney (2011), has been
debated among ethnomusicologists, anthropologists, and popular music scholars (Stokes
2004b: 61). Ethnomusicologists who have stood against practices of cultural imperialism
m s

e d o le

ow d

-hy

d

o l s po

of v ew h sees hy

d y

as opposed to authenticity (Stokes 2004b: 60). Some celebrate hybridity—though they
may not have the same reasons for celebration as popular world music scholars do—and
see

s

he

whe

he hy

d ge es

e og

lly o

e ed o he so

l l fe

and cultural aspirations of particular lo l es (Stokes 2004b: 60).
S okes

ses

ly

l p o lems of s h

-hy

d

o l s po

of

view which marks hybrid musical forms as simply inauthentic and which expresses
hos l y o

ve ed

d o s pe e ved s

s of

e

tic cerebration or thinly
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veiled bourgeois efforts to control working- l ss
l ke hy

d z g osmopol

powe less,
hy

dz gs

wh h people
eg es, d sp

sm of he el

l

e (2004b: 60). He points out that,

vely powe f l f om he el

vely

pos o s of powe , p estige, and influence employ
g g

d ge o s m s

he m , hy

d zed m s

forms that organically spring up from the diaspora context are more closely related to the
everyday lives of diaspora groups (2004b: 61). Regarding this distinction, Stokes
explains,
Socially, it is important not to assume a direct relationship between aesthetic
strategies (i.e., those operating in texts and performances of various kinds) and
those of everyday life, particular among migrants and others living lives of
enforced, rather than chosen, cultural fragmentation and hybridity. Artistic
production (i.e., to follow the conventional definition, music, dance, and visual
and literary work) of migrants and Diaspora communities must be seen in
relationship to everyday lives outside of such privileged spaces and privileged art
producers, as many anthropologists have stressed (Rouse 2002). (2004b: 62)
S okes sse s h v

o s hy

d zed fo ms of m s

d he

s m s

e

de s ood

relationship to the limited life chances and the endless and humiliating accommodations
for the bureaucracies and work routines of host societies that characterize migrant
eve yd y l fe (2004b: 62). He m kes
of the r h
m g

d he osmopol

es of s h osmopol

le

ds

o

e wee

he osmopol

sm

sm of he poo — even when the techniques and
sms h ve ommo eleme s —and cautions against

using terms that blur this significant distinction. S okes’s quote from Tsing clarifies this
difference in diasporic music-making: [P]oor migrants need to fit into the worlds of
others; cosmopolitans want more of the world to be theirs (2004b: 62).
R m

e o f ms h s d s

o

d s es h

d spo

m s -making can

be understood in the ordinariness of creative production, as musicians working as
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individual agents in their everyday environments, making musical choices that suit them
d he

d e es (2007: 7). Ramnarine suggests that hybridity needs to be understood
de s

more deeply than with simple

d gs h

ew m s

l e p ess o s

e he

results of intercultural musical contact; rather, it needs to be considered within the
o e

of eve yd y

e

o

h moves eyo d o de s o o e h d

inequity, racism and social d s dv

ge o

he o he

d pol

l

(2007: 7).

Introduction to the Case Study
Scholars in different fields have been asking questions about human experience in
diasporas and about the interface of art and identity in the past decade. In their work, I
see a clear relationship between arts and identity formation, understanding the close
relationships between identity, hybridity, and marginality in diaspora contexts, each
concept relating to music and the arts. Be g m s

myself, I’ve ee p

l ly

interested in music and musicians; my life and ministry have focused on relating to and
working with musicians. In thinking about the relationship between music and diaspora, I
wondered what to expect from an extremely multicultural diasporic community. This
question led me to my case study for this research: the Clarkston community near
Atlanta, Georgia. Through this case study, I explore this relationship more closely in a
multicultural diaspora context, engaging with local musicians and creating a safe space to
create music together. Through interviews with diaspora musicians and collaborative
activities w h hem, I seek o
d h lle ges he

de

y

de s

d how he

d d ffe e e (R m

e ve p o ess

do

e 2007: 7). I’ve ee

interested to discover whether the new, innovative musical outcome could

ome

ff ms

lso
ly e he
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ew

he

y (F h 2000) of he omm

celebrating for the local community. W h

y and in which hybridity is worth
s gh s I’ve g

ed h o gh d spo

missiologists and ethnomusicologists who study diaspora and music, this research project
of collaboration of culturally diverse musicians is intended to affirm and solidify the
cultural identities of diaspora musicians by honoring their cultural heritage and
encouraging them to bring their musical cultural elements to the creative process
proposed by ethnodoxologists, discussed in the next chapter. This case study allows us to
see more in-depth relationships between important concepts related to diaspora—identity,
marginality, and hybridity—and creativity.

CHAPTER 2: ETHNODOXOLOGY
Diaspora missiology has considered a number of paradigm shifts recently, such as
missions from everywhere to everywhere—instead of missions from here to there—in
this glocal world and promoting missions partnerships with diaspora groups all around
the world to reach diverse people in our neighborhood. Diaspora missiology is a largescale perspective on changes in the world, the implications of those changes in the world
of missions, and the immense possibilities for diaspora groups to participate in missions
together with host communities all around the world. It enables a better understanding of
diaspora contexts and proposes reciprocal contextual collaboration as the key for
partnership in missions.
Another significant strand of paradigm shifts in missions relates to the use of arts
in missions. For me, this comes together in ethnodoxology, on which I base my case
study of diaspora musicians in Clarkston. My project with diaspora musicians is designed
to apply a particular ethnodoxology research model to a diaspora community and see how
the model works out in a multicultural, multilingual community. Considering research
questions related to the artistic output this project might yield, and what that output
means to the local community or to individuals who participate in the project, my
hypothesis is that the results of my project might push the boundaries of expectations in
he f eld of e h odo ology. To e pl

e h odo ology’s e pe

o s, I first discuss how

music and arts have been perceived by missions until now, and the paradigm shifts
ethnodoxology has contributed to missions. I then present the development of
30
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ethnodoxology in the context of missions, review the literature that particularly applies to
my research project and explain the core concepts and principles of ethnodoxology that
have guided my research project. A general overview of the history and literature of the
field of ethnodoxology will clarify the expectations of the field and establish the
framework for my research project with diaspora musicians in the U.S.
Ethnodoxology, and Paradigm Shifts Ethnodoxology Has Proposed in Missions
The

me e h odo ology s de ved f om he G eek ethnos ( peoples )

doxologia ( doxology, a combination derived from doxa, glo y,
s y g ).12 I ’s

el

vely ew f eld of s dy, developed espe

lly

d

d logia,
he wo de des

since David Hall coined the term in 1997, and based on earlier work. Leading scholars
and practitioners of ethnodoxology have developed valuable resources for this field of
study, integrating aspects of related disciplines such as missiology, anthropology,
ethnomusicology, performance studies, and worship studies. Brian Schrag defines
e h odo ology s

heolog

wo sh p God s g he
’s he heolog

l

d

l

d

h opolog

q e

s

e p ess o s (2013b: 366). Paul Neeley says that

h opolog

l f mewo k g d g ll

l

es o

l s dy, and practical application, of how every

cultural group might use its unique and diverse artistic expressions appropriately to
wo sh p he God of he B le.
ll he

13

s f om ll he wo ld fo

God’s k gdom

Ethnodoxology provides guiding principles to redeem
ll of God’s p poses (S h g 2013a: xv), promoting

ll spe s of l fe,

l d g

he

s. E h odo olog s s

e

12

https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/doxology; https://www.thefreedictionary.com/logia

13

Neeley, .d., Wh Is E h odo ology? h ps://www.wo ldofwo sh p.o g/wh -is-ethnodoxology/.
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concerned about people on the margins and their artistic expressions, and they have
developed training resources and practical tools to help each community integrate its own
d ge o s
e vso

fo ms
f

e

ov

o s dom

wh h omm

s of he omm

y’s l fe. E h odo olog s s

es of Jes s Followe s

God and the world through their own

s

eve y

l

e e g ge w h

14

e p ess o s.

A major paradigm shift that ethnodoxology offers missions is its emphasis on the
integration of local artistic expressions into worship, instead of importing foreign artistic
forms that are mistakenly thought to communicate universally. Drawing from the social
sciences, such as ethnomusicology and cultural anthropology, ethnodoxology is rooted in
the belief that the arts are not a universal language; an artistic form from one culture does
not necessarily communicate the same meaning across all cultures. Robin Harris observes
that this notion of music as
o s o s ess

ve s l l g ge h s pe me ed o

d h s sh ped o

wo sh p heology, o

olle

m ss o p

speak about music in everyday conversation (2013: 83). H

s sse s h

es,

ve
d how we
m s m y

be a universal phenomenon, found in virtually every culture around the world. But it is
definitely not a universal language (2013: 89)! Therefore, local arts that represent a
omm

y’s

l

e—and whose meanings should not be assumed by outsiders of the

culture—are considered the best artistic forms for the community to express their deepest
needs and innermost concerns to God and with one another in worship.
By promoting this approach to encouraging culturally appropriate worship,
ethnodoxologists have raised awareness of the value of indigenous, or lo l, art forms,
14

https://www.worldofworship.org/.
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addressing the undervaluing of indigenous music and arts in missions practice. In the
early days of ethnodoxology, and still reflected in the assumptions of some
ethnodoxologists today, missionaries encouraged communities to redeem their
indigenous music and arts y

o po

g hem

o he omm

y’s l fe

d wo sh p.

They understood the indigenous music that has been passed down from generation to
generation as he he
e g

15

m s

w h wh h pe so

eso

es deep p

of h s o he

—though the idea of heart music grew into other terms that reflect contemporary

realities, as I explain in the next section.
That is not the reality, however. The reality is that many worshiping communities
are not using their own indigenous music for worship—either because associations with
traditional religious customs and rituals were considered inappropriate for Christian
worship contexts, or because that music was simply not an option for Christian worship
in the past, when missionaries who introduced Christianity taught that only music from
he m ss o

es’ home o e s sho ld e sed

Ch s

wo sh p. Wes e

m s h s

therefore become a part of church music traditions of believers all around the world,
especially where missions from the West introduced Christianity. Schrag explains some
of the historical roots of this reality, pointing to a spectrum of three main ways that crosscultural missions have used the arts throughout history:
1. Bring It—Teach It: missionaries bring their own arts and teach them to people;

15

Reso
e A s (WEC I e
o l), Wh s Yo He M s ?
https://www.worldofworship.org/wp-content/uploads/2016/05/HEART-MUSIC-CHART-2016.pdf.
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2. Build New Bridges: missionaries build a point of contact through exchange of
arts; and
3. Find It—Encourage It: missionaries encourage local people to express their faith
in their own artistic forms. (2013b: 364–366)
In the first approach, local art forms are not considered appropriate for Christian worship
d

e epl ed w h fo e g fo ms h m ss o

es

g and e h (2013b: 365).

In the second approach, local art forms are respected and are often fused into foreign art
forms of the missionaries for the purpose of building relationships or as a point of contact
into a community. Missionaries collaborate with local artis s o

ld new

dges w h

the community. In the third approach—which Schrag sees as the most sustainable and
ideal model for incorporating arts in cross-cultural mission—local art forms are valued
and used as the predominant form in the worship of local people. Many worshiping
communities in the majority world—though not limited to the majority world—have
inherited church music traditions based on the first approach, Bring It—Teach It, and
have practiced the same approach in their missions to other parts of the world. Only the
third approach demands research into the local arts in the mission field and connecting
w h lo l

s s, sp k g lo l

s

e p ess o s o e h k gdom go ls

he lo l

community (Schrag 2013b: 366). In the first two approaches, missionaries bring their
own arts and teach them to the local people, or they collaborate with local artists to build
a point of contact in the community. Thus, many worshiping communities around the
world have not been invited to consider integrating their own indigenous music into their
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congregational worship, which has resulted in a reality of worship that does not reflect
he f ll d ve s y of he wo ld’s omm
No o ly h ve m ss o
problematic, but first-ge e

es.

es’ pp o hes o
o Ch s

d ge o s m s

d

s ee

s’ ef s l o se he ow m s fo Ch s

worship has also contributed to this current reality. James R. Krabill outlines six stages of
music development as observed in many African faith communities, and how imported
Western music has changed to become part of African church music tradition today as it
has interacted with local indigenous music through these stages: importation, adaptation,
alteration, imitation, indigenization, and internationalization (2008: 71–75). Krabill
po

so

h

m y f s -generation Christians in Africa have resisted using indigenous

tunes, languages, and instruments in worship because of the emotional and spiritual
sso
Wes e

o s hese e d o o ge
m s

s Af

zed

p of he fo me l ves (2008: 74). The imported
s

s d p ed, l e ed, and imitated in locally composed

music for worship. But in the indigenization stage, when the indigenous music is
p od ed w h s ow
e l ve ed
Che owe h
ke

es, e s,

d wo sh ppe s
d Bee s w

e
hs

d ly

s, he he

home, s g g he
d ge z

o

m s

of he

l

e s

d so l (Idow 1965: 34).

good ev de e h Ch s

yh s

ly

oo (1968: 212).
The current influences of globalization, urbanization, and diaspora add another

l ye o h

e l y. The wo ld s e om g glo l — he

eg

o

e wee

lo l

d glo l (K m 2010: 39)—with people on the move scattering and merging into more
parts of the world. As people and cultures mix in many contexts and adopt artistic
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expressions from one another, those traditions are significantly affected. People on the
move are adept at allowing their own artistic expressions to blend and fuse naturally with
other traditions they encounter, creating new hybrid artistic genres. Artistic forms and
expressions have always changed over time and interacted with other traditions, but with
the advancement of technology and transportation that make global interaction possible,
some artistic traditions are shared more rapidly among different communities around the
world, becoming borderless. In addition, people on the move bring their own artistic
traditions to the host community and adopt local artistic expressions as their own, thus
affecting their cultural identity and creating hybridity in their artistic expressions. As
diaspora missiologist Enoch Wan points out, the perspective of the world as being
borderless, transnational, and glocal contributes to an understanding of the reality global
churches face today (2011: 98). In diaspora contexts, defining local artistic expressions
d he

m s

s omple

m ell , d ffe e

e

ed y ge e

se of he d ve s y fo
o ,s

s, ge,

d eve

de he s me e h

d mo l y, h s fo m g o s

ly

shifting subcultures of different subgroups: first, 1.5, and second generations,
transnationals, immigrants, refugees, exiles, international students, guest workers, and
other groups-in-motion.
Considering the reality of more artistic traditions becoming borderless and glocal,
then, important research questions for my project include:
1. How

e lo l

s defined by people on the move?
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2. How does this global phenomenon affect ethnodoxology in defining and
de

fy g he he

m s

of people h sho ld e encouraged for use in

worship?
3. How do hybrid artistic expressions affect, or even confuse, cultural identities and
ethnicity?
4. How does this ethnodoxological CLAT framework apply to multilingual,
multicultural diaspora communities?
Some of these questions will not be addressed by my research project but will be
suggested as avenues for further research. For this current project, I can only address the
question of how the CLAT framework can be applied to a diaspora context, and the
questions regarding local arts and heart music for people on the move. I draw conclusions
about the relationship of cultural identity and hybrid musical expressions through
interviews with the musicians I worked with, but I also face limitations in answering how
hybrid musical expressions affect cultural identities.
As I ponder these questions—and being a diasporic person myself with my own
diasporic experiences—the meaning of "heart music" in diaspora communities and how it
relates to our shifting identities and our responses in worship become my personal
questions, directly affecting my own life and ministry. I grew up singing translated
Western hymns and gospel songs in church, never thinking of the songs I held dear as
fo e g . L e , I e l zed h
m ss o
m s

es h d

hese so gs we e o g

od ed o Ko e

ove he ye s. Af e mo e h

h

hes

lly imported songs that

d wh h h d e ome o

h

h

a century of Christianity taking root in Korea,
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Korean Christians are now growing more appreciative of their own indigenous music in
worship, and there have been some sporadic efforts to incorporate traditional elements of
music and other artistic expressions, such as dance, into our worship—especially for
special occasions related to missions. However, hymns and recent global pop worship
streams originating in Western cultures remain the more dominant music of the Korean
church today, in Korea and abroad. As a bicultural person, I am often confused about
what my heart music is. I cannot pinpoint a single genre of music (or even several) as
my he
Ko e

m s . I’m moved y Ame
wo sh p

d gospel so gs w

wo sh p so gs
e

Ko e

d hym s, s well s y

zed Wes e

s yles. I feel

home

when I listen to Korean hymns and old gospel songs, which bring back memories, even
though they seem less relevant to me today. Korean traditional music is more foreign to
me than American worship songs because I did not grow up listening to it, though I now
have appreciation for Korean traditional music because I understand its value. In fact,
learning about a Korean traditional instrument and how to play a traditional genre with
that instrument helped me appreciate and understand the history and culture of my origin,
thus solidifying a part of my identity. More recently, I’ve fel joyf l whe I s g
multicultural, multilingual songs in the multicultural community to which I feel I belong.
What, then, is my heart music?
We first need to look at the literature ethnodoxologists have developed, noting
their responses to challenging questions from the reality of global churches in diverse
contexts. I look into how ethnodoxologists define heart music and how it affects our
responses in worship, and what local artistic expressions mean. I trace the development
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of ethnodoxology and review literature that has been influential in shaping
ethnodoxology today. I also take a closer look at the CLAT model, on which I based my
research project, and explain each step of that model to present the framework of my
project. In my conclusion, I look at other ethnodoxological case studies of worship in
multicultural, multilingual contexts for comparison and analysis.
Definition of Key Terms: Heart Music and Local Arts
Heart Music
Heart music has been an important concept, considered a crucial component of
culturally appropriate worship in the early days of ethnodoxology—though
ethnodoxology encompasses a full range of other artistic expressions and styles,
including rural and urban. The term heart music is fading out in the most recent
ethnodoxology literature, but previous assumptions about heart music from the
d s pl e’s pioneers are, in my opinion, still present in the minds of ethnodoxologists,
including myself. The original heart music approach changed my perspective toward
music and culture in worship, and I believe it has served its purpose for the development
of ethnodoxology. It was important for me to consider the concept of heart music as part
of my investigation, because I realized that I d d ’ f lly

de s

d it, especially within a

diaspora context. It has therefore become a key concept that I explored in my research
project with the music of diaspora musicians in the context of worship. My interviews
with diaspora musicians provide specific examples for my consideration of the research
question about the identification and definition of heart music in diaspora contexts. In this
section, I discuss how the concept of heart music was originally understood and how this
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idea has evolved more recently into lo l

s. In the next section, I explain the

significance of local arts within current ethnodoxology.
What is he

m s ,

d why has it been so important for culturally appropriate

worship? In the early days of ethnodoxology (before that term was used), heart music
was assumed to be equivalent to indigenous and traditional forms of music. More
recently, however, as the discipline has continued to develop, the idea of heart music has
evolved into different terms and concepts—first to heart musics (plural), and then to
he

s or, more broadly, local arts. I ’s also been considered equivalent to

contextualized music in worship or music of culturally appropriate worship. The idea
originated with Tom Avery, former International Ethnomusicology Coordinator for SIL
International, who is considered one of the most significant pioneers in the
ethnodoxology movement. Avery explained the concept in a Mission Frontiers article
(1996), saying,
The heart music of a people is usually the traditional music of that group. It is the
music which they have heard and participated in as children and young people.
We are told that music is even experienced prenatally. A musical style associated
with the warmth and safety of a mother's womb must have profound emotional
associations with that most secure period of a person's life.16
Ave y’s pp o h o e o
hymn translation—

g g he developme

wh h fo e g m s

of

d ge o s hym ody

s sed o

s e d of

omp y wo ds h

e

translated into the local l g ge (Avery 1996)—was based on his conviction about the
effe

ve ess of he

m s

h

spe ks mos p ofo

dly o he emo o s

d s

s lly he mos e p ess ve m s fo hem o se (Avery 1996). Employing
16

http://www.missionfrontiers.org/issue/article/music-of-the-heart.
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illustrations from rural communities in Brazil, Avery discussed the benefits of using the
he

m s of people s

he

e

e g

good C el ) h o gh he

ge e

o

d o s,

w y of o

o ge e

e

g the gospel message with the authority of

d lso s me s of sol d fy g

o , h s ed

l

l de

ty (such as

d o l m s , o e p ssed dow f om
g he sk of

v l z g he gospel mess ge

(Avery 1996).
The SIL Ethnomusicology Department proposed a general definition of he
m s

in 1998: The m s

l sys em h

most fully expresses his or her emotions.

pe so le
17

s s

h ld o yo h

d h

This definition is also found in All the World

Will Worship, by Schrag and Neeley, in 2003 (98), with an additional detail: A pe so ’s
heart musics may be rural, urban, or

l de seve l d ffe e

m s sys ems.

18

This

addition includes the idea of heart music being plural, incorporating seve l m s
systems. Th s is the definition used in the earliest founding documents of the
International Council of Ethnodoxologists (ICE).19 A document by Harris that was once
available on ICE’s website includes he

m s and other arts, indicating another

change in the concept of heart music: that heart music expands or relates to other arts.20
In fact, the current vision statement of ICE—adopted by the ICE board in 2017—reflects
17
18

Schrag 1998, 63.
ICE s

eme

of he

m s p

ples, 2003. (No lo ge

v l le fo

ess.)

19

The v s o s eme of ICE
he fo d g do me , ICE S eme of He M s P
ples, s:
We, the members of ICE, will strive toward encouraging the use of heart musics, the musical systems
that a person learns as a child or youth and that most fully express his o he emo o s. A pe so ’s he
musics may be rural, urban, or include several different music systems.

20

The ICE e wo k e s s o e o ge d eq p Ch s -followers in every culture to express their faith
through their own heart music and other arts. We facilitate online networking and provide resources for
the development of culturally appropriate Christian worship, utilizing insights from ethnomusicology,
m ss ology, wo sh p s d es d he s (H s 2007; l s m e).
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changes in the heart music approach. The new vision statement eliminated the phrase
he

m s

omm

es

d o he
eve y

s
l

d es

ed he wo d g of the vision to see

e e g ge w h God

expressions, which contributes o he flo
s.

21

d he wo ld h o gh he ow

sh g of

l

l

d

l

s

lly pp op

e

Regarding these changes, Harris, the president of ICE, states,

The vision/mission statement we developed in 2007 and used for many years uses
he e m he m s
d o he
s. … Note that it includes the statement “A
person’s heart music may be rural, urban, or include several different music
systems.” To me, h ’s le ly ge g he de h e ly o we de s ood
he m s
s m h mo e omple h o e p e d ge o s m s sys em
per person. It used to be on the website but we took it off when we re-designed
the website in 2016, as the o d fel w s ’
ly efle
g he
es of
current scholarship in diaspora and identity studies, plus ICE was about more than
just music.22
Harris sees h s h ge s

o m lp

of develop g d s pl e

acknowledges that the ethnodoxology movement was born o

23

and

of Ave y’s he

m s

concept. That term from the earlier days of ethnodoxology has become emphasized less
and less, evolving instead into other terms, s h s

l

lly pp op

e

s or ‘lo l

arts, as reflected in ICE’s current statement and other recent ethnodoxology literature.
Brian Schrag, SIL’s International Arts Coordinator, extends he
as

h s s gges o of dev s g

he

s q es o

m s

e o de e m e

heart arts. The questionnaire includes a question asking wh

ypes of

o he

s,

omm
s ge e

y’s
e

21

ICE e v s o s f
e wh h omm
es of Jes s followe s eve y l e e g ge w h God d
the world through their own artistic expressions. We offer networking, training, and resources for the
flourishing of biblical and culturally appropriate a s. https://www.worldofworship.org/ (accessed 12
July 2018)
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Personal correspondence with the author, June 14, 2018.

23

Personal correspondence with the author, June 14, 2018.
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s

d powe f l pos ve emo o s

people’s he

s, s h s e ep o l joy,

energy, peace, or comfort (2013a: 177). Thus, the original heart music concept has
expanded from o e p e
omple

y of de

d ge o s m s sys em o heart musics, acknowledging the

fy g o e’s he

m s

s seve l m s sys ems, and then to heart

arts, including all artistic expressions.
He

m s

s still occasionally used as a key concept—though it may not

p e sely efle Ave y’s original implications. One example is in a 2016 blog post by Ian
Collinge, director of Resonance Arts (a cross-cultural arts ministry of WEC
International). He s gges s h ee q es o s o de

fy o e’s own heart music:

1. What is your comfort music?
2. Wh s he m s h e p esses he e l yo ?
3. What music awakens your soul and makes your heart soar?24
Collinge testifies to the power of heart music in his own experience with
communities in Asia. He recommends that multicultural worship leaders understand the
core concept of heart music as they lead multicultural congregations in worship (2016).
He po

so

h he

m s evokes spe

l memo es: M s

he p s s

d

psy holog s s, he s ys,
tell us that music that is deeply familiar to us (our heart music) creates an instant
physical response: it reduces our heart rate. These are the musical sounds we grew
up with (from before birth) to our late teenage years. Music we listen to later
tends to reinforce these instinctive responses (negatively and positively). So, heart
music has a profound impact and significantly affects how people respond to
music chosen for worship. (Collinge 2016)
Considering the definitions and implications of heart music discussed in the
literature, I suggest that heart music is more than just a term to describe a certain
24

http://multiculturalworship.org/guest-blog-heart-music-ian-collinge/.
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musical style o o e’s m s

l p efe e es. More than musical style; it also includes

principles of a contextual approach to music, discussed in the context of cross-cultural
communication, most commonly in worship. Heart music means the music that
penetrates pe so ’s heart, that reflects pe so ’s de

y

d culture, that touches one’s

deep thoughts and emotions. It is considered the music that helps people connect with
God and with the world around them. As discussed earlier, the heart music approach
grew out of a response to past practices of neglecting indigenous arts and enforcing
foreign art forms in missions. Heart music principles have encouraged the use of
o e

l zed o

l

lly pp op

e m s fo God’s p poses

m ss o s. Th ’s

why heart music was promoted as a key principle of ethnodoxology in the d s pl e’s
early days, standing more for a principle or approach to music in missions than simply as
a particular musical style. Recent changes in terminology within ethnodoxology indicate
a growing awareness of the limitation of heart music as a term that does ’ e ompass the
whole ideal of ethnodoxology.
Another limitation of the term he

m s

is that worship practitioners can

interpret it as saying that the purpose of using heart music in worship is simply to
accommodate individual musical preferences, rather than for building up the community
with culturally appropriate music that engages hearts of the community members.
Collinge, like others mentioned above, suggests that heart music includes the musics of
the culture a person has grown up with and identifies with, the musics that most
profoundly affect o e’s emo o s. In identifying and determining pe so ’s heart musics,
the questions Collinge suggests eve l h

s el ed o o e’s de

y and deep
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emo o s. To me, m s

h

eso

es deep p

of h s o he

e g

d mos f lly

e p esses h s o he emo o s s losely related to cultural identity—more specifically,
to o e’s self-perception: how one sees himself or herself with subjective, cultural lenses.
The questions suggest to me that the emo o s of o e’s he
are connec ed o o e’s
In determining
that a person’s de

l

l de

omm

are affected by music and

y.
y’s heart musics for corporate worship, we remember

y s sh ped y the social and cultural contexts that constantly feed

into it. What others tell you about who you are is critical to understanding o e’s de

y

in a collective culture like Korea, for example, where it is a norm that others define you.
The current statement of ICE—retaining the underlying principles of the heart music
concept, though that term is absent— h p omo es e h
e p ess o s highlights he s g f

e of

l

l

lly pp op

e’s ow
e

s

s, which cultural

insiders consider their own, and which reflect how they see themselves and their culture
and what arts they consider appropriate for worship. If determining
musics is based only o

d v d ls’ ow s

omm

y’s heart

je ve pe ep o s, then who can judge the

appropriateness of particular art forms? Determining heart musics is instead based on a
shared conviction by insiders of the community. The questions used o de e m e o e’s
heart music—an individual approach—do not convey the nuances of a heart music
approach that promotes critical contextualization based on a cultural understanding of the
community. This is therefore insufficient for discovering the omm

y’s heart musics.

In ethnodoxology, the community is defined as a group of people who share a
story, an identity, and share ongoing patterns of interaction (Schrag 2013a: 2). Schrag
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e og zes h
mo e h

o e

mo e
l

internal coherence

e

d mo e omm

es of people

d eve y omm

e m de p of people f om

y d spl ys o h o

y

d h ge,

d d ve s y (2013a: 3). The cultural understanding of the

community—whether it is internally diverse or more externally diverse—is important for
worship practitioners in applying the heart music approach in worship. Heart musics of a
community are encouraged not just to accommodate o

d v d ls’ m s

but also for the purpose of engaging the deeper part of being—o e’s

l

l p efe e es,
l de

y—

with others who shares the culture in corporate worship.
Heart musics in diaspora or multicultural contexts, internally and externally
diverse, may be more complicated because of he third culture layer of diaspora—even
within a community of a seemingly shared culture or cultures. Diasporic people identify
with the shared, existing cultures of a community, but only partially, because a third
culture also defines them. They

’

e def ed precisely by one or even several shared

cultures. As discussed in the first chapter about marginality, cultural insiders are those
who are in the center of the culture and identify with it. Who determines which arts are
most appropriate for people in the margins, or at the borders of two or more cultures,
living within a third culture with liminal, hyphenated identities?
In diaspora contexts, where people are at least bicultural and bilingual, having
grown up around several languages and cultures (including different music styles), heart
language is more complicated. I mention heart language because heart music is often
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described as being parallel with the concept of heart language: mother tongue.25 Schrag
affirms that correlation, saying, h s pop l s def
e y s

log o he o ep of he

o [of he

l g ge, sed

m s ]h sg
SIL’s omm

ed w de
o s

with churches and governments to describe their efforts in translation and literacy (2000:
5–6). The musical sounds that the younger diasporic generation grows up with, from
before birth to the late teenage years, often comprise many genres from different cultures
and at least two languages simultaneously, as they grow up learning multiple languages.
Identifying and defining heart musics for multicultural diaspora contexts is also complex
because diasporic groups ad p

ew m s

l ge es

dm

hem w h wh

hey’ve

brought with them, uprooted from their familiar cultures and social structures. This
p oo ed ess shakes up o e’s de

y and significantly affects o e’s emotions. As

discussed in the first chapter, diasporic identities are fluid, shifting,
hy

d (T

d d m

lly

o 2004: 13). They are in ongoing liminal transition. The shared meanings

of the culture or cultures a diasporic person grew up with are not constant as they are
uprooted and relocated in new diaspora contexts. The simple definition of heart music
e g he

25

d o lm s

of

omm

y, even if h

l des seve l m s

I ho gh o how he ‘he m s ’ de s eeded e e g z g d e g g g he whole f s
ge e o of e h odo olog s s, j s s ‘he l g ge’ d d fo whole ge e o o wo of SIL
linguists. It was very motivational for service—easily graspable, easily understood—and it had a good
solid dose of truth in it. But as world realities shifted and people began to further develop linguistic
theory, they developed more nuanced ways of understanding of why people choose to communicate in
the languages they do. Multilingualism, code-shifting, diasporas, refugees—all kinds of new realities are
ele
g he p e of h ge d
ove g fo s mo e v eg ed p
e h ‘mo he o g e s
always the best fo eve y h g’ ( ove s mpl f
o ). I ’s e es g o me h o e p ded
understandings of heart music have been paralleled in SIL by new understandings of heart language as
well. Th s q o e shows H s’s omme o p llel des p o of l g ge and music. Harris,
personal correspondence, June 14, 2018. See also https://www.worldofworship.org/wpcontent/uploads/2016/05/HEART-MUSIC-CHART-2016.pdf.
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systems, seems

s ff

e

o g sp he omple

y of d spo

de

es. Determining

pe so ’s heart music through questions s h s What is the music that expresses the
e l ‘yo ?’ is inadequate for multicultural, multilingual diaspora contexts; it can actually
cause confusion, because it is related to people’s shifting identities. It does, however,
ff m h he

m s s

e el ed o o e’s de

y. In addition, the evolution of this

idea of heart music—to heart musics, heart arts, and local arts—reflects conceptual
changes within ethnodoxology, recognizing current scholarship in diaspora and identity
s d es

26

and acknowledging contemporary realities affected by the diaspora

phenomenon.
Before Ave y’s
l

l s e g h of m s

le,

1994 Schrag described heart music according to the
d defines cultural strength s he po e y of he

homorganic bond between songs composed in a music and the culture in which they
occur (Schrag 1994). Th s, f m s h s h gh

l

l s e g h, w ites Schrag,

it will have high functional and psychological weight within the culture, high
levels of integration with stable cultural domains, and will have little
susceptibility to changes removing its function within the culture; the music is an
essential thread in the fabric of the culture. If a music has low cultural strength, it
will fill only peripheral functions and will not be part of the central tapestry of the
culture. (1994)
Schrag proposed four criteria by which the cultural strength of a music—its heart music–
ness—may be judged: emotional involvement, communicational clarity, social group
identity and cohesion, and musical integrity (1994). Figure 2 shows the relationship
between the four criteria and Alan Mer

m’s

h opolog

lf

o s of m s (1964:

219–227). Even though this measurement predates the ethnodoxology movement, and
26

Harris, personal correspondence, June 14, 2018.
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Schrag o lo ge

ses he e m he

m s

in his recent literature, using he

s

instead, I apply his four criteria as a measurement tool to identify and define the heart
musics of multicultural contexts. It helps me focus on the object of this case study,
music—and specifically, musical features in songs.

Cultural strength measure

Merriam's anthropological functions

Emotional involvement

Emotional expression, physical response

Linguistic clarity

Communication

Social group identity and
cohesion

Validation of social institutions and religious
rituals, contribution to the continuity and
stability of culture, enforcing conformity to
social norms, symbolic representation,
contribution to the integration of society

Musical integrity

Entertainment

Figure 2. S h g’s

l

l s e g h me s eme .

Local Arts (Local Artistic Expressions)
Local arts are at the core of ethnodoxology, and engaging with and integrating
local arts into missions is the major paradigm shift that ethnodoxology offers to missions.
Ethnodoxology advocates not only for the importance of engaging the arts in worship and
in missions in general, but also for the critical importance of encouraging the integration
of lo l

s

o wo sh p

d m ss o s. I

h s se o , I s vey e h odo ology

literature, focusing on the significance of local arts in missions, and discuss wh
s me s nd why it is important to engaging local arts in missions.

lo l
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Vida Chenoweth (b. 1929), an ethnomusicologist and missionary who paved the
way for ethnodoxology, discussed the dangers of bringing the gospel in a foreign musical
form (and thus representing Christianity as a foreign religion), in a 1984 Evangelical
Missions Quarterly

le, Sp e Them Wes e

M s ! Che owe h,

d o he

Christian ethnomusicologists who valued the richness of cultural values and patterns
embedded in local art forms, urged missionaries to learn not only the local language but
also local music genres for effective, appropriate cross-cultural Christian communication.
In 2003, Schrag and Neeley published All the World Will Worship, in which they
provided p

l g del es fo ese

h g

omm

y’s lo l m s

df

l

g

songwriting workshops to develop indigenous hymns for the local church. Fortunato,
Neeley, and Brinneman (2006), in their book All the World Is Singing, documented
stories of i d ge o s m s ’s effe s

e h g people. The ook e o

ges

missionaries and musicians to facilitate songwriting workshops for local musicians,
leading to indigenous hymnody for worship in the local church.
Schrag presented a paper called Why Local Arts Are Central to Mission

he

2007 meeting of the International Society of Frontier Missiology (published later that
year in the International Journal of Frontier Missiology). He looked at the unresolved
problem of ignored, even demonized, local arts in the history of missions, discussing the
effectiveness of using local artistic expressions in cross-cultural missions contexts.
According to Schrag, scripture-infused arts increase the effectiveness of language
programs for local communities in scripture use, language analysis, translation, literacy,
community development, language and culture learning, and church life and outreach and
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ld el

help

o sh ps

d m ke wo k mo e e joy le (2007: 201). S h g’s 2013

manual, Creating Local Arts Together: A Manual to Help Communities Reach their
Kingdom Goals, is intended to guide a local community toward integrating local arts for
e h g K gdom go ls. The m

l s p

l g de fo

s dvo

es o des g

creative collaborative projects with local artists, and it is the basis of my research project.
Wh , he , s lo l

h

ep ese s

omm

y? S h g def es

s

artistic form of communication that a community can create, perform, teach and
understand from within, including its forms, meanings, langu ge,
). Lo l

(2013a:

s

fo ms, h

s,

e o s de ed

omm

d so

l o e

y’s ow . Whe

he

arts are created and performed by local practitioners, people in the community understand
what they mean intellectually, emotionally, physically, and psychologically within their
social context. The lo l of lo l
omm
d so

y w h sh ed
l o e

l

efe s o geog ph

l f mewo k,

l d g

l lo

o

s fo ms, me

h hos s
gs, l g ge,

(Schrag 2013a: xxiii), in contrast to regional, national, and

international stages. The lo l
em edded

s

l

s

e spe

l k d of omm

e, and so o hes m y mpo

o

h

s

spe s of so e y (Schrag

2013a: xvi). Schrag explains in more detail the effects of artistic forms of communication
for God’s p poses

omm

y and suggests that a locally available artistic form of

communication can effect change in cultures because of its unique abilities to motivate
people to action, inspire feelings of solidarity, and provide socially acceptable space to
d s g ee (2013a: xviii). Ethnodoxologists believe that when local artists are empowered
and local artistic expressions thrive around the world, artistic diversity is celebrated and
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integrated into the context of worship, a hint of the heavenly worship described in the
book of Revelation.
Local arts is a broad term that encompasses a full, diverse range of local artistic
expressions and artistic systems, including rural and urban, traditional and innovative
genres that are locally expressed and understood. It is also broader than heart musics or
heart arts because it more implies community rather than individual ; local arts are the
artistic genres that are part of the local community. It shows that the understanding of
heart music has expanded to include other artistic systems that represent a local
community, not only music. Thus, it is a better term to reflect the principles of heart
music in its contextual approach to incorporating musics of the culture.
The lo l of lo l

s mpl es mo e h

ideal of ethnodoxology h p omo es espe

geog ph lo

o . I focuses on an

g lo l authority, creativity, imagination

and decision-making processes with an understanding of the socio-artistic context of the
community. To me as a diasporic person, however, it seems both too limiting and too
broad. It is limiting in light of the contemporary reality of local and global interacting
simultaneously. B

’s

o d

he sense that it may be misunderstood as endorsing the

dominance of an artistic system that marginalizes all other arts, as long it is locally
expressed and owned—which is not what ethnodoxologists intend. As discussed in the
first chapter, understanding the complexity of locality (or multi-locality) of diaspora
o e s

h s glo l wo ld led me o q es o wh

he e m me s

d spo

contexts. I explore this concept further through my research project, discussing my
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research findings and proposing a fine-tuning of the implication of the lo l

s

concept in the conclusion.
The Development of Ethnodoxology
Ethnodoxology finds its roots in missions movements that have affirmed the
significance of engaging the arts for missions. It is also rooted in ethnomusicology, which
provides guiding principles and tools for researching local musics of various cultures as
ppl ed e h om s ology

m ss o

(Meyers 2015: 135). Ethnodoxology has informed

and convinced people about cultural diversity and the beauty of that diversity applied in
wo sh p. I ’s el ed o o ly o m s ( ho gh

s

ed w h m s )

h s lso g ow

to include other artistic expressions. I here discuss some of the literature that shows the
influences that have significantly shaped ethnodoxology thus far.
In 2013, James Krabill, Frank Fortunato, Robin Harris, and Brian Schrag edited
Worship and Mission for the Global Church: An Ethnodoxology Handbook and a
companion manual, Creating Local Arts Together, as academic and practical resources
for training. These volumes are the result of cumulative efforts of gathering resources on
ethnodoxology and of the global collaboration of the International Council of
E h odo olog s s (ICE) e wo k h d ew ove o e h
h

we y

o s se v g o eve y o

e

A

d ed o
(K

o s f om mo e
ll, Fortunato, Harris

& Schrag 2013: xxv). The Handbook was a landmark of ethnodoxology, comprising three
sections: foundations, stories, and tools of ethnodoxology. The foundation of
ethnodoxology is built on biblical, cultural, historical, missiological, liturgical, and
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personal perspectives for worship and mission. The principles and practices of
ethnodoxology are comprehensively documented and discussed in that book.
Authors from diverse contexts—including Roberta King, Ron Man, Paul Neeley,
Robin Harris, Brian Schrag, James R. Krabill, and Frank Fortunato—contributed to the
publication. Currently, ICE is a network of more than 350 individuals and 17
organizations who are part of the ethnodoxology movement. ICE provides training,
resources and networking for those who are involved in ethnodoxology movement.
Scott Aniol and his doctoral students at Southwestern Baptist Theological
Seminary (SWBTS) present an overview of the historical roots of ethnodoxology and
point to several missions movements which appeared prior to ICE: Wycliffe Bible
Translators, SIL International, the Graduate Institute of Applied Linguistics (GIAL),
Heart Sounds International (HSI), and the Worship and Arts Movement (AD2000 and
Beyond Movement), along with an issue of Mission Frontiers (Aniol, Pendergraft,
Danielson, Wan, Choi & Chishi 2015: 3–5). Aniol et al. explain how each movement
influenced the development of ethnodoxology and ICE, and how these pioneering
movements shaped the fundamental beliefs and values shared by ethnodoxologists today.
In shaping ethnodoxology, the board of ICE reflects the influences of these missions
movements and organizations, the influence of ethnomusicology, and current
involvement in multicultural worship.
The founders of ethnodoxology are academically trained scholars, musicians, and
missionaries who have served in various mission fields. Glenn Stallsmith (2015), in a
published response to Aniol et al., traces the roots of ethnodoxology and points to
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e h om s ology’s sh p g of he o empo

y e h odo ology. Spe f

lly,

Stallsmith writes,
I will argue that in order to understand the direction of ethnodoxology as a
movement, one should see ICE as an organization that has taken its cues from the
Society of Ethnomusicology. That is, our intellectual heritage is more closely
aligned to the social sciences than it is to any single other discipline. (2015: A21)
In an article published in Missiology, Roberta King s ys h

e h om s ology

specializes in studying music in relation to the life events of a people. It offers insights to
help people m ke se se of m s

d he s g f

oles

295). King urges a paradigm shift in miss ology eg d g
pe ep o s of m s

pl ys w h
s pe spe

so e es (2004:
ves

d

(2004: 303). She explains this paradigm shift from three

perspectives:
1. A shift from musical elitism and musical ethnocentrism to valuing a people
through their music.
2. A shift from merely criticiz g people’s m s o seek g o de s d s
sociological dimensions, especially in relation to its potential for
communicating Christ.
3. A shift from perceiving music as merely a tangential part of life to developing
patterns of life-involvement through music as incarnational witness. (2004:
303)
Using the example of a Senufo workshop and other cases of ethnomusicologist-in-action
in the mission field, King proposes the benefits of integrating ethnomusicology into
missiology, calling for a discipline of Ch s

E h om s ology o e em edded

ll

missions contexts.
Th s de of Ch s

e h om s ology h s, howeve , some mes ee see

s

controversial in the field of ethnomusicology. Ethnomusicologist and archivist John
V ll e

h lle ged e h om s

l m ss o

es,

z g he m s ep ese

o of he
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academic field in their Christian mission to transform the musics of the cultures with
which they work (2003: 85–86). Though acknowledging the shortcomings of that
article—addressed in a response by Schrag and Coulter (2003)—Stallsmith considers
V ll e ’s

q e

fl e

lhso

l mome

sh p g he d e o of

ethnodoxology:
As es l of V ll e ’s
sms, ICE was established—at least in part—to
provide a clearinghouse for this growing group of music missionaries. The
organization began to offer a three-tiered certification process to ensure that
ethnodoxologists around the world were representing themselves with a consistent
set of standards. The founders of the ethnodoxology movement believed that an
organizational anchor could prevent renegade, if well-intentioned, missionaries
from misrepresenting its core values. (2015: A23)
Harris, a co-founder of ICE, recalls instead that it was her idea to create ICE
certification process— o el ed o V ll e ’s

q e27—in response to her experiences

while serving as a missionary in Siberia, where she felt isolated and needed support for
her beliefs and practice in encouraging local artists (Harris 2010: 79). With co-founder
Paul Neeley, she envisioned starting

e wo k o e o

ge

d o

e people

o

the world who care about the culturally appropriate engagement of music and arts in
mission (2010: 79) Harris suggested creating the ICE certification process to provide
validation for music missionaries who lacked academic training in the field of
ethnomusicology, and to give motivation to continue learning and maintaining a
professional growth plan.28 According to Harris, ICE was founded not
V ll e ’s

s

es l of

iticism, but from recognizing a need for a community of practice,

27

Harris, personal correspondence, June 14, 2018.

28

Harris, personal correspondence, June 14, 2018.
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f

l

g he g ow h of

p

e

s-in-mission movement where people are connected,

g oge he fo K gdom p poses (2010: 79). To some ethnodoxologists,

V ll e ’s

sm, published the same year ICE was founded, might have been a further

influence confirming the need for ICE and its certification process at the very beginning
of the ethnodoxology movement.
In an article in Worship and Mission for the Global Church, Fortunato presents a
historical overview of the past fifty years of music in missions, tracing different streams
of wo k h
de

o

ed o he

f es wo ew s e ms of m s

o he l ge m l e of he
so

sh g ve s of m s m ss o s (2013: 349). He

lj s

s

m ss o : he f s stream sets the music missions
d he se o d ew s e m o

e s m s m ss o s o

e (2013: 351). Fortunato—co-founder and leader of Heart Sounds

International, which is devoted to producing audio and video recordings of worship
music, and particularly from more restricted parts of the world—is one of the pioneers of
the ethnodoxology movement and currently serves as a vice president of ICE. He
explains that with the growing awareness that music is not isolated from other artistic
e p ess o s

m y of he wo ld’s

l

es, SIL led he f s s e m, e p d g he

resources and terminology to include different artistic expressions, such as visual arts,
stories, dance, and drama, thus becoming a leading voice for

ll he

s f om ll he

world for all of God’s p poses (S h g 2013a: xv).
Academic journals have clarified the principles of ethnodoxology for the world of
missions and have recorded its development. Journals devoted to ethnodoxology go back
to 1992, whe SIL’s Ethnomusicology Newsletter (later EM News) began publication.
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EM News ended in 2000, and the first volume of EthnoDoxology was issued in 2002,
continuing publication until 2010. These journals recorded case studies from the field and
documented resources from ethnodoxology events, such as the occasional Global
Consultations on Music and Missions (GCoMM) and Urbana conferences. GCoMM
started as a next step of the International Worship and Arts Network, rooted in the
AD2000 Movement. The initial impromptu meeting to launch this conference was held at
the Urbana 2000 conference, and many artists who connected there at the Artists in
Ch s

Tes mo y oo h e l zed h

missionary endeavor.

29

hey o ld se he

s

sk lls

he

During the first GCoMM, in 2003, ICE was launched. In 2013,

ICE began publishing an online, peer-reviewed journal, the Global Forum on Arts and
Christian Faith,30 which covers a variety of topics related to a broad spectrum of the
expressive arts in Christianity around the world.
Mission Frontiers devoted an issue to ethnodoxology in September/October 2014,
covering various topics. Fortunato recognizes an older issue of the same journal, from
1996, which dealt with worship and mission, as the springboard for new ministries of
music and mission (2013: 350). Joh P pe ’s

le o wo sh p

d m ss o ope ed he

eyes of ethnodoxologists to see the connection between worship and missions, leading
them to develop ethnodoxology as a study of arts, worship, culture, and missions. Harris
confirms the influence of this landmark issue and states that
one of the exciting things about the history of this movement [ICE] is how
connected it is to Mission Frontiers magazine. The 1996 July/August edition had
29

https://gcommhome.org/history/.

30

https://artsandchristianfaith.org/.
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a whole spread on worship—on having the focus of mission being worship. Many
of us in this movement read that issue. Those articles were so influential and
really launched us. (Mission Frontiers Staff 2013)
The Lausanne Movement has advocated for the arts to be integrated into missions
and has published articles promoting the significance of the arts in cross-cultural
communication. A special edition of The Creative Spirit, published in 2005 by Belhaven
College, w s devo ed o L s
Res o

eO

s o l P pe , Redeem g he A s: The

o of he A s o God’s C e o l I e

Wo ld Ev gel z
m ss o of he h

o . The p pe

o , p ese ed

dd essed he e g geme

he 2004 Fo m fo

of he arts in the life and

h (2005: 3). Editor Colin Harbinson stated that the arts were

recognized as one of 31 significant issues for the global church and world evangelization
in the 21st century (2005: 3). The significant role of arts in missions was mentioned in
one of the Cape Town Commitments of the Lausanne Movement in 2010, which
advocated that global missions leaders recognize the strategic role of the arts to
communicate the gospel in cross-cultural contexts. John Franklin, who authored the Cape
Town Commitment (Part II, No. 5) on Arts in Mission, became a coordinator of the Arts
and Mission Task force created by the WEA Mission Commission in 2008 to bring the
value of the arts for the missional task to the attention of mission leaders. A special
do

le ss e of WEA’s Connections magazine (2010) focused on arts in mission,

drawing on resources around the world on topics of why and how the arts can be engaged
in missions; many ethnodoxologists contributed to the issue.
One of the most recent ethnodoxology publications is a 2016 two-volume issue of
Orality Journal, a collaboration between ICE and the International Orality Network
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(ION), e plo

g he el

o sh p e wee o l y

d he

s.

31

These volumes look at

various issues of integrating the arts among oral communities from a variety of different
perspectives, establishing a foundation of integrating the arts and addressing practical
applications of the arts in oral contexts.
Creating Local Arts Together (CLAT)
S h g’s m

l h s p ov ded p

l g del es o des g my ow

ese

h

project. Creating Local Arts Together (CLAT) is a flexible, seven-step process that an
arts advocate can follow to co-create with local artists, leading to new examples of local
arts that are created and integrated into the community for the purpose of meeting the
needs and goals of the community. In this section, I introduce the CLAT model and its
seven steps, which served as a framework for my project.
CLAT s

o

o s p o ess of ese

h g

d

e

more s g s of he k gdom ; h t process can also be called

g oge he , es l
o e o

g

(S h g 2013a:

xxiv). An arts advocate acts as a catalyst to help a community integrate artistic
communic o

o o he

process of co- e o

v es

he omm

o help people

he omm

y’s l fe. A s dvo

es f

l

y d s ove mo v o s o

e
e e,

helping design events and contexts in which skilled people create, helping communities
critique what they produce, and figuring out how to help people integrate new forms of
creativity into enduring spe s of he l ves (Schrag 2013a.: xxiv). Their primary job is
not to express their own artistic gifts in the co-creation process, but to help others create
ew
31

s

es of e s

g lo l ge es h

o

https://orality.net/library/journals/volume-5-number-1/.

e o

h ev g he omm

y’s
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kingdom goals. Schrag describes the personal competencies required to lead this artistic
co-creation process:
1. Artistic sensibilities and abilities
2. Ethnographic and form research
3. Relationships with all parts of local, regional, and national communities
4. Planning and organizing
5. Communicating well in modes appropriate to different contexts
6. Technical aspects of recording and production. (2013a: xxiii)
He does not suggest that one person must do everything listed above to create local arts
together; rather, he asserts that co-creation is dependent on reciprocal partnerships built
through relationships, with respect to local resources or limitations. This concept of cocreation is not significantly different from reciprocal contextual collaboration (RCC), the
p

e sh p model p oposed y S m el C ev , wh h emph s zes h

collaboration in

mission is mainly a reciprocal relationship in freedom of sharing, reciprocal trust, truth in
he gospel,

y

d ve s y, espe fo d g

(2015: 311). Mos of he me, S h g s ys,

y,

d ommo go ls fo God’s glo y
w ll e yo

he

, e po l

relationships with people that will allow you to enter their lives. Other times, you will
e ef f om o he s’ lo g-term relationships with the community o o

e yo

(2013a:

xxxi). The CLAT and RCT models each require reciprocal collaboration based on
relationships that provide an understanding of the context, but CLAT focuses especially
on understanding artistic resources of the context and serves as a practical guideline for
working with local artists.
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Figure 3. Creating Local Arts Together.

The seven steps in figure 3 indicate the way to produce more signs of kingdom
through the researching and creating process of CLAT:
1. Meet a Community and Its Arts
2. Specify Kingdom Goals
3. Connect Genres to Goals
4. Analyze Genres and Events
5. Spark Creativity
6. Improve New Works
7. Integrate and Celebrate for Continuity
The

s

eve

he e e of he f g e

ep ese s

eve

o

g

artistic communication and is central o he whole p o ess (Schrag 2013a: xxiv). Schrag
emphasizes the importance of researching artistic genres within an artistic event so that it
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represents a local artistic communication already rooted in the broader cultural context.
Th s, he e pl

s, e s es h

he omm

based on knowing artists and he

s

y’s effo s

o e

ego

ded

lo l e l y,

(2013a: xxv).

Schrag mentions that even if an arts advocate plans to follow the steps in the order
of he l s

ove, he

l p o ess of e wo ’ wo k o

e

ly h w y. R he ,

may be more natural to do more of one step, or to move back and forth between steps; all
of the steps are interrelated. One step may bring the community better clarity about their
need for attention to other steps.
1. Meet a Community and Its Arts
The first step of CLAT takes an initial glance at a community as a whole and its arts. It
includes preliminary research on the makeup of the community, including its
geog ph

l lo

omm

o

o (s), l g ge(s), mpo
(Schrag 2013a: 4)

ds

de

s op

y m ke s, and modes of
oge he

omm

y

s p of le

in which the arts advocate lists artistic genres already found in the community and
records information to identify the social contexts of the artistic performances. Schrag
encourages an anthropological approach in looking into a community and suggests
research methods to learn more about the community, including participant observation,
interview, note-taking, audio-video recording, and researching published sources. These
are the methods I use in my project.
2. Specify Kingdom Goals
In this step, the arts advocate and the community work together to identify the
omm

y’s mos p ess g eed

d he se

go l o espo d o he eed y

g g
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mo e of God’s k gdom e l y32 into the community. To narrow this down to a specific
goal for the community, the first step is to gather the voices of the community, explore
he omm

y’s s e g hs

owned by the omm

d p o lems,

y, o

d hoose go l h

emerge[s] from and [is]

se ed f om o s de (Schrag 2013a: 51). The manual

provides questions for arts advocates to ask the community in each step, ways to assess
do g

ze he omm

y’s s e g hs

d p o lems

d o

e

o go l.

3. Connect Genres to Goals
O e

omm

y’s go l s de

f ed, he e

s ep is to choose a local artistic genre to

help the community reach the goal. The manual guides this selection process and
provides questions for the community to ask in considering an artistic genre that has
capacity to communicate the desired content and produce the appropriate effects in a
local event. The community and the arts advocate discuss different options about artistic
genres, the messages conveyed through the artistic genres (such as scripture), and the
effects that the artistic communication may bring to the community (such as changing an
unhelpful or dangerous behavior or feeling solidarity with others). The community
chooses a local event well-suited to the new artistry or creates a new event; Schrag
mentions that the local community may innovate both genres and types of events (2013a:
54). He cautions arts advocates to hold their expectations lightly, because this selection
process does not guarantee the chosen effects of the genres performed in an event,

32

The m
l o g zes he s g s of he k gdom
o seve l ego es: Ide y d S s
l y,
Shalom, Justice, Scripture, Church Life, and Personal Spiritual Life. Schrag does not limit the potential
s g s of he k gdom o hese ego es,
he e o ges people o
f eedom: specify new
s g s of he k gdom d ew
v es h feed o he s g s (Schrag 2013a: xxvi).
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considering human nature of imperfection, complication, and diversity. In my research
project, we chose to create a new event and new genres; I explain this in the next chapter.
4. Analyze Genres and Goals
This step—whose explanation takes nearly half the length of the entire manual—is the
researching of the artistic genres and events in the community, explained in a four-part
structure. When looking into an event that contains the chosen genre, Schrag provides
seven lenses33 for analyzing artistic forms and four lenses34 for determining how the art
fits into the culture. Research questions and activities are suggested for each lens to guide
arts advocates to know what to look for or explore in an event and how to see the event
from different angles so that they gain deeper understanding of the genre(s) performed in
the event and of the artistic forms and its meanings to the participants. He suggests taking
a first glance at the event as a whole, then zooming in on the artistic genre(s) in the event,
and then zooming out and see the artistic genre(s) and the event in the broader cultural
context, which will help arts advocates investigate the relationship between artistic genres
and things outside the event such as identity, power, and community values. This is to
inform the rest of the co-creation process more accurately. Though Schrag presents
analysis guides for five common artistic domains—music, drama, dance, oral verbal arts,
and visual arts—he intends this to be a starting point for recognizing and describing each
omm
ese

y’s ge e
h he

s

s ow
h

e ms. The last section describes specialized tools to

h o e s, g d g

s dvo

es o le

how Ch s

33

The seven lenses to find the forms of the arts are: space, materials, participants, shape of the event
through time, performance features, content, and underlying symbolic systems (2013a: 68).

34

The four lenses to identify the relationship between arts and culture are: apparent purpose(s), emotions,
community values shown, and communal investment (2013a: 68–69).
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communities function artistically in all of their social contexts, with Scripture as a guide
(Schrag 2013a: 174). Schrag shows how o d s ove
omp e Ch s
d ev l
q es o

omm

y’s se of

e how Ch s

omm

y’s

Ch s

omm

s w h h of s s
s

o

y’s

s, how o

d g omm

es

e ly f lf ll s p poses. A he

s

e (2013a: 176–178) that arts advocates can apply to a Christian community

is particularly useful for my project to identify the heart musics of a multicultural
omm

y. The se

o

also be a useful ese

o

ssess g m l

l

l Ch s

h ool fo my p oje ’s d spo

omm

y’s

s o ld

o e .

5. Spark Creativity
S h g

lls h s s ep he l m

go l of h s s ep s o help
creatio of ew

s dvo

mome

o

es des g

o e o p o ess (2013a: 191). The
sp k g

v y h

es l s

he

s y (Schrag 2013a: 192). When arts advocates design a sparking

activity, which may include identifying kingdom goals or analyzing a genre, Schrag
suggests a big-picture analysis, to identify which of the seven steps are included in this
activity and performed outside the activity, and to address any missing steps in the future.
Wh ’s mpo

s h

he omm

y

de s

ds he sp k g

v y sp

of he

whole co-creation process. In this step, different sparking activities—commissioning,
workshops, showcase events, mentoring, apprenticeship, and publications—are
introduced, and the different models are described and organized according to the
kingdom goal categories introduced in Step 2. One of the models described in the
kingdom go l

ego y Ch

h L fe s o hold so g ompos o wo kshop o
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wo ldv ew hemes (Schrag 2013a: 230); I was inspired by the idea of a songwriting
workshop from this model for the Clarkston community.
6. Improve New Works
In order to integrate creativity into the community for the long term, evaluation according
to agreed-upon criteria is necessary to make the new artwork more effective for the
desired effects. Schrag sees this step as a key point at which the community benefits from
the analysis do e

s ep 4, e

fo m, he mo e we

de

se he mo e we

de s

d

d

lk

o

fy eleme s h h de pos ve effe s f om h ppe

g

(2013a: 241). This step provides guidelines for designing evaluation and improvement
exercises to help the community build an ongoing evaluative process for new artistry.
This step is helpful for me in designing an evaluation process of the new songs from my
p oje ’s so gw

g wo kshop.

7. Integrate and Celebrate for Continuity
This last step is to help a community continue to create, integrate, and celebrate new
artworks for kingdom goals. This step helps a community choose what to integrate and
celebrate, giving ideas of how to make artistic practice part of normal patterns of
omm

y l fe (Schrag 2013a: 253). Celebrating the positive and redemptive aspects of

local arts with the wider community and the outside world serves to strengthen the
cultural esteem of a community and p o e

v l

le

l

l he

ge (Schrag

2013a: 254). Schrag further explains how continuity works and how to help creativity and
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artistry remain sustainable35 and take root and flourish in the community (see Lewis &
Simons 2011; Coulter 2011; Harris 2012; Grant 2012). This step is useful for designing
further research questions after the initial sparking activity—in my project, the
songwriting workshop.
Case Studies Engaging in Local Arts in Multicultural Contexts,
Documented in Ethnodoxology Literature
In this section, I review several books and articles that give case studies of arts
advocates engaging local arts in multicultural contexts. These will indicate the need for
further case studies focusing on people on the move in the multicultural, multilingual,
urban contexts where most diasporic people resettle today. As diaspora missiologists
have indicated, discussions about cross-cultural missions have focused on missions
overseas—wh h h ppe s he e —

o so m h

o

wh

s h ppe

g he e,

which is becoming more diverse than ever before. Missiology needs to address
challenges and issues of cross-cultural missions that can happen close to home.
Several books and journals have recorded stories or case studies of how local arts
have been incorporated in cross-cultural missions around the world, but fewer case
studies engage with the local arts in multicultural contexts. Stories in Fortunato, Neeley,
and Brinneman (2006), EM News, and the Ethnodoxology journal recount the power of
indigenous scripture songs for planting churches, evangelism, persevering through
persecution, and worship; the stories come mainly from Africa, Asia, Papua New Guinea,
35

Four conditions for artistry to be sustainable include function, acquisition, motivation, and environment
(Lewis & Simons 2011). Artistic sustainability is explained by showing eight possible states of an artistic
ge e’s v l y, sed o models of l g ge v l y: international, national or regional, vigorous,
threatened, locked, shifting, dormant, extinct (Schrag 2013a: 259).
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and Latin America, but not in multicultural or diaspora contexts. The second section of
the Handbook (Krabill, Fortunato, Harris & Schrag 2013: 184–355), S o es, s
olle o of s o es

o

he effe s of e g g g w h

omm

y’s lo l

s

o

d

the world, supplementing the various case studies that are interwoven into different
articles throughout the Handbook. In this section of nearly 80 international case studies,
two stories by Kenneth Wallace, Jr., are about multicultural contexts in North America,
and one story by Sue Hall-Heimbecker is about a songwriting workshop held in African
m l

l

l se

g. The f s se o , Fo

d

o s,

l des

o he story in the U.S.

multicultural context—a diaspora context, but from the point of view of a dominant
culture—by Chuck Steddom, and an article by Josh Davis about designing multicultural
wo sh p. The h d se o , Tools, p ese s f ve
wo sh p, w

e

les o

how o foster multicultural

y M h el H w , D v d M. B ley, Ke e h L. W ll e, J .,

dI

Collinge, which I discuss in the next section.
Megan Meyers, in her do o l d sse

o o

o e

l zed wo sh p

s

Moz m q e (2015), addresses how contextualized worship arts affect the local
churches in the city of Beira, a multicultural, multilingual, urban context. Most recently,
in 2017 the Global Forum on Arts and Christian Faith published two articles about
multicultural worship: Swee Ho g L m’s

le o

o s de

g ss es

g g glo l

songs in worship for North American congregations, and a book review by Megan
Meyers on recently published books by Sandra Maria Van Opstal and Josh Davis and
Nikki Learner on multicultural worship.
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The stories and articles about multicultural contexts found in the Handbook
present principles, examples, and practical guidelines of how churches can embrace a
vision for global worship and identify and overcome barriers to move from monocultural
worship to cultivating a culture of multiethnic worship (Steddom: 72–75; Collinge: 438–
442; Bailey: 432–434). The authors share how welcoming and honoring diversity in
music and in different forms of worship of other cultures can lead to building
relationships and bringing reconciliation among the diverse groups (Steddom: 75;
Wallace 2013a: 271; 2013b: 273), and they encourage churches to foster diverse cultural
expressions in their communities—especially musical expressions in the context of
worship. Regarding the effect of engaging diverse musical expressions in worship,
Wallace e pl

s h

ff m

of wo sh p w ll less hem

o of people’s
de o

l

e y show g

ge hem o sh e p

e es

he fo m

of hemselves w h yo

(2013c: 436), and shares how his efforts to draw various traditions and expressions of
worship among his diverse congregation reached the hearts of the people. He reports,
The h

h w s e dy o e sh ke

out there than contempo

y Ch s

p. The
m s

l g se

me

w s: he e m s

e mo e

(2013a: 271). The authors show practical

steps that churches can follow to move toward a vision described in the book of
Revelation which depicts people from every tribe, language, people, and nation
worshiping God together: unity in diversity. Bailey explains that Christian communities
have wrestled with cultural issues over since the book of Acts, and he gives a scriptural
account (Acts 15:1–35), wh h se

p e ede

unity through dive s y

y h o gh ss m l

s e d of

fo he h

h o le
o

how o l ve

(2013: 444). He asserts that
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s

accomplished through assimilation, but is unity with diversity that can only be
accomplished by being united in Christ and through the power of the Holy Spirit (2013:
444). Hall-He m e ke ’s

o

of so gw

g wo kshop

m l

l

l,

multilingual, urban context in Gambia, where English-speaking West Africans dominate
the culture of the local churches, shows how encouraging a diversity of music that
reflected the cultures of workshop participants produced a musical outcome that
o po

ed d ve se lo l m s

rich mix of la g ges

d

l so

ds

dd

es, e dy o e sed

es le d g o f
m l

l

l h

l e o d gw h
h se

gs (2013:

233). The cultural makeup of the participants included three languages, with multiple
translators for five Gambian ethnic groups and seven other nationalities—which is as
diverse as the context of my research project.
As the abovementioned references indicate, diversity in worship—especially
incorporating various cultural and musical elements in worship, hybridized musical
expressions with mix of languages and tunes—is a primary thread connecting all of the
stories. Authors testify to diversity in worship speaking to the hearts of people in
worship, which opens new relationships and brings about reconciliation among the
diverse groups worshiping together. Their pursuits of cultivating a culture of
multicultural worship have been motivated by a common vision of unity in diversity in
worship, as glimpsed in the book of Revelation. These stories show that ethnodoxologists
recognize the demographic and cultural changes in their local contexts and promote the
idea of multicultural worship, in which different linguistic and musical elements of the
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cultures represented in the congregation are fused and hybridized into their worship—not
by simply assimilating to the dominant cultural expressions, but by honoring and
incorporating indigenous musical elements in a way that builds the diverse community.
They recognize, however, that it is challenging to go against the pressures of assimilation,
especially for the minority groups in a dominant culture, as in Hall-He m e ke ’s
example of the African songwriting workshop. During the two-day workshop, they
talked about the challenge of accommodating the various ethnic groups, rather than
assimilating them into the English-spe k g m jo y (H ll-Heimbecker 2013: 233).
Regarding heart music in multicultural worship, Meyers strongly suggests that
heart music of people in a multicultural, urban setting, such as the city of Beira, can
e omp ss
he s g f

ge of m s
mp

yo h

l

of

l s yles o he h

d o l m s -culture,

e

se of

o -contextualized missionary legacy, globalization and

e o p efe ed wo sh p s yles

Be

h

hes (2015: 136–137). She

asserts that
Our goal must be to encourage heart-felt worship, creating maximum
opportunities for believers to engage God. Heart music can encompass a range of
m s l s yles h
e edeemed s veh les fo God’s glo y. I s o m e
of simply replacing western music with local songs. Taking the music people love
away from them (even if it is contemporary Christian music from Australia) is a
form of neo-colonialism. (2015: 137)
S llsm h,

h s espo se o A ol’s

q e,

ses mportant suggestions that

may push the ethnodoxology movement forward as ethnodoxologists dialogue with other
dem

omm

e h odo ology s
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increasingly hybrids that include several different local traditions as well as urban
fl e es (S llsm h 2015: A32–33). With an illustration of Charles F h d
o

of he le ded m s

d wo sh p s yles

he Glo y H

h

h

’s
P p ,

Indonesia, Stallsmith explains how worshipers from diverse communities find it hard to
se ommo lo l e p ess o s hey

sh e

wo sh p se

g (2015: A33). He

raises a critical point that speaks to the diaspora context of my project, saying,
Instead they find the modern elements of guitar-driven pop songs a common
denominator, even if that form is indigenous to none of them. This is a feature
found in churches all around the world. Trying to find a single indigenous music
or art form to speak to a diverse congregation in a blended urban area is a
challenge fraught with tension. Therefore, it is easier to borrow songs that people
already like and are easily (if not always in a masterly way) mimicked from
YouTube. (2015: A33)
He

ges e h odo olog s s o o

p ope y of he less powe f l,

e o p v lege lo l vo es
h

hey sho ld e

dg

d g he

l

l

o ve s o w h he

purveyors of global pop worship streams, together finding innovative ways to mitigate
the weakening of the world’s

d o l m s s (2015: A29, 33).

My case study pushes this idea further, to find a creative alternative for diverse
communities coming together for worship. I have chosen music as the object of my study,
narrowly defined as focusing on the musical features associated with singing and playing
instruments, such as melody, rhythm, and vocal timbre. This is partly because my
ministry focus has been in congregational worship settings, where singing and
instruments are used to bring people together in worship—though ethnodoxology
promotes looking into all of the artistry associated with music, including movement,
poetry, visual arts, and so forth. Another reason I have chosen music is because my
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interest has been the musical features of songs that are used in worship—an important
ss e

sed

S llsm h’s q o e, above, and in other ethnodoxological literature

focusing on Christian worship in various contexts. Thus, worship songs that can be used
in multicultural congregational worship are the focus of my study. I would like to find a
way to incorporate diverse indigenous music styles in the musical aspect of worship, not
borrowing music that is not indigenous to any member of the multicultural congregation,
even if it may seem in some ways easier to use guitar-driven pop songs. I also recognize,
however, that a difference in case studies set in the U.S. is that there is usually a
dom

go p

he o g eg o whose he

m s

s p e sely hose g

-driven

pop so gs.
As the literature review shows, there are no published accounts of engaging with
the arts in a multicultural, diaspora context by a diasporic author. Facilitated by a
diasporic arts advocate with a local leader who is also bicultural and bilingual, my
research project is a case study in applying CLAT in a multicultural context with a
sparking activity of a songwriting workshop to promote unity in diversity. Collinge
suggests a M l

l

l Wo sh p Assessme

Tool

36

to assess a current approach to

unity in diversity in worship. My research project with diaspora musicians in a
m l
m s
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sed o Coll ge’s f f h pp o h,
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(2013: 439). In

Coll ge s gges s M l
l
l Wo sh p Assessme Tool o help h h le de s ssess m s l
culture of their churches, which includes five common approaches to unity in diversity in worship: 1.
Inherited patterns: Unity without diversity; 2. Independent groups: Diversity without unity; 3. Inclusive
involvement: Unity with invited diversity; 4. Integrated music: Unity with blended diversity; and 5.
Innovative fusion: Unity with creative diversity (2013: 439).
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this process, I explore what heart music and local arts mean for diaspora contexts. The
next chapter provides information about the context of my research project, a profile of
diaspora musicians I worked with in the co-creation process, a detailed account of the
CLAT p o ess w h he omm
community outcomes.

y’s le de s

dm s

s,

d he m s

l

d

CHAPTER 3: CASE STUDY: CREATING LOCAL ARTS TOGETHER IN
CLARKSTON, GEORGIA
CLAT Step 1: Meet a Community and Its Arts
The first step in CLAT is meeting a community and its arts. I have chosen the Clarkston
community because it is the most diverse multicultural, multilingual community that I
k ow,

d e

se I’ve h d

o

e o

o lo l m

local ministry is named Proskuneo, he G eek wo d fo
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de of he o g
he ve ,

sed o
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he ook of Revel

s

s
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Proskuneo Ministries promotes unity in diversity in Jesus-centered worshiping
communities and connects different cultures and languages in worship as one body of
Christ. Before I planned my research project, my husband Jaewoo and I had become
friends and ministry partners with Davis over the past four years, and my family and his
family had spent time together on various occasions. Jaewoo joined the board of
Proskuneo Ministries and now works with Davis as a ministry staff, with a focus on
public relations and ministry development. Davis has built trust and relationships with
local leaders and church pastors over the years, becoming deeply involved in the lives of
people in the community, especially after he moved into the neighborhood with his
family. Davis is a musician and worship leader who has led worship in many different
contexts, along with mentoring artists and musicians toward engagement in missions,
building up the community through creative gifts. He has also built strong relationships
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with musicians, living as their neighbor and friend and working with some of them in
their arts ministries to the community.
With a vision of bringing nations together in worship, Proskuneo hosts a three
week–long summer worship institute (Proskuneo Worship Institute, or PWI) to mentor
and equip artists from diverse backgrounds to develop their artistic gifts to benefit their
communities and beyond, especially in the context of worship. Proskuneo opened the
Proskuneo School of the Arts (PSOTA) in 2012, with the purpose of providing
opportunities for local children to learn instruments, dance, visual arts, and other artistic
expressions. Through the school, many children and their families from the community
have connected to the ministry and received arts education in the center of Clarkston.
Some students who had come to school have returned to be teachers and volunteers,
giving back to the community. Davis and Proskuneo Ministries became a bridge for me
to enter the community and connect to musicians I could interview and work with in my
research project. Some of the musicians I worked with had attended PWI and established
a trusting, reciprocal relationship with Davis and with other musicians I worked with.
Some had been on staff at PSOTA since its beginning. To establish the particular context
of my research project, I first introduce the place where it happened—Clarkston,
Georgia—and the musicians with whom I worked most closely in the project.
Clarkston: A Diverse Multicultural, Multilingual Community
Clarkston, a suburb of A l
m le
37

Ame

, Geo g , s k ow

s he mos d ve se sq

e

(Time Magazine).37 For a generation, people from all over the world

http://clarkstonga.gov/about.
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have resettled in this city as immigrants and refugees. The city was chosen as a refugee
do g

settlement center by hum

z

o s fo

s p o m y o he

y [of

Atlanta], its public transportation, and the relatively affordable apartment complexes then
sp

g g p

o

d he dow ow

(Atlanta Magazine, January 2017, under the headline

Ell s Isl d South: Welcome to the most diverse square mile in America ).38 A swift
demographic shift occurred in the past 30 years as the white population was replaced by
black and Hispanic populations, and as refugees from all around the world resettled there
since the 1980s. Today, 60 languages are spoken within 1.4 square miles, and half the
population is foreign-born; the white population makes up less than 15 percent of the
total population.39 Students at the local high school represent more than 54 countries and
speak 48 l g ges f om s

of he wo ld’s seven continents, making this the most

diverse school in the Dekalb County school system.40 According to Friends of Refugees
(a nonprofit organization in Clarkston) estimates, Clarkston includes residents from all
regions of Asia (Central, South, Southeast, and East), North Africa and the Middle East,
Sub-Saharan Africa and Europe, who are Christians, Muslims, Hindus, Buddhists,
animists, Sikhs, and atheists or people with no religious affiliation. A Muslim mosque
and Buddhist temples coexist in the city along with Christian churches. Clarkston is noted
for its diversity and is held up as a national example of successful integration of refugees.
Cl ks o

s m l

l

l, m l l g l omm
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y people from

many different backgrounds.
38

http://www.atlantamagazine.com/great-reads/ellis-island-south-welcome-diverse-square-mile-america/.

39

http://clarkstonga.gov/about.

40

http://www.clarkstonhs.dekalb.k12.ga.us/AboutUs.aspx.
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Diaspora Musicians
My visit to Clarkston to meet with musicians for interviews was scheduled for
December 18–20, 2015. Davis was my initial contact person for setting up those
meetings, and he was present for most of the interviews. For three days I met seven
musicians and listened to their stories and insights from their diasporic experiences. I met
one more musician during my second visit to facilitate songwriting workshop in April,
2016. The interview questions (see Appendix 1 and 2) were guided by my research
questions; I used them to stay focused and on-topic during the interviews. Interview
questions were related to people’s diaspora journeys and how their diasporic experiences
have changed their self-perceptions and musical preferences and expressions.
All the diaspora musicians I interviewed came to surrounding areas of Clarkston
as immigrants and refugees and settled in the U.S. The musicians are connected to the
Clarkston community through working, serving as volunteers in Clarkston, being
members of churches or pastoring, or living in Clarkston for a long time, helping more
recent refugees adjust in the new community. These musicians have become connected
through a locally grounded ministry and network. The interviewees represented diversity
in age, gender, ethnicity, immigration status, and length of stay in the U.S. Two
interviewees were in their teens, three in their thirties, two in their forties, and one in his
sixties. Out of eight interviewees, five were males and three were females. They were
originally from Tedim (Burma), the Democratic Republic of Congo, the Karenni Refugee
Camp in Thailand, the Philippines, Syria, and Liberia. Some of them had become U.S.
citizens and permanent residents, while others were still under refugee status. Some had
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stayed in the U.S. for as little as two years, but others had been here for up to 30 years.
This group of musicians was a truly diverse Clarkston group.
In the next section, I provide biographical information to show the diverse
diasporic experiences of the musicians I worked with and how their diasporic journeys
have shaped their current musical preferences and expressions. This information comes
from interviews I conducted with the musicians, and it helps us better understand their
diasporic experiences and suggest insights and perspectives about cultural identity,
marginality, hybridity (all discussed in the first chapter) in relation to creativity. Through
this section, I want the reader to see the diversity among the participants of songwriting
workshop and how their diverse cultural makeup and experiences contribute to the cocreation process in the CLAT model. The purpose of the case study is to test the CLAT
model’s v l e in a multicultural, non-homogeneous community like Clarkston.
Background of the Musicians: Place of Origin, Languages and Cultures, Diasporic
Experiences, and Musical Journey
Gad Mpoyo
Gad Mpoyo was born and raised in Lubumbashi, Katanga, Democratic Republic
of Congo (DRC). He g ew p spe k g fo

l g ges: F e h (DRC’s off

language), Swahili, Kiluba, and Lingala.41 K l

w s spoke

l

G d’s f m ly’s v ll ge

and in the northern part of Congo. Swahili is the main language he speaks at home and
with his wife. Gad spent three years at a school of medicine in Congo but moved to
Zimbabwe to study theology, staying there for five years. He learned English in
41

Ethnologue lists 211 living languages in DRC.
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Zimbabwe and also picked up Shona. Gad came to the U.S. in 2005 to study at Candler
Theological Seminary in Atlanta; he was away from his family for about two years.
Eventually, a Kenyan friend at Candler introduced him to Clarkston. In 2008, he started
Bible studies and a home fellowship in Clarkston that started meeting regularly in 2009.
He planted a church in December 2011 and has been pastoring that church since then.
Gad’s Musical Journey
In his college years in Congo, Gad started a choir, where he met his wife, Silvie.
When he moved to Zimbabwe, he formed a multicultural, multilingual choir for the
school chapel, singing in different languages with the help of language coaches from
different parts of Africa. Gad joined the Candler Singers at the seminary in the U.S. He
sang his audition in Swahili and the director let him join the choir. Sight-singing was new
to him; back in Congo, choir members learned their parts by ear from the choir director.
Gad asked a Korean friend at the seminary to teach him how to read music. After three
years in the choir, he had learned to read music. Gad mentioned that the music he sang in
seminary was quite different from the songs he knew from Congo. He described
Co golese m s

s h d- e m s

d

ll-and- espo se. A o d g o G d,

Congolese church songs are based on folklore and most often take a call-and-response
form. He was excited to show the different styles of Congolese music on the keyboard
during the interview. Gad is a well-rounded musician with experience in Congolese
traditional and Western choral music genres.
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Fadi Sayar
Fadi was born and raised in Damascus, Syria. He speaks Arabic and learned to
speak English in school in Syria. His children speak Arabic to him, and he joked that he
is embarrassed to speak English in front of his children because they would correct him.
As mentioned earlier, Fadi’s d gh e s d e med of om g o he U.S.

d

fo med h m

of a way to emigrate. In 2011, after two years of processing, Fadi and his family arrived
in Atlanta, where his uncle lived. Two months later, war broke out in Syria.
Sy

Fadi recalled his life back
d h d de e

jo , ho se,

d s d, I led m s

d eve y h g

k

Sy

d,

h

h ho ,

. He el eves h God

rescued him and his family from the Syrian war. When he came to Atlanta, he started
working for his uncle, doing house maintenance jobs, and his brother and mother
followed him and came to live in Atlanta. After their arrival, two more Syrian families
came to Atlanta with refugee status. Back in Syria, he had worked at a church for 16
years as a secretary in the head office, and taught music to children. In the U.S, Fadi
worked at an Arabic restaurant in the morning and taught private music lessons in the
afternoon. With pride, he mentioned that he would soon be an American citizen. He
wanted to continue living in Ameri

fo h s d gh e s’ ed

o

ddd o w

o go

back to Syria because of war and corruption there. When asked about his children, he
expressed that his daughters feel they belong more to America than to Syria, but they did
want to visit their old home
my o

y mo e h

he e,

d w lk

he old e gh o hood. F d s d, Fo me, I l ke

I do ’ m ss go g

k he e.
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Fadi’s Musical Journey
F d ’s d e m s o h ve m s s d o o m s s o e

Al

. He loves h v g

musical instruments all around him and he enjoys working with sound equipment. He
hopes to work full-time for a church or as a music teacher instead of at the Arabic
es

. F d ’s

o he

od ed h m o P osk

eo M

s es,

d he s

ed e h g

music at the Proskuneo School of the Arts in Clarkston. Fadi has attended an Evangelical
Alliance Church in Clarkston, playing piano with a contemporary worship band in the
church. His musical journey started with playing by ear in church back in Syria, and then
he pursued music study and graduated from a music institute in 1991. He learned to read
music with solfege and started teaching music to children. When he came to the U.S., he
brought his Syrian method books, written in French, and taught his students with the
method books. Later, however, he switched to American method books to teach children,
because they worked better with children who speak English and are used to American
learning styles. In Syria he led a worship team in his church and they made an album
together. He told me stories of how his church in Damascus accepted and helped many
Iraqi refugees around the country. His church opened its door to refugees, who became a
channel of witness, and many believed in Jesus. Fadi traveled with his worship team,
ministering to people around the country, and was devoted to music teaching and music
ministry in Syria.
Dareen Sayar
Dareen was born in Damascus, Syria, and speaks Arabic. Growing up, she and her
family moved back and forth between Syria and Saudi Arabia several times a year
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had a business in Saudi Arabia, and lived there for about ten years before she came to
Atlanta in 2013 with refugee status. By that point, she had lived in Saudi Arabia off and
on for 25 years, including her childhood years. Fadi is her brother-in-l w, so D ee ’s
h s

d’s e e ded f m ly w s l e dy l v g

Al

whe D ee followed. W h o

other options, her family decided to come to the U.S. as refugees. After war broke out in
Sy

, hey o ld ’ e

f m ly s yed
home. S
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me o U.S., D ee ’s p e ts and siblings have kept trying to

come, too, but they were not allowed.
Dareen described her life in Saudi Arabia, saying that music was not allowed in
public. Women were not allowed to drive, and Dareen remembered staying at home all
the time because of he o

y’s es

o s o wome . She des

ed le

g E gl sh

in Saudi Arabia by watching American movies at home. During her stay in Saudi Arabia,
Dareen and Chadi hosted a house church secretly, because Christians were not allowed to
gather and pray or sing aloud.
Dareen explained the difficulties of starting a new life in the U.S. She endured
many struggles, including overcoming the language barrier. Her hardest struggle was
m k g f e ds. Eve yo e h s h s ow

s ess he e, she s d.

I want somebody to cry with. I feel like an idiot when I try to reach out to
American friends. I went to an Arabic church. Everybody there was busy, had
their own problems, and tended to be critical of others. I left after a year of
attending the Arabic church and moved o Ame
h h. I’m so h ppy
the American church. I feel that I belong to the church. I started to sing and lead
wo sh p
h h. B I do ’ h ve f e d o ll, o go o he m ll w h, o o
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cry with. I prefer American. I made a decision not to meet Arabic people any
more. Everybody changes here. Maybe after war, nobody is able to trust.
Dareen had been living in the U.S. for two years at the time of the interview, and
she was undergoing culture shock and struggling to live in a new environment. Dareen
felt like she was just trying to survive. Her husband was an IT manager in Syria and
S d A

,

he o ld ’ o

e o wo k s
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ge he e w ho
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licensed in America. After five months as a refugee, he could work as an electrician.
Dareen studied early childhood education in Syria and started to study for her GED,
planning eventually to study nursing in the U.S.
Dareen’s Musical Journey
Dareen became a Christian in 1998, two years before going to the High Musical Institute,
a prestigious Syrian college, to study music. She grew up with Arabic music but preferred
Western classical music. She began playing wind instruments in high school and pursued
m s s d es

ollege,

she o ld ’ p

e he self pl y g

he college orchestra

without compromising her Christian faith. She quit studying music in college because of
the corruption in the school and continued to learn music through private and online
lessons. She studied voice, flute, and trumpet. When I asked about her musical
preferences, she excitedly explained how Turkish music made her feel at home and
peaceful. She feels most relaxed when she listens to music that brings back memories of
her home and family. Dareen described her musical experience in America:
I started to like American worship songs. I feel it is simple and deep at the same
time. No complicated or sophisticated words are in English songs, but I never
prayed or worshiped like this. We use Arabic formal language in Arabic songs.
Only in songs. If we do ’ se fo m l l g ge, we feel s he p. I
’ feel
God any more [singing Arabic songs], maybe because we miss this relationship
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with God. I teach my kids Arabic and Arabic worship songs. We speak Arabic at
home. But in general, I started to feel English songs better because I miss this
kind of relationship with God and his presence when I sing English songs. These
songs affect my life and change my life.
Dareen started teaching music in the Proskuneo School of the Arts in Clarkston and is
known as a classically trained singer in the Clarkston community. She has received
invitations to Arabic festivals to sing in Arabic and sings classical Arabic songs and arias
in a special concert several times a year. Dareen is a multi-talented musician who plays
various instruments and can sing classical Arabic songs authentically.
Huaiboih Vaanpi Nu
Huaiboih was born in Chin State in Burma (Myanmar), and moved around many
different places when she was young. She also lived in Malaysia for some time. She grew
up speaking Burmese in school and church but spoke Tedim (one of the tribal languages
of Chin State) at home. She never spoke English before she came to the U.S., but after
about four years of living in Clarkston, she now serves as a translator at her church.
Huaiboih is becoming a trilingual speaker: Tedim, Burmese, and now English. She
explains that she has become comfortable speaking and praying in Tedim in public
because she now attends a Tedim-speaking church in the U.S. She was used to speaking
Burmese in church. She is married and lives in Clarkston with her husband, her
h s

d’s p e s,

d he

h ld e , 3-year-old boy and a 3-month-old girl.

Huaiboih’s Musical Journey
Huaiboih started learning to play piano and to read music at age 13. Her father
was a pastor and songwriter who published worship songbooks in Burma. When I visited
her house, Huaiboih showed me the worship songbooks in Burmese and Tedim. She
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explained that missionaries came to Burma and created a writing system to write
Burmese with the English alphabet. Several of the books she showed me were written in
Burmese with the English alphabet. The songs in the books using the English writing
system indicated a key for each song, showing the melody in a solfege system—d, r m, f,
s, l, t— d he hy hm of he melody w h do s
l ded

hose ooks,

d she po

d l es. H

o h’s f he ’s so gs we e

ed o he p ges w h he f he ’s so gs whe she

showed me the books.
Regarding the traditional music of her origin place, Huaiboih explained that
traditional folk songs were sung only on Chin National Day—Haru boi—and only in
cultural festivals, not in church. She grew up singing American hymns (translated into
Burmese), Southern Gospel, and country songs. Some Christian songs had been
composed by Burmese and Tedim-speaking people and were transmitted orally. She
learned to sing songs in English when she joined a choir in the Burmese Christian college
she attended. She learned to sight-sing in the choir and gained further exposure to
American hymns and Christian songs. She came to love Southern Gospel songs by the
Gaither Vocal Band and modern worship songs from Hillsong.
Niang BoihNu
BoihNu (the name she goes by) was born in Burma and has been living in the
U.S. for about seven years. She came to Clarkston when she was nine, and she is now 16.
She grew up in a Tedim-speaking home and church, but she can also read and write
Burmese. BoihNu is not comfortable speaking in Burmese, but she can sing in Burmese.
She is completely bilingual in Tedim and English. Because she has learned certain words
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in English but has forgotten or never learned the equivalent words in Tedim—or vice
versa—she feels that it is hard to find words in a language when she is limited to
speaking or writing a song in only one language.
BoihNu described the difference she felt between Tedim and American cultures:
I’m less se o s d mo e e sygo g w h Ame
f e ds (mo e relaxed), but
more serious and mature with Tedim friends. I belong to both groups of friends. I
like being able to speak another language and understand another culture. I
q es o who I m, d some mes I’m o f sed d some mes I feel l ke I h ve
answers. I felt like I needed to belong to one group, but I feel comfortable being
in both groups now. I like the idea of mixing up my American friends and Tedim
friends.
BoihNu attended a public school when she first came to the U.S., and she had a hard time
seeing her classmates being disrespectful to teachers. It was difficult for her to figure out
how to approach teachers respectfully or ask questions, and to communicate with friends
and teachers at the same time. She struggled seeing kids not punished when they
misbehaved, because such behavior was not accepted in her Tedim culture. But she
definitely felt peer pressure to behave like her classmates in the school. She moved to a
Christian private school and was able to overcome her struggle of being between both
cultures only about a year ago. In response to how she overcame her identity crisis,
Bo hN s d, My f e ds helped me. I w s em

ssed

do ’ k ow how o

f om hem. Bo hN

ep someo e who s d ffe e

o

my d ffe e es. People
ow helps her

American friends and international friends to become friends. She has learned to build
bridges to bring different people together.
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BoihNu’s Musical Journey
BoihNu started singing in church since she was five. Huaiboih and BoihNu, who
are cousins, attend the Seventh-Day Adventist church in Clarkston, where all services and
programs are in Tedim. BoihNu is a part of the worship planning team for a youth
service. In her church, songs are sung with a contemporary band. English songs are not
sung in church, because her church wants to continue to speak and sing in Tedim.
BoihNu can sing and lead worship in Tedim and in English. She likes Burmese worship
songs, Hillsong, Kari Jobe, and slow ballad songs. She only listened to country music
back in Burma, but she was exposed to many different genres after coming to the U.S.
She took some violin lessons at the Proskuneo School of the Arts and attended a
Proskuneo Worship Institute that happens every summer for young artists to learn about
music and arts in worship. BoihNu is a young bilingual singer and worship leader who
can sing and lead worship in Tedim and English.
Neil Mason
Neil was born and raised in the Philippines and came to Clarkston in 2004 as an
immigrant. His older sister came to the U.S. first, in 1984, and then his younger sister
ved
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Ne l o ld ’

o ed Ne l’s mom o ome, who he pe

g h s w fe

d d gh e fo
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o ed Ne l o ome.

f ve ye s f e he go m

ed—the

time it took for their immigration process to be completed. He mentioned that his
younger sister married an Australian citizen of Indian descent, born in London and
h v g l ved

D

,

d ow he f m ly l ves

A s

l . Th s shows he f m ly’s

embrace of diversity. Neil is now an American citizen and plays bass guitar in an
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American church with a primarily Anglo-American congregation. He used to attend
Clarkston International Bible church, which had a mostly Filipino congregation. He and
his family live in a diverse neighborhood outside of Clarkston. Neil considers himself
more F l p o h

Ame

F l p os. He e pl

,

ed h he

he s d, I d d o move he e o e w h o he
me o Ame

fo

e e l fe

d o h ve

o de

opportunities to interact with other cultures. He chose Atlanta particularly because the
city was then one of the growing music centers. In response to the change he has
experienced since coming to the U.S., he said, They [h s f e ds] o ed he h ge
the way I think, in my words and actions …

whe I’m w h my F l p o f e ds, I’m

back to my Filipino culture. It is easier for me to develop friendship with someone who
has an international background. It would be different to relate to people who never had
any cross- l

l e pe e e.

Neil’s Musical Journey
My fo emos de

y s m s

, s d Ne l, whe

he

e v ew w s lmos

finished. Neil played bass guitar in a professional band in the Philippines for about eight
years and then played as a session musician for about two years before he came to the
U.S. The band played six nights a week, sometimes several times a day. Neil wants to go
back to doing music full-time if he can make even half the money he now makes in an IT
consulting job. Since coming to Atlanta, Neil has been playing with many different local
bands and has worked with musicians from diverse backgrounds. He has worked with
musicians from Brazil, Turkey, and Jamaica, and with them he has been playing music
for diverse audiences. He shared a story about a black audience he played music for:
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I walked in to play a gig, not knowing anybody. The moment that I walked in,
everyone stared at me and all eyes followed me around. After playing music,
people came up to me and talked to me. Music brings people together. When I
was walking out, it was completely different from when I was walking in.
In contrast to the 1990s American and European dance music that he played with
his band in the Philippines, in the U.S. he has played Brazilian and Latin dance music,
which has become one of his favorite musi l ge es. If I h ve o hoose o pl y o e
genre of music for the rest of my life, he s d,
lk g o h s J m

d mme

d sked, Why does

d h s f e d’s espo se w s, I s e lly e
f h ’s why he w s

ed o L
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m s . He explained further about his musical
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e e h
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we do!’ A d I old hem, ‘Th ’s wh I g ew p w h. Th s m s
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l fo me o m d ffe e eleme s of d ffe e m s l s yles … If I
m ke my ow
d, ’s go g o e mix of a lot of stuff … The only thing it
would not be is Sri Lankan jazz … I will not think twice about incorporating other
elements into a new song … It would be probably expected.
Neil has diverse skill sets, including shooting and photography. He smiles when he
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Neil shared his insight into the cultural differences he experienced in musicmaking:
The gges d ffe e e I o se ved Ame
ds s h hey do ’ p
me o
plan and practice as a group. There is no hunger—gu-ddom, in Filipino—and no
pressure to make it sound good. My relationship with musicians was different in
the Philippines. They were like my brothers and sisters and we still keep in touch
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d mee p. They e f e ds fo l fe. They e my k ds’ godp e s. B here, we
j s see people
ehe s ls d g gs,
do o k ow wh ’s go g o w h o e
o he ’s l fe … What I miss is actually the time you spend outside of playing
m s , wh h m kes he
d gh . Eve f we d d ’ h ve g gs, we wo ld s ll
hang out. It is who you know that makes good music.
Peter Nehsahn
Peter was born in a small village of the Gio people (fewer than 200 people) in
Liberia. According to Peter, each county in Liberia has an ethnic group that speaks its
own dialect. Peter grew up in a county in which Mano was spoken predominantly, and
h s w fe spe ks M o. Pe e spe ks G o, M o,

d E gl sh, L e

’s

o l l g ge.

Peter has been pastor of a church in Clarkston for the past 17 years. Most of the members
of the congregation came to the U.S. as refugees from Liberia and other African
countries. Peter came to the U.S. in 1980 to study nursing in college, and then returned to
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return to his country because war broke out in 1989. He has lived in the U.S. since then
and has become an American citizen. He visited Liberia in 2001 for the first time after
he w ’s e d,
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to see his mother, who had a stroke; she died a few months later, in July 2014. Peter is a
local leader who is deeply concerned about the wellbeing of the Clarkston community.
Peter’s Musical Journey
Pe e ’s

e es
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whe he e me
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h s eenage years.

His uncle, who led him to Christ, loved singing and influenced him to get involved in
musical activities. He played a small drum called bele or tuba in Gio. In Liberia, he used
to play a traditional horn called tu, made out of bamboo, and wooden xylophones. In the
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Liberian church, some traditional drums were used, but due to bad associations, they
were altered to have a different visual appearance and were used to accompany songs
with new lyrics and melodies. Peter grew up singing work songs and soccer songs in the
field. At a recent music festival, he presented a song he wrote: a soccer song transformed
into a victory song for Jesus. He learned to play saxophone in the U.S. because he loved
the sound of the instrument when he first heard it on the radio. He took some lessons but
found it hard to learn from notes on a page. He started to learn the instrument by ear on
his own and has recorded several albums of the songs he composed and of his saxophone
performance. He also recently started learning to play piano by ear. When I asked about
the differences he has noticed in his music-making in the U.S., he pointed out that the
s

me s he’s p ked p he e m de d ffe e e

hsm s
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described music in Liberia as mostly acapella, and slower paced. He called the music
s yle

d o l Af

p fo

s spee h-like singing accompanied by drums. In the

church he pastors in Clarkston, the worship service starts with a hymn, to help Western
visitors feel comfortable; then they move on to African worship songs with conga,
shakers, tambourine, and dancing. They also use modern instruments such as keyboard,
guitar, and drum set. The church has people from many places in Liberia and other
African countries, so they have sung in other languages (French, Swahili) in worship, but
hey s g mos ly E gl sh so gs. They h d
G o,

l e hey h ged s

me o e h

ho

lled he d le
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to serve the multicultural, multilingual congregation.
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Dar Nai
Dar was born in a Thai hospital but grew up in a Karenni refugee camp in
Thailand. Since his mother is a Karen and his father a Karenni (Burmese minority
groups), he grew up speaking two languages at home. His parents speak Karen to each
other, but his mother has learned more Karenni since being in closer contact with the
Karenni community in the U.S. than with her Karen relatives. Dar speaks Karen to his
mother and Karenni to his father. Growing up with Karen relatives nearby and in a
Karenni community at the refugee camp, he now feels comfortable speaking both
languages at home. He went to a Karenni preschool and started elementary school in the
camp, but then he moved to a Thai school outside the camp because his father wanted
D ’s s s e

d h m o ge
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government at the refugee camp and was able to live outside the camp and send his
children to a Thai school. During the few years Dar stayed in Thailand, he became fluent
Th . D ’s f he

el eved h D

d h s s s e wo ld h ve mo e oppo

es o

make a living in Thailand if they went to a Thai school. But when his father met a
Burmese lady who lived in the U.S., she convinced him to move to the U.S. with refugee
status for a better life and education for his family. He moved his family back to the
refugee camp so that they could e el g le o ome o he U.S. w h ef gee s

s. D ’s

family stayed at the camp for two years and then came to the U.S. as refugees.
Dar felt that he was behind academically because of his moving back and forth
between Karenni school and Thai school. When he came to the U.S., he was 11, and he
was placed in seventh grade, never having completed fifth or sixth grade. It was really
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tough for Dar to catch up with American education because he could not speak English at
all. He felt that ESL classes were not helpful, and he was scared to go to regular classes
w h Ame

s. He d d ’
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there for about six months, but when his parents could not find jobs or pay their bills,
they moved to Clarkston, Georgia.
Dar had mixed emotions about moving, because he had already made a best friend
who was Thai, and it was hard to leave his friend behind. When he came to Clarkston,
Dar felt that everything changed. In Florida, there were few non-Americans around him,
but in Clarkston, he saw a lot more diversity. At a new middle school in the area, he
could not pass any subject other than math in his first year. He could not move on to high
s hool e
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ed h m o s y

that middle school one more year—Dar was only 13—he convinced his father to let him
move on to high school because he promised to work hard and do his best at school. He
felt that it would be an embarrassment and shame for him to stay behind in middle
school. In ninth grade, he began to understand English much better than before; he
worked hard and never failed any other classes. He became a multilingual speaker in
Karen, Karenni, Thai, and English. He also understands Burmese because his father
speaks fluent Burmese. Since Karenni people do not like to speak Burmese because of
their past history of conflict, he did not become fluent in the language. But he
understands almost everything he hears in Burmese. He shared a story of how he helped a
Burmese congregation engage in worship in one of his ministry trips with Proskuneo.
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Dar’s Musical Journey
Dar met an American lady who came to his apartment for an outreach to children
and asked him to do face-p
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incident as an encouragement for him to realize his love for art and a natural artistic gift,
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artistic journey started back in the Karenni camp when he drew sketches of people around
him, but he began to develop his artistic skills when he took a required art class. He
remembered that he was the only one who was excited about this class, while his friends
were there only to get a fine-art credit. In the art class, he started to appreciate his artistic
expression and became more confident in his artwork.
In contrast, Dar did not grow up singing or with music around him. He grew up in
church and sang Karenni, Burmese, and Karen songs42 in church, but he was not
interested in music. In high school in the U.S., however, he began to appreciate music
and discovered that he could sing. He enjoyed singing with his youth group at church. He
was inspired by American singers and tried to imitate them. He started to practice singing
every day and became more confident in his singing skills. He grew more confident when
he attended the Proskuneo Worship Institute (PWI), where he was challenged to write a
song and sing it in front of people. He was not confident at all when he first performed,
but through encouragement from people at PWI, he continued to compose and sing. He

42

Dar said that he grew up singing Karen songs and using the Karen Bible. The Karenni New Testament
was published just four or five years ago. According to Dar, every Karenni church uses Karen and
Karenni, which are distinct languages though sharing some words.
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started posting videos on social media and received positive comments about his singing.
He had attended PWI the previous year, but he was more interested in playing piano, not
singing. Dar stated that Karenni people in general appreciate someone playing an
instrument more than they appreciate someone singing. His friends played guitar or
drums in the church band, and his mother wanted him to learn to play an instrument. He
started attending a free program at Proskuneo School of the Arts and eventually took
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informally asking people to teach him more about chords. Dar has attended PWI since he
was 15—that is, for the past four years. Dar said that he became confident as he learned
to express himself and connect with other people through music in PWI.
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compare the music that he grew up listening to and singing with American styles, he said,
I would prefer American music over Karenni music. I felt connected to Karenni
so g whe I s g fo o he s. I wo ld ’ s g K e
fo myself. Whe I w o e
a song in Karenni for a Karenni music competition, my Karenni friends said my
song and my singing style sound too American. I would like to write a song in
E gl sh. K e
so gs em d me of my people d he m s ,
I’m o
moved by it.
Regarding differences in song styles, he said,
Karenni songs are simple, in slower tempo, and sung plainly. Karenni lyrics are
direct and written literally. When I wrote a song in Karenni but in American style
with poetic expression, abstract ideas, non-direct lyrics, they had a hard time
understanding my lyrics and singing my song.
Dar said that K e
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but music-w se, mos of hem wo ld ’ pp e e my s g g. Th ’s why w s
hard for me to accept that I was a good singer. But I like to sing in general. I
dd ’ w
os g p l ,
I’m ope o y h g ow. Yo g people,
including my childhood friends, look up to me because I can sing.
CLAT Step 2: Specify Goals for a Better Future
When I initially contacted Josh Davis in October 2015, he had just had a meeting
with the community leaders of local churches and nonprofit organizations who belong to
the Clarkston Ministers’ Association. Davis told me what was discussed in the meeting
and shared his notes of the meeting with me through email. They discussed what their
concerns or burdens were and what their dreams were for the community. The most
salient concern that turned up in the discussion was for unity in the community, bringing
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to become disciples of Jesus and bridge the cultural gap and language barriers in the
community, which was a primary concern raised by Pastor Peter in the interview. They
came to consensus about how Clarkston youth could become bridge-builders in the
community: through arts! They discussed how arts could be a channel to tell stories, to
express their hearts, and to bridge the cultural gaps and language barriers within the
community.
Based on interviews with local leaders and reports from the Clarkston Min s e s’
Association, the kingdom goal we decided to focus on would be to promote unity in
diversity in the community through arts— specifically, music—so that people would
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and to involve Clarkston youth in the process of cultural integration and innovation
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through music for the benefit of the community. The context of this goal would be a
congregational worship setting in which people from diverse groups come together for
worship. The musicians I worked with are Christians, and the Proskuneo ministries that
connected musicians to my project and that host community events are working with
Christian churches to see more unity in diversity in Clarkston community. Proskuneo
Ministries believes that when the diverse churches are united in Christ, and when the
world sees that we are one, they will believe and know that God has sent Jesus and his
love for us—as Jesus prayed for all believers in John 17:20–23. Community leaders want
to see this happening in Clarkston and want to help show the way for their children to
engage in this process and continue to promote unity in diversity in their generation as
they integrate their home culture into the broader multicultural context. The leaders hope
that their participation and contribution in the co-creation process will solidify their new
hybrid or hyphenated identity in the multicultural community.
In his interview, for example, Pastor Peter shared his concern for youth and young
adults in the community who have no desire either to learn or to plan for a better future.
He believes that Liberian culture that does not value education and practices a lifestyle of
day-to-day living influences young people, even in Clarkston, to be careless about
learning, going to school, or saving money for the future. Many came out of traumatic
situations before they came to the U.S., which adds further layers to the problem of lack
of motivation to do something productive and live a life with purpose and dreams. He
believes that music and arts can be powerful tools to motivate young people in the
community and lead them to gain respect, because people think highly of musicians, and
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this could eventually move them away from a life of crime, drinking, partying, and
promiscuity. Peter had struggled with his own children, who simply did not want to learn
or to live a better life. His dream is to have a space where young people in the community
can come together to learn, to receive counseling for their post-traumatic stress disorder,
to be introduced to Christ and be mentored to live a life with hope and purpose. Peter was
thrilled when Davis shared the idea of having an arts camp in his church and inviting
young people to come and learn instruments and arts. As a pastor, he feels that he has
tried everything he could to help these young people but has not seen much
transformation. He believes that music and arts are the key to reaching out to young
people who are very talented and pick up instruments easily.
In an interview with Brian Bollinger, director of Friends of Refugees in Clarkston
and a former employment specialist at World Relief, Bollinger affirmed the need for
community among the second generation of immigrants and refugees. Understanding the
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mediators, integrators, and powerful communicators of messages through their arts.
Bollinger suggests that arts can be a great medium for second-generation youth who
struggle with the tension between two seemingly opposite poles of cultural preservation
and cultural innovation, to become mediators of the multiple cultures around them. He
believes that young people in the diasporic community have the potential to integrate
their home culture and their other cultures into their arts, thus sending a powerful
message to people in a broader context: a message of hope, that unique facets of God-
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instilled cultural beauty can be preserved through the integration of seemingly contrasting
cultures they encounter. In his own words, Bollinger believes that
The lowest-h g g f , he e s es h g o p
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Ted Terry, the mayor of Clarkston, supported a mural art project to beautify
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cultural festival) in the city. He affirmed that there was much interest in arts and
community development in the city. Terry was working toward developing a long-term
plan to advocate for arts and diverse cultures in Clarkston, made a public art committee in
the city council, and set apart a portion of the city budget for arts advocacy, especially the
diverse arts represented in Clarkson. Terry shared an example of basket weavers in the
city who used a local material to weave the basket, which locals would have never
imagined, thus not only bringing economic benefit to the community but also creating
cultural innovation through their entrepreneurial spirit and the artistic heritage of their
culture.
As shown in the interviews, the local leaders of Clarkston agreed on unity in
diversity as the specific goal that this multicultural community currently needs the most.
They wanted to affirm the value of arts and music that can be a great medium to reach the
goal for the community.
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CLAT Step 3: Connect Genres to Goals
CLAT Step 4: Analyze Genres and Events
In my research project, I did not conduct CLAT steps 3 and 4. As I mentioned in
the previous chapter, we chose to create a new event and new genres instead of using
existing local musical genres of the community. That decision was made primarily
because of the community goal that we decided to work toward, and because of the
contextual challenges that we faced in conducting these steps. Because the Clarkston
context is extremely diverse, with each culture distinct and no single, shared culture in
the broader community, it would be nearly impossible to research musical genres that
represent all the members of the community—more than 50 cultures—and analyze the
genres in the context of events where they would be performed. People regularly move in
and out, so the cultures that represent the town now are different from four years ago.43
And since there are no precedent model to follow or to help me understand what to
expect from a multicultural context, it was hard to decide which cultures to focus on in
conducting these steps.
The challenges we faced led me to find an alternative way to approach this
multicultural context, asking questions that helped me follow an innovative approach for
these steps. These questions were: What if participants create new songs with diverse
musicians from different backgrounds, making a safe space for each musician to bring in
his or her own music and language? Can each musician be considered an expert in his or
her own music and culture, everyone together applying their musical skills and cultural
43
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knowledge to the songwriting process? I assumed there could be some representation of
each community and its distinct ways of using music in worship in the songs they
collaborate to write together. The songwriting workshop, a sparking activity described in
CLAT step 5, would also serve as an initial research activity to learn about local musical
genres of the musicians and their cultural contexts. It would be important to encourage
proactive participation of each representative of a culture, or several cultures, and to
facilitate the workshop in such a way that each musician contributes to the writing of the
new songs, which could then be used in the context of multicultural worship in Clarkston.
The new multicultural, multilingual songs could be used to promote unity in diversity,
and the songwriting process might bring diverse people together for collaboration. The
important questions we asked were:
● Wh
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● How would diverse church congregations respond when sharing the newly written
songs with diverse communities coming together for worship?
● Would the process of collaboration, and the products (songs) of the collaboration,
promote unity in diversity in the community?
CLAT Step 5: Spark Creativity—Songwriting Workshop
To answer those questions, I decided to host a songwriting workshop and invite
the musicians I interviewed to attend the workshop. This workshop would also serve as
an initial research context in which to get to know the music of each musician, how they
represent their own cultures, and how they might collaborate and contribute to creating
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unity in diversity, it was more important to bring diverse musicians together and create
something that could speak to multicultural, multilingual congregation than for me to
research musical genres of each represented community. Further research might be useful
to learn more about music and the arts in each culture of participants for the purpose of
integrating an ongoing co-creation process.
Josh Davis became a primary bridge-builder and co-facilitator of the workshop. I
shared my vision of this workshop with him in October 2015, and he welcomed this idea
of a collaboration of local musicians for the benefit of the community. During the
interviews in December 2015, I shared the idea of a songwriting workshop and invited
each musician. Everyone I interviewed also welcomed the idea of the workshop and
wanted to be a part of it. In March 2016, I contacted the musicians and scheduled a
weekend-long workshop. I maintained contact with all the musicians through Facebook;
about a month before the workshop, I sent a group message with a video of me
introducing the purpose of the project and inviting them to the workshop. I followed up
with personal Facebook messages and phone conversations to confirm their participation
in the workshop. As the days drew nearer, I sent a few reminder messages and shared the
logistics of the workshop. I also explained what they could expect at the workshop and
what we would do next with the songs written at the workshop, to remind them of the
purpose. The workshop was scheduled during the first weekend of April 2016. I arrived
in Clarkston on April 1. Davis and I worked together to schedule the time and logistics of
the workshop, deciding to hold three workshop sessions over the weekend: Friday
evening, Saturday evening, and Sunday afternoon.
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Songwriting Workshop Day 1: Friday Evening
On the first day, 19 participants attended, mostly from African countries, such as
Congo and Liberia, along with a Karen/Karenni (Dar), two white Americans (Josh Davis
and Becky Thurman) and a Korean (me). As an ice-breaker for the big group, Davis
asked everyone to stand and say his or her name and which languages they speak, and
then sing a short phrase of a favorite song. Each participant spoke at least two languages,
and most African participants spoke three or four. People meeting for the first time were
connected by common songs they liked, which built a great rapport in the group.
Everyone was engaged and getting excited about the workshop. I shared the vision of this
workshop and encouraged everyone to write songs that could bring diverse people
together in worship. Some people were not sure about the outcome because most of them
had never done any songwriting, let alone writing songs with people of different
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leaders, and we also selected a Bible passage—Ephesians 4:1–7—to support the
songwriting theme for the first day. As a group, we had a short time of worship and
prayer, and a time of pondering the verse together, and then we divided into three smaller
groups. Since we met in the Proskuneo School of the Arts (PSOTA), there were multiple
rooms for the groups to use for working on songwriting with various instruments. Each
group was led by a facilitator: I led Group 1; Davis led Group 2; and Group 3 was led by
Pastor Gad.
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Each group used a different process to write songs. Group 1 started with a musical
phrase that someone started singing, adding more phrases in different languages by other
people in the group. As a facilitator, I wanted to include everyone in the process, and
everyone participated fully. We created a song with three musical sections and five
languages: Luganda, English, Ewe, French, and Swahili. The song had a call-andresponse form in one section, but the overall form was not precisely call-and-response.
When the song was coming together, everyone was surprised, but excited and proud of
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group by leading musically and guiding the process, and I was careful not to be a strong
voice in the group.
According to the reports of other observers, such as Davis and Thurman, Group 2
started with a rhythmic pattern on drums and then someone started singing a new melody
with lyrics based on the keywords they had come up with earlier. Eventually, they put
chords to the melody, refined the lyrics together, and added other languages to the song.
G o p 2’s so g h d wo m s
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Swahili, and French.
Group 3, led by Pastor Gad, started the process with a short Bible study on the
verses. People in the group were members of his church, so he took a leadership role and
had everyone first write their own lyrics, based on what they had discussed in the Bible
study. Then they put together lyrics of the song and set them to a melody. Pastor Gad
played piano and put the chords to the melody. The song included three musical sections
and three languages: English, Swahili, and French.
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Everyone was proactive throughout the songwriting process, and when we came
together to share the songs at the end, everyone was surprised at how good the songs
were—considering that they were created within such a short period of time and with
groups of people from diverse backgrounds. The songs represented not only the
languages spoken by participants at the workshop but also the languages spoken by the
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impressed by how all participants came together and demonstrated unity in diversity in
both the songs and the composition process itself. The community spirit among the
participants was salient; songwriting brought everyone together in one purpose.
Participants looked forward to a later event at which they would share these songs with
people in the community.
Songwriting Workshop Day 2: Saturday Evening
The workshop on Saturday evening started with a fellowship over a dinner.
Contrary to my expectations, it was the smallest group of the weekend. There was one
Syrian couple (Rimondah and Fadi), a Burmese woman (Huaiboih), two Americans
(Davis and Thurman), and me. But with the smaller number, we had a more intimate
atmosphere in which each participant could uniquely contribute to the group. My plan
was to facilitate, observe, and document the process more than to participate in the
songwriting process itself. But to add more diversity to the group, I had to be an active
part.
After dinner, we read the scripture verses of the day—1 Corinthians 12:4–7—and
shared insights we gained from the verses. We gathered around the piano in the room and
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prayed together to start the songwriting. Davis was on the piano and he led us to talk
about possible lyrics based on the scripture we just read. Rimondah and Fadi came up
with Arabic lyrics of a verse, and Rimondah started to sing a melody to the lyrics. When
Davis started to put chords to the melody, Fadi made suggestions to change some minor
chords to major chords to fit the melody better. The melody had notes mostly from minor
tonalities, but it was interesting to see that Davis, having had experience singing some
Arabic songs before, played minor chords while Fadi, an Arabic-speaking person, said
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translate the verse into Burmese and Tedim, while I came up with a decant melody with
Korean lyrics. Fadi suggested another melody for a chorus, and we worked on English
lyrics together. When we had two musical sections, we wanted to add another section
with a different melody and feel. When Davis played some different chord progressions
on the piano, Thurman suggested a melody and lyrics to go with a piano motive Davis
played. Then Fadi wanted to add an Arabic layer with a different melody and lyrics on
top of the melody that Thurman was singing. I joined Fadi and added a Korean layer with
a different melody under the original melody, and Huaiboih sang a descant line in Tedim
above all the other parts. The rhythm of the melody followed the syllable patterns of the
different languages ep ese ed. Whe F d joked h
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languages, Davis picked up on that idea and suggested that each part could start singing
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all four parts singing hallelujah. When I heard the song come together so beautifully with
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together to collaborate on a song that represents the community we belong to. It was a
special moment for everyone in the room as we experienced what it could be like when
people from different cultures and languages contributed to the creative process.
Huaiboih, who was not confident about songwriting, smiled the whole time and
was very happy with the song we wrote together. Fadi and Rimondah loved the whole
process and were amazed by the song we created together. They wanted to come again on
Sunday with their sister-in-l w (D ee )’s f m ly. F d h d o pl

ed o ome o

Sunday, but he was so excited after the workshop that he said he might be able to adjust
his schedule and come. Davis and I left Sunday open for whoever could attend. Because
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attend, so she changed her plan to join us on Sunday instead.
Songwriting Workshop Day 3: Sunday Afternoon
We scheduled the Sunday session for Dareen, Fadi, and Rimondah. We were
scheduled to meet at 1:30 p.m. on Sunday, and we had just two hours before I had to
leave to return to Dallas. Fadi and Rimondah brought their daughter, Mary, their friend
S zy f om Jo d ,
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and her young children. Altogether we had five Syrians, two Jordanians, two Americans,
and me. As we shared insights we gained from the Bible passage of the day—Philippians
2:1–5— Davis encouraged everyone to write down their thoughts or their own lyrics. By
the time we started writing songs, it was already about 2:30 p.m. When we were sharing
the scripture verses in Arabic and English, Chadi mentioned there were some
discrepancies in the translation, but we found that the Arabic verses that matched the
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(English) KJV were different from the other English versions we were reading. Chadi
came up with an Arabic poem using the Arabic scripture verses and played the piano in
the same style as he played his accordion. He started singing the words to an upbeat
melody, and other Arabic-speaking participants joined him to refine the melody.
Everyone picked up instruments and started to put some chords and supporting rhythms
to the melody.
There was an interesting discussion between parents and daughters. The younger
girls were more used to American songs and said that Arabic songs were depressing
beca se of he slow, m o o l es ommo
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or not the upbeat, major-sounding melody that Chadi came up with was affected by those
discussions, but everyone liked that melody and the Arabic lyrics. Suzy wrote a poem–
prayer in English, and Thurman and Suzy worked together to refine the English lyrics.
Dareen started to hum the English syllables as they worked on their English lyrics, and I
went to the piano and put the chords to the melody. Fadi arranged the whole song with
two sections and encouraged me to add Korean to the last line of the melody. When we
recorded our song with all the instruments—violin, conga, guitar, piano, recorder—
everyone was very excited, celebrating the new song we had created in only about an
hour. They all enjoyed the process; everyone was engaged the whole time and
contributed their parts to the song.
Unexpected Surprises
A few surprises were notable:
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● I had expected the most participants on Saturday evening, because initially people
told me that they would be available on Saturdays. But several could attend only
on Friday evening, so we opened that session to all who could come. Pastor Gad
had asked me in a phone conversation if he could bring his worship team with
him for the Friday evening session and I said yes to this enthusiastic request. I had
expected five or six singers, but he arrived with his wife and 14 young people at
the Friday workshop. This was a pleasant surprise to Davis and me. Not expecting
g g o p, we h d ’ pl

ed o break into smaller groups, but we were flexible

to facilitate three smaller groups of six musicians each. Davis and I were open to
any kind of surprise, given our experiences working with diverse musicians, so
we were able to adjust quickly to a situation that we did not expect.
● The wo kshop o F d y w s s hed led fo 7:00 p.m.,
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group came late, we did not start the songwriting until about 8:15 p.m. Our plan
was to meet as a big group at the end and share the songs that we had written as a
group. That sharing time started at about 9:30 p.m., and we ended the workshop
around 10:00 p.m. We had scheduled the workshop for 7:00–9:30 p.m. It started
and ended later than planned. What was surprising to me was the output within
the short time. The songwriting process did not take long; after an hour and
fifteen minutes, we had composed three songs.
● Because I had expected most of the musicians I had contacted to attend the
Saturday workshop, I catered a dinner to show my appreciation to all of the
participants and to create a friendly environment for them to get to know one
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another. Contrary to my expectations, this was the smallest group of the weekend.
Davis explains that in general, people in Clarkston are not used to planning in
advance like in mainstream American culture, and the expectation is that things
will change at the last minute.
● It was also a pleasant surprise that Fadi and Rimondah brought their friends and
family with them to the workshop on Sunday. Davis and I had expected another
small group on Sunday, but we had 10 participants, including me, on Sunday.
● Out of seven interviewees, only five participated in the workshop. Neil and
BoihNu could not make it. But Neil later participated in the concert by playing
bass guitar in the band.
This workshop encourages reciprocal contextual collaboration, as proposed by
diaspora missiologists, promoting reciprocal contribution, collaboration and
contextualization, in an ethnodoxological model of co-creating with local arts. I have
witnessed how these two models can meet and interact in a songwriting workshop
context. I discuss this in the next chapter in more detail.
Songwriting together was a friendship-building experience, fostering almost
instant connection amongst the participants. A shared love of music brought everyone
together. The openness of the participants and facilitators made creative collaboration
possible, and through the collaboration of diverse participants the music was created with
hybrid, multilingual, multicultural character and was meaningful to all who participated.
Everyone was eager to share the songs with families, friends, and neighbors, hoping to
continue to sing the songs that were created together in community.
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CLAT Step 6: Improve New Works
CLAT Step 7: Integrate and Celebrate for Continuity
The First Step to Improve New Works
After the workshop, I continued to communicate with the musicians and Davis to
set a date for presenting the songs to the local community. The date was set for Friday,
July 15, 2016, at the same time that the Proskuneo Worship Institute (PWI) would be
running. PWI Director Becky Thurman, who was a participant–observer at the workshop,
wanted to incorporate the songwriting workshop as part of the program for the students
attending PWI. The reasons for suggesting that date in an email correspondence with
Davis included:
1. Friday nights are typically good for many people in Clarkston.
2. Almost all of the PWI 2016 students would be able to participate on that
particular Friday night.
3. Saturday night hinders participation of Seventh-Day Adventists.
4. S
d y gh s do ’ f
o he PWI s hed le.
5. Sunday nights are regular church events for the Arabic speakers.
I had created a Facebook group with the whole group of musicians and facilitators, which
was the main communication channel for us to set the date, discuss logistics, and share
song charts and lyrics, photos, and videos from the workshop. I had to confirm schedules
with some musicians through phone conversations, but most of this was done through
Facebook messaging. Most people who participated in the workshop confirmed
participation at the concert and agreed to attend a rehearsal to practice the songs
beforehand.
I scheduled one rehearsal with each group, based on the day they had participated
in the workshop and the songs they were part of. Davis had advised that it would be hard
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to get everyone to attend one rehearsal to practice all five new songs; it would be more
efficient to have each group practice on their own and then come together on the day of
concert. I met with Pastor Gad and his church group one day to practice three songs they
wrote together on the first day of workshop, and with the Syrian and Burmese group
another day to practice two songs we composed together on the second and third
workshop days. I met with Fadi and Huaiboih individually to work on song arrangements
and English pronunciation of the lyrics written in their languages.
PWI students had their songwriting session on one afternoon during the PWI,
resulting in three songs to share at the concert. They divided into three groups and each
group wrote a song. Davis, Thurman, and I facilitated the session with each group.
Participants were as diverse as those who came to the workshop, and they worked
together to write a song with multilingual, multicultural, and hybrid characteristics.
Participants were generally young students, ages 15 to 25, originally from Korea, China,
Mexico, the Dominican Republic, Iran, Congo, and a Karenni refugee camp in Thailand.
There was a mix of international students, refugees, 1.5-generation immigrants (born in
their place of origin but emigrated to America in their teenage years), second-generation
Americans (born and raised in the U.S., but with non-majority ethnic heritage), and white
Americans and black Americans. Even though they represented different backgrounds,
they shared common interests in arts, worship, and mission, and were students in
American schools and colleges. They had also shared experiences in PWI, which bonded
them in a short time. Thurman scheduled several rehearsals built into the PWI schedule,
where they practiced three songs for the concert.
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Community Celebration: Unity in Diversity Worship Concert
Davis and I worked together to create a program for the concert, and Davis led the
program as emcee. It was scheduled to start at 7:00 p.m., and I asked the musicians to
come by 5:30 p.m., for rehearsal and sound check. Most people came after 6:00 p.m. and
rehearsed just once with a band (drums and bass guitar) as they arrived. The band
members were Proskuneo volunteers, able to follow the song charts and play the songs on
the spot. Neil Mason, one of the interviewees, played bass guitar. As shown in the picture
below, the Syrian group brought an oud (Middle Eastern stringed instrument) player for
their presentation (See figure 4; the oud player is on the left) and also brought their own
keyboard with a particular set of sounds that includes quarter tones.
The

le of he o e w s he U

y

D ve s y Wo sh p Co e . Fo

invitations and advertisement, we simply asked each participant to invite family, friends,
church congregations, and neighbors to the event, and the audience was as diverse as the
participants and included PWI students. Each ethnic group (Burmese, Syrian, and
Congolese/African) was asked to present one of its traditional worship songs, along with
the original songs from the workshop. The most spontaneous moments in worship
occurred when the groups shared their traditional songs. The Syrian group demonstrated
circle dancing as they sang, inviting people from the audience to join in. The
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Figure 4. Syrian worship song presentation, with oud.

Congolese/African group led a call and response song with dancing that involved full
congregational participation. The Burmese group introduced an original Burmese
worship song written in a popular rock style of the 1980s, which inspired the
congregation to jump up and down with the music. When the original songs from the
workshop were presented, the audience was mostly listening and following along with
the performers to sing the new songs.
The Bible verses that were basis of the original songs were read by speakers of
different languages, which reflected the diversity of the participants and the audience.
P

p

s

ly e pe e ed

y

d ve s y h o gh he m s p ese ed. The

musicians experienced unity because of their shared experiences that led to the concert,
and by simply making music together on the stage. Musicians and audience were unified
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Order
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

Unity in Diversity Worship Concert Program
Holy, Holy, Holy (Three in One)
Welcome (Joy)
1 Corinthians 12:4–7
Alrrouh Wahed (One Spirit)
Arabic Worship Song
Philippians 2:1–5
Make Your Joy Complete
Colossians 3:12–17
We Are Forgiven
Love Binds Us Together
Dwell in Shalom
Sharing time: What would it look like for your
community to dwell in Shalom?
Psalm 117 (Burmese Worship Song)
Congolese/African Worship Song
Ephesians 4:1–7
Bring Us Close to You
Together We Are Strong
One God, One Body, One Spirit
Note:
● 4, 7, and 16–18 were written by the
songwriting workshop participants in
April 2016.
● 9–11 were written by PWI students
during PWI in July 2016.

Table 1: Unity in Diversity Worship Concert Program

as they sang and danced together to celebrate what God has led them through in the
process of songwriting, and to enjoy the presence of different people and language groups
worshiping together in song and dance. Everyone in the room participated in worship. It
was a communal experience—and for many participants, it raised their awareness of
cultures and languages other than their own.
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Interviews after the concert reflect what the experience was like for people who
attended and participated.
● K m, f om B m , w s p
o e he e o gh

e

of he B mese so g e m. He s d, I w s so e

se I’ve eve

special for me. He o ld ’

ee l ke h s

my l fe, so

ed

w s ve y

l e h s feel gs ve y p e sely, e

se of he

language barrier, but he said the highlight of the night was when the African
group led new songs with singing and dancing.
● Farhad Ti, an Iranian youth, also considered the experience very special because
he could see how God was working among brothers and sisters in Christ. He came
to believe that we can worship God in any language, because God cares about our
he

s

d we do ’ h ve o e f

d o wo sh p

o

ow l g ge. He w s

proud of his friend who participated in songwriting through PWI and incorporated
his language—Farsi—into a song.
● Arashk Ara, a PWI student, is from Iran and is the friend Farhad referred to. He
participated in the PWI songwriting worship and presented a song at the concert.
He shared that he felt free to worship God through dance for the first time, and he
loved worshiping with brothers and sisters in different languages and music
styles.
● Another PWI student, Esdras, a second-generation Mexican–American from
Houston, Texas, loved the worship with different languages and cultures, and
most enjoyed singing and dancing together with the Syrian worship song. It was
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his first time experiencing a multilingual, multicultural worship event. He was
part of the PWI songwriting workshop and presented a new song at the concert.
● Andy, from Long Beach, California, is also a PWI student who participated in the
PWI songwriting workshop, and a second-generation Mexican-American. He
s d, I w s

ed le. I e lly o hed my spirit. I have worshiped before with

different languages and cultures, and have led worship in English, Spanish, and a
Cambodian language. It is wonderful to worship in different languages, because
you can see how the same words mean in other languages. A dy w

s o

incorporate different languages and cultures in his local church and is interested to
learn more about his neighbors who speak other languages and have different
cultures and to invite them to worship together.
● Orlando, a second-year PWI student, is an African–American youth who lives in
the area and was a participant in the PWI songwriting workshop. The highlight for
him was unity in worship—to come together as one. In his words,
It was just awesome. We sang in different languages, and different groups
go up and express their emotions and others do the same. We had a big
d e d we ll e joyed . Whe yo ll ome o e ’s some h g o
of o d
y h yo wo ld ’ e pe . If yo
e gh o s who do ’ s lly
go to church come to this, they will also have a blast. Marvelous,
wo de f l. To me, he e e o o he wo ds o des
e
hose. I ’s
something you need to see to believe.
Orlando wished that his pastor had been there to experience the worship with him,
so that he could take this to his local church. He felt the presence of God strongly
and said,
He [God] was moving along with us with the dances and everything ... He
was right in front of you ... When cultures come together, it is a whole
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new game changer. We all praise God in our own ways and we are not
judged. There is no judgement in what we can do in the presence of God.
When we are all in the presence of God, we are one in worshiping.
● Thurman, who was a participant–observer at the songwriting workshop and is the
director of PWI, expressed in the interview that it was powerful to be in a room
full of people who were crossing cultures and a lot of barriers, and to feel the
emotion of the music that reflected their lives. She said,
it was powerful to be in the same place in worship sitting next to people
who are from the persecuted churches around the world, knowing that they
do ’ h ve f eedom h I h ve. J s o e le o sh e my he w h
Christ with other believers is powerful.
The testimonies of the interviewees who attended the concert reveal that they
were fully engaged in worship with new hybrid songs that drew from many languages
and musical genres of different cultures accompanied by various musical instruments.
They were touched by the songs that opened their eyes to perceive diversity as a great gift
of God h e

led some of hem o e p ess hemselves

w ys h

hey’ve eve

expressed before in worship. Participants and audience alike responded to the songs that
led ll of hem o e pe e

g

y h

hey’d eve k ow

efo e. They sh ed h

they were amazed by the ways that God brought this diverse group together in worship
and the presence of God they felt among the group were experienced individually but
also corporately. The collaborative efforts of diverse musicians produced new hybrid
songs that demonstrated unity in diversity, leading the multicultural congregation to open
their hearts to God and to freely express themselves in unity with other believers who
would not likely be worshiping together had these songs not brought them together.

CHAPTER 4: CONCLUSIONS
The turn that the world has taken is toward a postcolonial, urbanizing, and
globalizing dynamic that casts a critical gaze on all the old understandings,
deconstructs and discards them, and then moves on toward a different social order
… d pol
l e o omy sed o glo l h els d flows d o o ationstates. (Rynkiewich 2011: xii)
This is what Michael Rynkiewich says about the contemporary world, in his book Soul,
Self, and Society. He h lle ges m ss o
h opology e hos o ke he
l

e,

d so e y. He e pl

m l ple de

es p

h opolog s s

ow d pos mode
s

d ffe e

so
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es, m l l g l sm, he se of e wo ks

move to decentralization
m ss o

y

d w y f om h e

e w h people o

ed
de s

1960s j

d g of de

of od y h

s

gle

y,

sed o

d he dem se of g o ps, he

hy (2011: xii). He proposes that

he move : people who

emg

g, flee g s

refugees, urbanizing, living in diaspora, and/or transnationals (moving back and forth
from home to host country, from pe phe y o e e ) (2011: xii). Looking at diaspora
contexts within the framework of ethnodoxology, I resonate with what Rynkiewich says
o
wo ld

h lle ges h
d people o

eq

ep o

he move,

ve o s de
s m ss o s p

o of he mpl

o s of he

ew

o e s, e h odo olog s s, and artists

approach complex diaspora contexts to partner with diaspora artists and apply the CLAT
process and reciprocal contextual collaboration to kingdom purposes.
Based on interviews with diaspora musicians, the songwriting workshop and
community event in Clarkston, and applying CLAT to a multicultural, multilingual, urban
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context, this section presents my conclusions to the set of research questions that began
this project. Those research questions are:
1. How does the CLAT framework apply to multilingual, multicultural diaspora
communities?
2. How does the global diaspora phenomenon affect an ethnodoxological
pe spe ve

def

g

d de

fy g he he

m s

of people that should

be encouraged for use in worship?
3. How do we define local arts for people on the move?
4. How does creativity relate to marginality, cultural identity, and hybridity?
5. What are the benefits of hybridity and cultural flexibility for a multicultural
community?
The CLAT Process with Diaspora Musicians in Clarkston
The CLAT research model can be flexibly applied to multicultural contexts,
where diverse cultures meet, demanding border-crossing for diverse musicians to cocreate and collaborate musically. In this context, some of the steps of CLAT were not
necessary to produce the desired musical outcome: to bring the community together in
worship. Those steps might, however, become more important for the full integration of
the newly written songs into local worship scenes of the Clarkston community. One of
the reasons I did not research and analyze local genres and events—CLAT steps 3 and
4—is that Clarkston is a city whose population changes approximately every four years.44
This unusually dramatic mobility and fluidity is because the community comprises many
44

Interview with Bollinger on December 21, 2015, Clarkston, GA.
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groups of diverse cultures and languages that are constantly moving and changing. It
would be hard to determine which cultures to focus on in research.
Another reason these steps were not performed is the near impossibility of
researching all of the local musical genres, events, languages, and cultures of the different
groups within the p oje ’s limited timeframe. Because of the fluidity of the population,
even if it were possible to research all the musical genres, the situation would be very
different even just a short time later. Many different groups are present, but there is a
strong sense of community because of the close proximity in which the people live in
Clarkston. Because Clarkston remains a relatively new community, with many diaspora
groups moving in and out, new local expressions are needed to represent the community
as a whole in the context of worship. Instead of using existing local genres of the many
different groups, then, creating new songs in an alternative way that can represent the
community was a vital component of e h g he omm

y’s

y

d ve s y go l.

The third reason that CLAT steps 3 and 4 were not conducted was the lack of a
precedent model to follow for understanding what to expect in multicultural contexts, and
of the nature of this project as a short-term project, with me visiting from a distance
rather than living in Clarkston, which limited my capacity. It would have been better if I
could have done preliminary research through written sources and by visiting
p

p

s’ h

hes

d

s

eve s of he Cl ks o

of what is expressed locally and the p

p

s’ m s

og
l

a better understanding

kg o

ds. But because I

w s ’ s e who would attend the initial workshop, I had only limited information for my
planning. Also, because of the nature of diasporic people, I expected that the event would
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be unpredictable, even though it was scheduled far in advance. Thus, CLAT step 5—the
songwriting workshop—served as part of my initial research activities to learn about the
local musical genres of the participants, and I had to depend on each participant drawing
from their musical and cultural knowledge and skills in the co-creation process.
The other CLAT steps were very helpful in getting to know the community and
the local musicians and designing and facilitating an activity to inspire the collaboration
of diverse musicians to reach their goal. To specify a goal for the community in the
CLAT step 2, it was vital to gain insights into and perspectives of local leaders and work
with them to set a goal for the community for local ownership and continuation of
sparking activities in the future. CLAT steps 6 and 7, I eg

o

d Cele

o , se

the stage for continuity of the new music created for the community and helped the
community plan for the new music to be successfully integrated into local worship.
In this project, my role as an arts advocate was as a facilitator, providing vision
and clear purpose for co-creation and encouraging artistic creativity and diversity. I
needed to ensure that the music the participants created was a unique representation of
Clarkston and a celebration of their identity and diversity in Clarkston. As a facilitator, I
needed to be aware that using a common language of the group could dominate or
degrade the quality of their own musical expressions, and so I had to make sure that each
participant was fully engaged and contributing to the songwriting process as a
representative of cultures, languages, and background. I also wanted the expressions to be
a celebration of who they are as a group, not something people could create anywhere
else. In the manual, the role of arts advocates is clearly explained as being guided by the
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local resources in the community. The instructions for arts advocates are helpful for them
to know what their role and contribution are and what needs to happen for the CLAT
model to truly benefit the local community at work.
CLAT Process and Reciprocal Contextual Collaboration
A songwriting workshop with diverse diaspora musicians required reciprocal
contextual collaboration (RCC), because each musician represented the culture and
language(s) of his or her origin. I observed that an RCC partnership model can interact
with CLAT in a songwriting workshop, becoming a critical component for CLAT in a
diaspora context. Because our goal was to demonstrate unity in diversity, it was
important that the reciprocal collaboration be based on reciprocal relationships among the
diverse participants. In the CLAT process, freedom of sharing gifts and resources based
on reciprocal trust is encouraged all throughout. Just as with RCC, this process promotes
two-way conversations and participation based on relationships, and it respects local
resources, decisions, and goals for the communal co-creation process.
In the Clarkston songwriting workshop, all participants were connected through
Proskuneo Ministries and had already established relationships with one of the workshop
facilitators, Josh Davis, and with other musicians. Davis is deeply rooted in the
omm

y

dh de

ed he p

p
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d espe

h o gh h s f e dsh p

d

his work to bring community members together for worship. Because of these existing
relationships, there was freedom to share, an autonomous but interdependent
collaboration, as each musician contributed not only his or her own musical abilities and
skills, but also languages and cultural and musical perspectives. There was a unified,
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important. For example, in addition to the contribution of their cultural perspectives and
l g ges, w ho

G d’s le de sh p

l es to bring in the musicians from his

community and lead a group of musicians in songwriting at the workshop, or without
F d ’s m s

l

g g sk lls
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g g h s e wo k of f e ds o

add authentic instrumental sounds and vocal qualities, the quality of the songs, the
wo kshop,

d he omm
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wo ld ’ h ve ee

he s me;

wo ld o h ve

reflected the diversity that is desired in the songs and the process itself. With a vision and
purpose of co-creation for the benefit of the whole community, and encouragement to
contribute who they are and what they have toward the goal, the inspiration of coe o sp ked he

e

v y, wh h he led o

e

g o

so gs w h g e

freedom and enjoyment and without one person or culture dominating. In this
songwriting workshop, RCC was very natural because the co-creation process for unity in
diversity required that participants cross borders and be interdependent, while their own
contribution was crucial in creating something that reflected the whole community.
Cueva points to three basic tensions in RCC: competition, which can be overcome
by unity as the Body of Christ; leadership, which requires contextual flexibility, among
other Christ-like characteristics; and a spirit of reciprocal sharing, including sharing
power, possessions, and resources fo he s ke of God’s m ss o (2015: 343–345).
Th o gh my
e

e

o s w h d spo

g o ps

my p oje , I’ve o se ved h this

ve e s o —within diaspora groups and with the host community—can produce

synergistic energy to create something new and authentic for the whole multicultural
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community, given the right situation. CLAT is an innovative model to inspire and
motivate this creative collaboration and is closely related to RCC as a collaborative
model of f eedom of p ophe
C ev sees he d spo
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which includes particular diaspora contexts that require a contextual approach to fulfill
God’s m ss o .
Regarding the contextual flexibility in leadership mentioned above, the Clarkston
case study verifies that bicultural musicians, such as Davis and me, can be effective
facilitators and bridge-builders in encouraging creative collaboration among a culturally
diverse group of musicians for the purpose of unity in diversity. Chong H. Kim, in his
le Is The e Pl e fo B
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They k ow how o l ve l m lly, in a place of in-between-ness. They have
lived in a second culture setting long enough to experience culture shock and have
had time to adjust and acculturate enough to feel at home in the second culture.
(Kim 2006: 160)
As a teen, Davis lived in the Dominican Republic as a missionary kid—long enough that
he considers himself bicultural and bilingual. Davis and I understand the cultural
tension—which can become a positive creative energy—within biculturals and also
among people with different cultures in a group. Because we have found a resolution of
the two cultures within each of us and are equipped to help others in a similar process of
intercultural conflicts, we can build bridges between people from different cultures to
wo k oge he ow d ommo go ls. The
lv g lm

lly,

lw ys dj s

o e

l fle

l y we
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that comes from musical background and diasporic experiences, were at work as we
brought diverse musicians together for creative collaboration.
Musical Output of Songwriting Workshop
The musical output of the collaboration of diverse diaspora musicians was hybrid,
multilingual, multicultural, and innovative. By hybrid, I mean that the songs created at
the workshop contained multiple languages and tunes and rhythms of different cultures
interwoven within one song. Among the five new songs, not one song had just one
language or represented just one culture; all songs had at least three languages, and up to
five languages, with two or three musical sections in each song. Alrrouh Wahed, for
example, started with Arabic verses, then a chorus in English, repeated verses in two
other languages, and ended with layers of four languages in the third section. Musically,
Syrians started with the tune and the lyrics in the first verse and then everyone else came
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up with their line of the verses in their languages and came up with their tune and lyrics
in the last section, where all languages and tunes were sung together simultaneously.
The newly written songs were meaningful to everyone who participated and for
the concert attendees. There was a sense of ownership among the participants, a shared
feeling that the new, hybridized songs were authentic expressions of worship, bringing
the community together for unity in diversity. In spite of the concern mentioned earlier
o

hy

d z g osmopol

sm, wh h mpl es dom

e of he m s of he

powerful and an undervaluing of other indigenous music, the hybrid musical expressions
of the Clarkston case study rather helped revitalize at least some elements of the
neglected or marginalized musical traditions of these diaspora groups. The marginalized
cultural expressions found their place in the co-creation process and in the event designed
to share new songs with the community. Encouraged to share songs they were
accustomed to using in worship services in their church communities on the night of the
worship concert, each group felt free to bring ethnic instruments (Fadi bringing an oud
player and an Arabic keyboard) or dances (Congolese/African and Syrian) to accompany
their songs. This was unpredictable for the facilitators, and the results enabled the
congregation to experience ways of worship in cultures other than their own,
demonstrating unity in diversity. The hybrid songs that included contributions from each
p
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l

e we e
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o of he v l e

d e

y of hose

languages and cultures. It was the physical expression of ideas, cultures, languages, and
perspectives of the participants in creating the songs. The co-creation process and the
songs themselves were indicative of unity in diversity. During an interview, Davis raised
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creativity and affirmed a part of their individual identity as well as newly shaped
multicultural collective identity— ew ‘ s- ess.’ The hy
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so gs —was not only a natural product of the co-creation among the diverse

musicians but also the defining factor, connecting the whole community through its
various subcommunities. The hybrid songs were a efle
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Heart Musics of Diaspora Musicians
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complex and unstable than what was typically assumed in the early days of the
e h odo ology moveme . He

m s p efe e es

e h g g

fo m s people’s

cultural identities embrace fluidity and hybridization.
Musicians I interviewed all acknowledged Western music as a part of their heart
m s , whe he hey’d g ow

pw h

or picked it up in their moves. Neil grew up

listening to all kinds of Euro-American pop music; Huaiboih and BoihNu grew up
singing translated American hymns and Southern gospel songs in country styles; Dareen
preferred European classical music over Arabic music when she was growing up; Peter
has learned saxophone, now his primary instrument; Dar has fallen in love with Western
ballads, more than any of his other diverse cultural musical tastes. Diasporic people are
uprooted from their cultures, and this causes dramatic changes in their self-identities,
including expressions of their emotions. He

m s s h ve h ged ove

me s hey’ve
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moved; the music they pick up on the move becomes part of the musical vocabulary in
which they express themselves. Peter writes songs in English and Gio—such as the song
he w o e h

sfo med

d o l so e so g

o v

o y so g fo Jes s. Ne l’s

favorite genre to play is Latin dance music; Gad and Huaiboih enjoy singing Western
Christian choir repertoire; BoihNu appreciates English worship songs and different
genres of music that have become part of her personal expression. Fadi enjoys playing
keyboard in an American worship team in the contemporary styles. Even though Dar
g ew p w h K e

m s , he s d he wo ld ’ s g

fo h mself

fo o he s; he s

moved and touched by American or Korean ballads, which have become his primary
musical expression. And Dareen feels more connected to God when she is worshiping
and singing American worship songs in English.
Their heart musics may continue to change as they adopt musical elements from
further cultural encounters, which will affect their already fluid, continuously changing
identities. Because Dar and BoihNu had different cultural encounters in their formative
teenage years, for example, their diasporic experiences had a greater effect on the shaping
of their identities, making them more open to accepting a new cultural identity as their
own. Thus, they have become generally bicultural, with more specific hyphenated
identities which also significantly affects their heart musics.
Music does not happen in a vacuum but within a social context, and so the
relationships around songs affect their acceptance. Heart music is affected by the social
environment—which is multicultural—and in a diaspora context, hybridity is the natural
result of diasporic people adapting to a variety of expressions, expanding their
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vocabularies to express themselves. Their heart musics will incorporate many of their
me
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about Latin dance music, when he said to his keyboard player in a Latin band, Th ’s
what I grew up with. This music is as much s m e s
k ds of m s ,
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different musical styles.
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m s , eve expanding the meaning of that term to include several music systems, does
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it’s ee
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ss med s a fixed concept, that people’s he

m s
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me. To me,

s he m s of he

childhood or the music of the culture area in which they grew up. But my conclusion
about heart music is that it changes over time in diaspora contexts, and thus I propose that
heart music is a fluid concept. As the evolution of this term suggests, a developing
discipline in this fast-changing world which takes a contextual approach in missions,
such as heart music principles, needs to consider the implications of the changes of the
world in missions, because the very context itself is changing. Ethnodoxologists need to
pay close attention to the changing context affected by the global diaspora phenomenon
and what changes it may bring to our approach to the arts in missions. I believe heart
music could be still a useful term—especially among worship practitioners—if it is more
clearly defined and the nuances of the term articulated to indicate that it can change over
time, as it clearly does in diaspora contexts.
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different cultures, their expression of self in music becomes organically fluid and hybrid.
Just as BoihNu explained the difficulty in expressing herself in just one language and in
one culture, being both Tedim and American, so self-expression in worship in just one
culture or musical style is inadequate. Traditional music was still part of their heart
music, if they grew up with it—as in the cases of Gad, Peter, Fadi, and Dareen (all of
whom moved as adults)—and it evokes special memories of childhood or a home
country. Now that they have adopted a new identity, along with new vocabulary to
express themselves

d ffe e

l

es o

he move, howeve , hey

’ f lly e p ess

themselves in their traditional music only, or in musics of just one culture. Even before
they moved, they were already expressing themselves in a range of musics, and the move
caused more cultural interactions, solidifying and amplifying the hybrid nature of their
heart music.
The songs they composed together in the workshop were uniquely meaningful to
them because they included both–and (not either–or)—both traditional and new cultural
vocabularies—expressions in one song, along with both–and expressions of other people
who have shared similar diasporic experiences. Workshop participants felt that the songs
hey

e ed oge he we e o

so gs,

pes y of he

l

es ep esented. The

implications of heart music principles need to be further expanded to include both/and
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e p ess o s of pe so ’s whole e g, reflecting multifaceted and shifting identities of
diaspora.
In multicultural settings, Western musical styles that are already one part of
people’s he

m s s may become a common factor shared by the participants. But

musics and languages of their cultures are also unique contributing factors for each
participant, honored and valued in the co-creation process and musical outcome. It was
significant that Fadi brought with him a traditional instrumental performer and a
keyboard with Arabic quarter-tones because it showed that he felt free to include them,
that the instruments would fit with the songs people created together, even though the
songs also drew from other languages and cultural elements. He considered the song to
be representative of both himself and the group. In multicultural contexts where people
from diverse cultures worship together, considering heart musics of people is encouraged
in congregational worship to include and encourage participation of members who are not
in the dominant culture, thus promoting true unity in diversity. I see great potential for
these hybrid songs to help multicultural congregations engage with God and one another
in corporate worship, and to become a part of the heart musics—or culturally appropriate
musics—of diaspora groups. I agree with Meyers’s perspective on heart musics in a
multicultural community, when she says
Worship does not need to be a dualistic either/or phenomenon. Rather, it is a
both/and experience, where we graze and grow from a global and local musical
menu. Particularly in the urban church context, we must make room at the table
for the musical hybridities that are the inevitable result of co-creating, singing
together on the pilgrim road. (2015: 137)
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S h g’s def

o of he

m s as having high cultural strength might indicate

an objective measure of the heart music–ness of the songs the participants created.
Though it is too early to gauge the possibility of these songs becoming the heart music of
members of this multicultural community, the participants affirmed that all four elements
of S h g’s me s e of he

m s –ness (emotional involvement, communicational

clarity, social group identity and cohesion, and musical integrity) were present. People
not only fully engaged in creating and performing the songs, but the presentation of the
songs at the worship concert also sent a clear message of unity in diversity, bringing
together a very diverse congregation to fully participate in worship.
Local Music to Represent Clarkston
The tangible musical results of the Clarkston workshop in some ways moved
beyond the boundaries I had expected. This was because the local musical expressions of
he d spo

m s

s

Cl ks o

h lle ged he p

p

s’ ow e pe

o s

d he

assumptions of the CLAT model. Participants were encouraged to create something new
to represent their multicultural community. All the participants, including the facilitators
(Davis and me), were surprised by the songs that were created in such a short time frame.
We had anticipated some hybridity in the songs, since we encouraged participants to
freely incorporate their own musical ideas, styles, instruments, arrangements, and
languages. But the new songs were more sophisticated in their interweaving of diverse
fl e es h

we’d e pe ed.

Because all of the participants were new to this method of songwriting, there were
fewer expectations, which helped maintain an openness to creating something new that
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reflected the group. As I explained in the previous chapter, all participants were fully
e g ged

he p o ess

d we e p o d of o

so gs h

hey

e ed o efle

d

share with the community. The songs and the solidarity within the group affirmed a
newly shaped collective identity— s-ness.

45
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local arts, the songs were created, performed, taught, and understood from within the
y,
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l o e

(2013a: xxiii).

The songs were a unique representation of the local musical panorama and included
multiple languages of the community, shared meanings of unity in diversity, and various
musical forms incorporated into the songs. They were socially understood and accepted
as belonging to the group. They were a mix of the already hybridized local traditions
people identified with and were considered by group members as their own authentic
expressions of worship.
The m s

s’ d spo

e pe e es,

l d g he m s

l jo

eys, h ve

contributed to hybridity in their identities and musical expressions, and to their openness
to collaboration to create something more intentionally hybrid that is reflective of the
multicultural community. Davis shared his insight as a local leader and workshop
p

p
ess.’ B

: A

y level, o- e o e p ds o e’s

de s

d g o e pe e e of ‘ s–

o-creation among people of culturally diverse backgrounds widens the

experience and the definition of us–ness.
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Davis interview, May 8, 2018, Clarkston, GA.
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Davis interview, May 8, 2018, Clarkston, GA.
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The Clarkston case study tells me that local arts need to be defined by the local
people. Wh

me s o e lo l s lso fl d, e

local and global in e

sm l

se people

eo

he move

d he

eo sly s glo l. What ethnodoxology previously

considered or ss med o e lo l —that is, traditional and indigenous—might not be
wh lo l s keholde s

dp

o e s eg d s lo l. Because he lo l of he

Clarkston community drastically changes every four years, the population changes, with
individual identities and subgroup identities that are fluid— s he o ep of lo l

s

also should be. Even though Clarkston has been home to refugees for a generation, it
remains a new community because of the ongoing mobility of its population. Dareen,
Fadi, Neil, and BoihNu have now moved farther out of the city and live in other towns—
d ’s poss le hey w ll o
came from, whe

eed

e o move, though probably not back to where they

ses. Ry k ew h p oposes

o ep of d spo

h pel go, that people who once move into a diaspora community are more likely to
move o se o d y d spo

omm

y

he h

k home (2013: 109).

In the Clarkston case study, the local collective identity we experienced through
the CLAT process is based more on connections through the Proskuneo network than on
geographical location. In other words, even though the participants did live relatively
close to each other, that proximity by itself did not draw them together as a local group; it
was the local network that brought them together. And that collective identity is now also
based partly on the shared experience of the workshop and the event. If this co-creation
continues and the new songs are integrated into worship on a regular basis, then the
newly shaped collective identity as a small, multicultural community within the broader
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context of Atlanta will be solidified. But even though people have since moved farther
out of the city, they maintain their connection to the Clarkston community by working,
volunteering in a ministry organization, pastoring, or being members of a Clarkston
church. Because Clarkston remains a center for newly arriving refugees and immigrants,
they are still part of the life of the community by serving the community. In this sense,
he o ep of lo l —as in geographical boundaries—should remain fluid, more of a
connection through a local network for a community. Lo l m y o

e ll of he

community members living together in close proximity, such as in a rural village, but
instead more of a connection through a local network for a community.
Interconnectedness of Identity, Marginality, Hybridity, and Creativity
To find the relationship between the four guiding concepts in my research—
identity, marginality, hybridity, and creativity—I started with people with hyphenated
identities who were already doubly marginalized as creatives and diasporic. Their
creativi y

v y es l ed

hy

d zed p od

h

ff med

d v d ls’ hyphe

ed

identities and solidified the multicultural collective identity. In this section, I explain my
research findings about the correlations of those four guiding concepts.
As I discussed in the first chapter and earlier in the heart music section of this
chapter, diasporic cultural identity (hyphenated identity), influenced by liminal status,
e p esses self

hy

d y. I’ve lso d s ssed how m g

l y

d spo

e pe e ces

is related to cultural identity and hybridity, a natural product of diasporic people adapting
a variety of expressions from their daily marginalized lives and expanding their
vocabulary to express themselves—especially in their musical expressions. Interviews
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with musicians evidence their struggles with the cultural differences they face and their
struggles with their various cultural identities. BoihNu struggled with being in-between
as a Tedim-speaking Burmese and American, overcoming her identity crisis by building
relationships with both cultures, which helped her feel that she belonged to both cultures.
D ’s s

ggle w h h s de

y w s eve g e e , e

se he g ew p w h fo

d ffe e

cultures before he adopted American culture as his own. He shared how difficult it was to
come to a point where he finally accepts and appreciates all cultures in him and takes in
all different cultures around him. About his struggle with his identity, he said,
Who wo ld yo o s de yo self s? sed o e o e of the hardest questions
fo me. Emo o lly h d. If I s y I’m o e h g, he I fel h I w s m ss g o
some of my o he p e es. I’m eve y h g d I w shed w s s mple … Now I
e l ze h I’m ll of h ! All h ee o fo
l es me!
Through many years of struggle, he finally felt that he belonged to a Karenni community,
but he expressed how his attempt to write a song in Karenni style was not considered
e l K e

Ame

zed.

Neil has a hard time relating to people who have never had cross-cultural
experience but finds it easy to move back and forth between Filipino and American
cultures and fit into both. Dareen and Fadi, who had spent less time in the U.S. than had
the other interviewees, still saw themselves primarily as Syrian. But they acknowledge
that when they someday become American citizens, they will need to embrace their new
hyphenated identities.
All interviewees already claimed hybrid musical expressions as their own,
reflected in their self-reported heart musics and in their musical output, which were more
dramatically and intentionally hybridized with other cultures of the participants. Their
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hybrid musical expressions were affirmed and honored through the co-creation process.
The community event gave them a platform and freedom to share their music with a
multicultural audience. The whole process of co-creation, and the songs that resulted,
marked by hybridity, solidified their hybrid identities and affirmed and brought value to
the culturally marginalized expressions that became part of the final products. In fact, the
hybridity in the songs was a defining and connecting factor of the group of participants,
which is reflective of who they are, individually and together as a community.
The interviews revealed stories of being in the margins of the community and of
the cultural marginality that diasporic people experience. Fadi had to leave his profession
as a music teacher and full-time church staff member in Syria, instead working in an
Arabic restaurant in America. Dareen went through a hard time making friends in the
U.S. wh le s ll ove om g

l

e sho k

d l g ge

e s. Ch d , D ee ’s

husband, started working at a house maintenance job instead of as an IT manager, which
economically and socially put the family in the margins of the society. Both Neil and Gad
had to be separated from their immediate families to wait for their paper documents to
process for approval to come to the U.S., which put them socially and legally in the
margins. This is not an uncommo e pe e e of d spo

people. D ’s e pe e e

his school as an outsider, not being able to speak English at all, and his feeling that he
belonged to neither of the cultures he identified himself with, put him socially and
culturally in the margins. He also expressed his struggle to maintain his friendships as he
constantly moved from one place to the next, feeling mixed emotions about leaving his
friends behind and about making new ones. BoihNu struggled with her difference as a
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bicultural among her school peers; feeling that she was in the margins of both cultures
helped her accept her hyphenated identity, making her a bridge-builder between friends
from different cultures in multicultural settings. In these stories of the diaspora musicians,
I see a clear relationship between marginality and cultural identity, which are then
expressed in hybridity. They already knew some degree of hybridized musical
expressions before they moved, and to an increasing degree as they transitioned from one
place to the next.
I now connect these concepts to creativity. My project was intended to spark the
creative action of diaspora musicians through the songwriting workshop and event. The
Clarkston project showed me that creativity manifests in unique ways within a diaspora
community— an important point when applying the CLAT process in such a
multicultural context. Chong H. Kim, in an article about empowering creativity in
missions, sees common characteristics amongst creative, innovative individuals and
suggests that hey see poss

l es, ove ome odds, e og ze p e s,

d o

e do s

between seemingly unrelated things and thinking, which has changed the course of
mode

h s o y (2010: 75). K m’s s eme

w s

sed o

q o e f om K h ey’s ook,

Inside Steve’s Brain (referring to Steve Jobs), which explains creativity as connecting
h gs f om o e’s d ve se e pe e es. C e v y, K h ey s ys,
s j s o e g h gs … h ’s e se hey we e le o o e e pe e es
hey’ve h d d sy hes ze ew h ngs. And the reason they were able to do that
w s h hey’ve h d mo e [d ve se] e pe e es o hey h ve ho gh mo e o
he e pe e es h o he people … The o de o e’s de s d g of he
human experience, the better design we will have. (2008: 194–195)
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g h gs f om o e’s d ve se

experiences. In diaspora contexts, this could include being in the margins of a culture,
being in-between cultures. A hyphenated identity (both–and, not either–or) forces you to
think outside of your cultural frame, which may increase your creativity. Embracing your
hyphenated identity takes creativity, to allow you to be and see yourself as a hyphenated
identity.
Creativity—as opposed to rigidity—is related to openness and fluidity, which is
lso he

e of d spo

e pe e es

d de

es. I D v s’s s o y

hs

e v ew,

for example, he implied that he was already creative before moving to the Dominican
Republic. Because he was young and had fewer firmly established assumptions, he was
more open to accepting new things in the new cultural frame in which he was placed.
With this still-forming cultural frame, he was able to adapt to ways that were different
from his own culture, cultivating greater appreciation for new ways of thinking and
eh v g, o see g hem s w o g. As

es l of h s d spo

e pe e es, he

became more creative with new cultural and musical vocabularies, even after he returned
to America. His openness to other cultural expressions led him to adopt black gospel
music as his own music, and he continues to draw from other musical traditions to
express himself. In other words, the new exchange of ideas and interaction with people
who are different opens up a new vocabulary for artistic expression, contributing to an
increase in creativity. For diasporic people, the cultural exchange and interaction takes
place inside of them, and maintaining different cultural perspectives simultaneously
increases their ability to see things differently. They develop a perspective on their own
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were pushed to margins of both cultures.
Th s does ’ mply, howeve , h d spo

e pe e es m ke hem somehow

automatically more creative, nor that all those who have diasporic experiences will
choose to exercise greater creativity. Schrag discusses creativity in the context of cocreation, saying that

e

v yo

s whe o e o mo e people d w o

he pe so l

skills, the social patterns of their culture, and symbolic systems to produce an event or
work of heightened communication that has not previously ex s ed

se

fo m

(2013a: xix). In the co-creation process with diaspora musicians in Clarkston, creativity
occurred when sparked by someone who valued and encouraged that creativity and
inspired them to create new songs, drawing from their diverse diasporic experiences and
the unique, expanded vocabulary already within them. In the CLAT model, Schrag sees
creativity as a communal activity that everyone contributes to, and also as a
omm

o of love. He el eves h

eve y me we

sp e o p ep e someo e else

to create, we are performing one of the highest, most satisfying and enduring acts of love
(2013a: xxi).
Through a creativity-sparking activity that encouraged their openness to create
something new and also communicated love and honor based on established
relationships, diaspora musicians in Clarkston found a unique way to express themselves.
New songs that never existed in just that form took shape out of the activity, and a new
multicultural platform that had never existed was created. Participants explored an
alternative way of collaborating for songwriting, personal expression, and preservation of
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cultural heritage. They found a distinctive way to contribute to the community, and this
co-creation experience has started to shape a collective identity to represent the whole
community of Clarkston, in which subcommunities are still segregated. The new songs
were a novel, contemporary representation and expression of this ever-changing
multicultural community. This co-creation process was certainly an unprecedented way
of partnership with diaspora musicians, resulting in reinvigorated authentic expressions in
wo sh p
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done before among diaspora musicians and in the multicultural community.
The results of the Clarkston project affirm what Makoto Fujimura writes in his
book Culture Care. Fujimura talks about how artists have been pushed to the margins in
he p s

d p ese . He sees he

s s

o de -w lke

o

o de -s lke , whose

life is on the borders of a group and in the spaces between groups. His insight about
ar s s
m g

he m g s el es o d spo
l zed,

s

ss

d d spo

m s

s, who

people. He des

e o s de ed do

ly

es he l fe of hese o de -

walkers:
life on the borders of a group—and in the space between groups—is prone to
dange s l e l d f g
ve, w h people o h home d mo g he o he
likely to misunderstand or mistrust the motivations, piety, and loyalty of the
border-stalker. But mearcstapa [ Old E gl sh wo d h me s o de w lke s ; F j m ’s e m fo rtists] can be a role of cultural leadership in a new
mode, serving functions including empathy, memory, warning, guidance,
mediation, and reconciliation. Those who journey to the borders of their group
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and beyond will encounter new vistas and knowledge that can enrich the group.
(Fujimura 2017: 58–59)
Fujimura believes that identifying, raising, and training artists who have the potential to
h ve s

l

l le de s

e he key o

l

e

e. A del e

e
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community that includes enriching friendships is crucial for them to come to their
maturity and full, flourishing creativity (ibid.: 60). These leaders have the potential to be
reconcilers of division and fragmentation, demonstrating unity in diversity. Through the
Clarkston project, for at least some of the participants, the workshop may have been one
p

of he

g o e ome

l

l le de s, s F j m

e o

ges. D ’s wo ds

ring in my ear as I imagine this potential cultural leader that Fujimura describes:
I feel more connected to people who are new to this country because I went
through what they went through and I understand them. I also understand those
who only grew up in one culture and are new to different cultures. I see different
perspectives of both sides … I sed o look dow o my ow
l e few ye s
go. I e l zed h h ’s o wh God w s. God p me
h s l e fo
reason. So I learned to accept all the cultures in me and value them. Our people
consider themselves poor and undereducated, without country, and not wellknown. Most Karenni people would not want people to know about their culture
because they are embarrassed and ashamed about their own culture. Now I want
people o k ow o my l e … I w
o e o e of he few people who
connects my people to others.47
Diaspora musicians are untapped resources for missions—which I believe
l des he

l

e

e h F jm

p omo es—in the current glocal world. Such

people have great potential to become bridge-builders in multicultural communities,
leading to a contextual approach of CLAT that promotes unity in diversity and the best
o

ome of lo l e p ess o s h

eq

e o de -crossing. Ethnodoxologists and

missions practitioners need to understand the creative tension within diaspora
47

Interview with Dar on April 2, 2016, Clarkston, GA.
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communities and learn to be flexible in their approach to co-creation or reciprocal
contextual collaboration with diaspora musicians. The outcomes may be unexpected, and
lo l m s

m y ome o me

hy

d zed m s

l e p ess o s. F j m

’s words

remind us that it is the responsibility of everyone involved in missions to raise and train
d spo

m s

s. I s o j s

o de -s lke s

ll of s

he sheepfold, he s ys,

who eed o go
d o fo o flo sh g. If we
se and train
mearcstapa in their challenging role, this gifted group of folks may be able to
learn to read the weather and inform us of dangers and opportunities, so that the
whole flock will be better able to navigate the outer world of culture. (2017: 87)
Further Research Questions
The l s s ge of CLAT s I eg

e

d Cele

e fo Co

y. Th s

sp ed

the Clarkston community to stage a community event, celebrating collaborative efforts to
create songs that were meaningful to everyone who participated in the songwriting
workshop, and sharing the new, original songs with others in the local community.
Likewise, continuity in creative collaboration and co-creation is important for
communities to see greater results of new artistic genres and communal creative efforts
for addressing community goals and for artistic output of the creative efforts to become
an enduring tradition of the community. I find S h g’s

s gh into this continuity

inspiring:
Follow g R oe ’s v ew of d o s l v g p ocess of innovation and
sedimentation, the ideal growth pattern of artistic genres is one of grounded
creativity through balanced malleable–stable dynamism. Practitioners maintain a
sustainable equilibrium between newness and familiarity, allowing the new to
invigorate the familiar and the familiar to support the new. A long
malleable/stable passing on of a tradition produces complexity, depth, and
integration with its community(ies), while allowing for adaptation and novelty.
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The result is the production of thriving, resilient, flourishing arts. (2015: 330–
331)48
As I reflect on my own research and the conclusions of my research project, I
propose research questions that would further help the community continue to co-create
among the diverse groups as well as within the subcommunities in Clarkston and
continue to seek different ways for co-creation process and artistic products to become
part of enduring tradition of the communities at work. Imagining a vision to spark
ongoing creative community efforts to build up the community in unity in diversity, and
to address other community goals, I see my research questions in two categories: one that
applies to subcommunities— h

s, he p

p

s’ h

hes—within the Clarkston

community, and a second that applies to the Clarkston community as a whole.
Further Integration and Celebration for Clarkston’s Subcommunities
Further research may include follow-up interviews to observe ways in which the
songwriting workshop and the community event have affected participants. Through
these interviews, I would want to identify the effects of this research project through
questions such as: How they did feel about the new, hybrid songs? How did the hybridity
in the songs, or co-creation process itself, affect and solidify their identities and their
personal expressions in worship after the event? In the interviews, we may also seek
ways to spark further creative collaboration and integrate the creative activities and the
p od

s, s h s so gs,

o people’s ow

omm

es and among the diverse

community of Clarkston.

48

To better understand the malleable–stable dynamism, see Schrag 2013c, 415–444.
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I will be interested to investigate how these songs and the collaborative
so gw
le

ed h

g p o ess h ve ee
o h P s o G d’s

d w o e so gs h we e sed
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he wo sh p se v es. I’ve lso he d h some so gs

that were written at the initial workshop and presented at the worship event have been
sung in their church services. I would need to research how the songs have been
integrated into the churches and what effects those songs have had in the community.
When the co-creation process is applied in a subcommunity—s h s G d’s h
Pe e ’s h

ho

h, wh h hos people f om m l ple African nations and language areas—

would the CLAT process be applied differently? I can imagine that CLAT steps 3 and 4
could be made more specific to an African context, because the participants share more
common ground than in a broader, multicultural setting. The musical analysis that
compares the music they brought with them on their move and the music they now
express after the move would be helpful in showing the community what they have
retained or adopted on their move musically. Musical evaluation of the new songs created
in their workshop in comparison to the forms in the previous analysis would be beneficial
to noting differences between existing musical genres and the new genres they might
create. This will lead them to decide which existing musical elements or genres could be
connected to a specific goal of the community, or whether they continue to create in a
new genre for a specific purpose. It would be also important to ask how their musical
output from the co-creation could be connected to and benefit the co-creation process in a
broader multicultural setting for a kingdom goal of the whole community.
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To identify locally available artistic genres and resources, it is necessary to apply
the CLAT process to the subcommunities, expanding it to include artistic genres other
than music. Because artistic events may include artistry other than music, it will be
helpful to apply the analytical lenses provided in the manual to all of the artistic genres in
the events in order to understand the artistic resources of the subcommunity at work.
In summary, further research questions regarding subcommunities of Clarkston
could include:
1. How are the songs and the collaborative songwriting process integrated into the
p

p

s’ ow

h

h omm

es?

2. If the songs have been integrated into the churches, what effects have these songs
produced in the community?
3. When a co-creation process takes place in a subcommunity, how is the CLAT
process adapted to fit that community?
4. How does the music people express now differ from the music they used before
their move?
5. How does the musical output of a songwriting workshop in a subcommunity
differ from the output we observed in the broader, more diverse multicultural
context?
6. Which existing artistic genres are available in the community (at least for a focus
group at work), and how can they be incorporated into the next co-creation
process of diverse artists?
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7. As this co-creation process continues to happen in the community, how does it
affect the subcommunities and the community as a whole?
Further Integration and Celebration for the Clarkston Community
For further integration and celebration in the broader context of the Clarkston
community, it will be important for the community to find avenues of continuous cocreation, performance, and evaluation. If the music people created together can be
sustainably integrated and can continue to be sung in either newly created or existing
m l

l

l pl fo ms, s well s

e hm s

’s ow s

omm

ities, then the

new musical output has the potential to become part of an enduring tradition that
represents Clarkston as a diverse multicultural community. Proskuneo Ministries, for
example, recorded one song—"Alrrouh Wahed —from the workshop to include in
their upcoming album for the Clarkston community and for broader multicultural
communities beyond Clarkston. This integration and celebration could continue if there
were more sparking activities to create new songs that represent a multicultural
community, and more specifically, that foster unity in diversity in Clarkston.
CLAT steps 3 and 4, which include researching local musical genres and
musical events through different lenses, might be useful in understanding the
indigenous elements of the music each group brings into community. In that way, those
elements which might seem less salient to outsiders without researching the emic point
of view can be better acknowledged and incorporated into songwriting or other
sparking activities in the future. The research methods suggested in CLAT step 4 could
e helpf l o ese

h

d

lyze h ges

he p

p

s’ m s

l ge es efo e
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and after the move. This musical analysis and evaluation would be useful in seeking
further ways to integrate and incorporate the more neglected and marginalized elements
of the musical tradition people have brought with them on their move into the next cocreation process. These steps should be expanded to include other artistic expressions,
such as visual arts, drama, and dance, allowing for creative collaboration between
different kinds of artists, that people can incorporate other artistic elements into the
next co-creation process.
Follow-up interviews with local leaders would be helpful toward developing
more opportunities for creative collaborations, such as songwriting workshops. Davis
affirms that further ongoing sparking activities are necessary to continue producing
songs that represent the whole community, while inviting gatekeepers, stakeholders,
and influencers to the activities and empowering them to collaborate and integrate the
collaboration process and the songs into their own communities. Multicultural
platforms would be required to connect subcommunities that are still segregated, and to
foster collaboration among the diverse groups. Existing platforms—Culture Fest,
Clarkston Ministry Association, Proskuneo School of the Arts, and the Proskuneo
Worship Institute—are possibilities for diverse artists to meet for more creative
collaboration. Without the intentionality of community leaders, it will not be possible to
e e ew ge es

d eve s h

e e ess y fo

ew

omm

y l ke Cl ks o .

Creating more songs or other artistic products through more sparking activities, using
existing multicultural platforms and creating new contexts for specific purposes
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through the collaboration of leaders of the community, will be critical for ongoing
integration and celebration of the new genres that will be created in the future.
The next set of research questions summarizes the next steps for the Clarkston
community as a whole:
8. How can the Clarkston community find more ways for further integration and
celebration in the community?
9. How are the songs and the collaborative songwriting process itself integrated into
the broader community of Clarkston?
10. If the songs have been integrated into the multicultural community, then what
effects have these songs produced in the community?
11. What existing musical elements or genres are available in the community, and
how can they be incorporated into the songwriting or into the next co-creation
process of diverse musicians?
12. What existing artistic genres are available in the community (or at least a focus
group), and how can they be incorporated into the next co-creation process of
diverse artists?
13. How can the community continue to create new genres and new events that
include other artistic forms?
14. When this co-creation process continues to happen in the community, how does it
affect the community as a whole?
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Further Research Questions Beyond Clarkston Case Study
The four key concepts I explored through my case study—cultural identity,
marginality, hybridity, and creativity—need to be investigated further, beyond my limited
observations and conclusions in this case study. This application of the CLAT model is
only one way to apply CLAT in a specific, extreme multicultural context, but I hope this
case study and my conclusions inspire further creative initiatives and studies in other
multicultural contexts. In this section, I explain the limitations of my case study and
suggest further research topics for future studies.
First, regarding the application of CLAT in multicultural contexts, my case study
is limited to the context of congregational worship in local Christian churches. The
conclusions of this project can be further explored in a broader cultural context of the
community to test whether my conclusions are applicable to the wider community of
Clarkston, outside of church life and Christian corporate worship. The community goal of
my case study was unity in diversity in Christian worship, but unity in diversity in other
domains of the community or other goals of the community—education, reconciliation,
social justice, trauma healing, or economic opportunity (as suggested in the manual)—
can be explored in future initiatives and projects.
Second, the conclusions of my case study need to be compared to other projects
and case studies in multicultural contexts. I hope my project will be a springboard to
inspire future creative initiatives, asking questions about the effectiveness of the CLAT
model and exploring concepts of heart music and local arts in other multicultural
contexts. The interconnectedness of the concepts explored within a diaspora context need
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not be limited to only a diaspora context, but can also be extended to other situations in
which cultural interactions significantly affect the identities and artistries of the
community. More case studies in multicultural, multilingual, urban context are needed in
ethnodoxology to reflect the current reality, as Meyers suggests:
Though he ho k owledges e ly o h people e m l l g l,
m l
l
l, d m l
s
(S h g 2013,
), he m
l does o , my
opinion, sufficiently describe how to understand the complexities of this reality.
Particularly in an urban environment like Beira, it is virtually impossible to
untangle the threads of varying music traditions, including missional influence,
multiple languages, and numerous cultures, that contribute to the music tapestry
of worship music in city churches. Ethnodoxologists need to be better equipped to
de s d he
e s gly glo l zed e l y of wo sh p
od y’s
churches. (2015: 138)
Third, cultural identity in a diaspora context is an important analytical concept
that needs further attention beyond my case study. One of my remaining questions after
this case study is how hybrid artistic expressions affect individual and collective
identities. This question can lead to many different future studies on cultural identity and
artistic expressions. I suggest studying the subcultures of different immigrant
communities and multiple generations, looking at how their identities are expressed
differently in their artistic expressions. Conclusions from research on the subcultures of
different generations and communities will inform arts advocates in their endeavors to
help communities thrive by using artistic expressions to address different community
goals. Identifying heart musics and artistic expressions of different subcultures (which are
closely related to their cultural identities) will also be beneficial to fostering culturally
appropriate worship in diaspora contexts. Robin H

s’s book, Storytelling in Siberia:

The Olonkho Epic in a Changing World, hints at an issue of cultural identity among
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Sakha Christians and the complexity and multi-layered nature of a community, reflecting
the varied influences of historical backgrounds and contemporary changes of the world
on the community (2017: 16–17). Understanding what affects changes or adds layers to a
g o p’s cultural identity is an important research goal that needs to be further explored.
Fourth, the relationship between liminality and artistic expression can be more
deeply explored in diaspora contexts. S h g’s perspective of integrality and liminality
offers insights into the benefits a community can receive from new genres that are created
he l m

l omm

o sp e,

tradition that is integral to the omm

49

potentially becoming part of an enduring
y’s

s (2015: 325). He explains liminality as

one of two broad enactment categories related to an artistic genre performed in an event:
Integral enactments are profoundly familiar to performers and exhibit a congeries
of components characteristic of their normal social and artistic infrastructure,
sufficient to cohere as an iteration of a genre…Liminal enactments, in contrast, do
not comprise features sufficient to fully express a genre. Experiencers recognize
certain elements, but lack an emergent frame to guide their expectations and
engagement. (2015: 323)
He f

he e pl

s how l m

le

me s can be beneficial to communities at work

and states that liminal enactments can lead to the development of new genres and
p ov de sp es fo fo g g so

l h mo y (2015: 329). He mentions that liminal

enactments can bring fresh imagination to people who may not be familiar with the
49

Whe h m s f om o e omm
y e
w h hose f om o he , we se h fo o e e w ys o
communicate. The longer and more regular this interaction becomes, the more energy at least one of the
communities will invest in accommodating its visual signs, symbolic vocal systems, and social structures
o he o he s’. The es l s of omm
o oll s o s v y w dely, depe de o he ge y of
individuals, structural similarity of the two systems, economic and social capital at stake, and political or
ecological forces, to name a few. Contests between ethnolinguistic communities and global economic
and social forces, however, follow a common pattern: If the two groups differ substantially in power or
s
s, he he we ke s lly
edes mo e o he s o ge ’s omm
o p e s. If hey o h
inhabit similar locations in a power hierarchy, their adaptations to each other are likely to be more equal.
The period of time, people engaged, and the locations associated with this contact constitute liminal
communicational space (S h g 2015: 325; l s m e).
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artistic genre. This liminality was experienced in my case study and resulted in what
Schrag describes as the benefits of liminality, closely related to the diaspora state. This
concept needs to be further explored in relation to integrality so that it can lead us to
further integration of new artistic genres, such as the hybrid songs birthed out of this
lm

l omm

o sp e in the songwriting workshop of my case study.

Fifth, further study of creativity in regard to artistic novelty and hybridity is
needed. Schrag and Van Buren, in their book Make Arts for a Better Life: A Guide for
Working with Communities, define creativity concisely s p posef l

s

ovel y

(2018: 14). Their guide is meant to encourage communities to strive for continuous
creativity h o gh v

o s sp k g mome s of p posef l

s

v y to effect

positive change in the community (2018: 15). As I evaluate the novelty expressed in
hybridity in the new songs created at the songwriting workshop, the questions in the
guide regarding how to understand that creativity—artistic novelty—as identified,
defined, and limited in a community, would help a multicultural community like
Clarkston in evaluating artistic output and its value for he omm

y’s long-term

benefit. Some of those questions to help understand the nature of newness and the
purpose of new artworks, such as the hybrid songs in my case study, are:





How much innovation is internal to the enactment, and how much is related to its
context?
What are the features of innovation?
How did artists modify their processes to produce the new expression?
What is the degree of change: barely significant, noticeable, or so extensive that
the enactment seems to have no relationship to its genre? (Schrag & Van Buren
2018: 15)
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Other questions to e plo e people’s o ep s

d v l es o

e ed o ew ess

d

purpose are:




What do people perceive as new?
How, and how much, do artists see their output as individual or communal effort?
How, and how much, do communities see as coming from geniuses who make
arts that last forever, versus something that anyone can do? (Schrag & Van Buren
2018: 15)

These questions can be applied to follow-up interviews with the participants in my case
study, which will assist the Clarkston community in evaluating the new songs and
planning for future creative, collaborative efforts. It can start with evaluating the musical
output of this project and analyzing the hybridity of the new songs so that the hybrid
songs and the co-creation process itself can be tested for the possibility of becoming an
enduring, living tradition in the community. Likewise, the same questions can be
explored in other multicultural communities to plan and design sparking artistic activities.
The hybridity was certainly worth celebrating in the Clarkston community, and it
needs to be further explored in other multicultural contexts to verify whether hybridity in
artistic expressions can affirm and challenge one’s de
ew

he

y of m l

l

l omm

y. K

y

d d ffe e e, becoming the

ll’s wo ds spur us on to embrace

the reality of the church today and recognize the need for further research in
ethnodoxology regarding this hybridity of artistic expressions in worship:
We obviously want to encourage something that we would call culturally
appropriate, but realistically the church is going to be a hybrid. At the very least
what we want to do is legitimize and encourage people to take another look at
their own cultural gifts. I just talked to someone from Central Java who said that
the worship leader in their church just got permission to translate all the Hillsongs
into Central Java. I ho gh , Ce
l J v ? I h k he e e few s he e! So I
just began to encourage him about appropriating what God has given Central Java
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d y g o f d w y o eg e h s o he wo sh p l fe. B
going to be a hybrid. (Mission Frontiers Staff 2013)

e ls

lly ’s

Sixth, more models of RCC are needed for diaspora missions and for arts in
missions. Reflecting on marginality, partnership between people from the center and
from the margins is vital to building God’s k gdom o e
omm

y’s go ls oge he fo God’s p poses. I

h and achieving the
le

o

he v l e of lo l

and worship development in church planting, William N. Harris says h

m g

s

ls m y

be the first to be attracted to the new, but it is the more socially central slice of society
that adopts change and integrates it into society (2013: 171; italics in original). For
diaspora groups to have an effect on the host communities, or vice versa, churches in
both communities must be connected and work together—based on reciprocal contextual
collaboration—for kingdom changes to penetrate the surrounding cultures of the wider
community. More partnership models of RCC should be encouraged, not only for
diaspora missions but also for arts in missions.
Final Words
I began this research with a set of questions that focus on the application of the
CLAT model to an extremely diverse, multicultural community that hosts numerous
diaspora groups. As a diasporic person myself, finding answers to questions about
diasporic experiences marked by liminality, marginality, hybridity, and power relations,
and what they mean in relation to my cultural identity and the musical expression in my
life, was critical for me to understand not only my self-identity and personal expression
in the context of worship, but also my role and contribution in my involvement in
missions—specifically, in the ministry of music and arts. This research has taught me that
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I can place myself and my ministry in two broader frames. One is the contemporary
wo ld h

s o s

ly h g g

o mo e glo l wo ld,

wh h God’s sove e g

hand scatters people all around the world. The other is the world of missions, that people
on the move are recognized as a significant creative force to energize innovative models
of m ss o

h

k gdom ll

e ef
o

o o ly d spo

d he wo ld. I’ve le

g o ps

lso God’s h

ed how CLAT

h, m ss o ,

se ve lo l omm

d
y—

specifically, a multicultural diaspora community—for a kingdom goal of unity in
d ve s y. I’ve see

he poss

l es fo

pply g CLAT o m l

l

l o e s, s

way of advocating and nurturing more signs of kingdom within the community.
With my fellow ethnodoxologists, I envision diaspora artists in partnership with
other local artists from the host communities, empowered through various creative
collaboration in their communities and engaging with distinctive local artistic expressions
that are thriving. When artistic diversity is celebrated and integrated into the context of
worship in parts of the world where the seeds of diaspora are scattered, a reflection of the
heavenly worship described in the book of Revelation will be more clearly realized in the
church, and God’s m ss o
efle

o

g ll people oge he

g God’s glo y h e omp sses he f ll

wo sh p efo e h s h o e,

ge of d ve s y, w ll e

ompl shed.

This research project helped me see a glimpse of that vision in my community and
beyond. Artists on the move have a unique capacity and opportunities to become bridgebuilders in multicultural communities and to become truth-tellers through their arts,
expressing their unique perspectives and contributing to a community’s kingdom goals.
Arts advocates, artists, local church leaders, and missions workers must work together to
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build the kingdom on earth. I believe this research project is a step toward see g God’s
kingdom on earth as in heaven and an example of creative collaboration for unity in
diversity.

APPENDIX 1: INTERVIEW QUESTIONS FOR DIASPORA MUSICIANS
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Interview Questions for Diaspora Musicians
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

How would you introduce yourself?
What languages do you speak?
In what languages can you sing?
Which language you do feel most comfortable speaking?
Which language do you speak at home/work/church/school?
How long have you been living in Clarkston? Where did you live before?
Have you visited your homeland or where you lived before you came to
Clarkston?
8. Have you been keeping in touch with your family, relatives or friends?
9. How did you come to live in Clarkston and how do you make a living?
10. Describe your experiences when you first moved to Clarkston and what has been
the most difficult thing to overcome?
11. What is the biggest challenge you face right now?
12. Describe your artistic activities that you were part of before you came to
Clarkston.
13. Have you brought any music CDs or instruments when you first came to America
or even after? If so, what have you brought so far?
14. Have your artistic expressions been affected by your experiences since you left
your homeland? If so, how are they different from before?
15. How do you feel about the difference?
16. What kind of music do you listen to when you are most relaxed?
17. Which local community have you been part of?
18. What kind of music do you sing or play in your community? Describe differences
if music you play is different depending on various settings.
19. What kind of outfit do you wear when you make music in your community?
20. What other kind of arts is being performed in your community?
21. Have you been a part of a community event that you performed with diverse
artists? If so, what kind of art or music did you perform at the event?
22. What was the purpose of the event?
23. What do you think people in this community need the most? (What are the most
pressing needs that people have in common?)
24. If you were given an opportunity to perform for people in the community to meet
their needs, what would you do as an artist? or with your artistic gift?
25. What do you feel about collaborating with artists in the community? Have you
been working with other artists in the community?
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26. If so, how was the experience? If it was a good experience, what was good and
why do you think it was good? If it was a bad experience, what was bad and why
do you think it was bad?

APPENDIX 2: INTERVIEW QUESTIONS FOR LOCAL COMMUNITY
LEADERS
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Interview Questions for Local Community Leaders
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

What is your role in the community?
What do you want to see happen in the community?
What kingdom goals are you pursuing in the community? (for Christian leaders)
What is the most pressing need that people in the community have in common?
What do you think artists in the community can do to meet the needs of the
people? Or a specific need in the community?
6. How can you help artists to make it happen?
7. If you were given an opportunity to host an event that would benefit the whole
community, what kind of event would you facilitate?
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